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ABSTRACT 

There is growing demand for many o f Australia's coastal areas to be conserved and 
retained in their natural state. The reconciliation o f competing demands; such as 
residential, industrial, recreation, conse1Tation and tourism; in a manner that ensures the 
sustainability o f natural areas is a major issue facing coastal planners. 

The ingaloo coastal strip in Western Australia is a prime example o f a fragile coastal 
em·ironment, subject to increasing ,·isitation, complex economic, social, em·ironmental 
and institutional forces and a wide range of stakeholders. The challenge for managers 
and planners o f the coastal strip is to determine an appropriate le,·el o f de,·elopmcnt and 
a management regime that meets the needs of stakeholders while still achie, ·ing the state 
gm·ernment's goals in relation to coastal zone management. To meet this challenge, 
decision need to carefull )· balance human needs with the em·ironment's ability to 
assimilate the pressures placed upon it. 

This research integra tes social , em·iro nmental and economic factors in to a decision 
framework for the sustainable management o f natural resources. This framework differs 
from existing frameworks in two \\"a\·s; firstl~·, it specifically includes stakeholder analysis 
as an indi\·idual assessment technique and second!)·, it focuses o n rapid appraisal 
techniques . Three indi,·idual assessment techniques; e1wironmental impact assessment, 
cos t benefit anal~·sis and stakeholder analysis; are incorporated into a multiple criteria 
anah-sis model. This model is applied to a case studr o f the Ningaloo coast, Western 
,\ustralia . 

The results shO\v that a co-management arrangement between indigenous communities 
and the Department o f ConsetTation and Land t\ [anagement is consistently superio r to 
o ther management options identified. , \nothcr fa,·o urable management option is sole 
management by the D epartment of ConsetTation and Land t\Ia nagement. When 
weightings that reflect an e1wironmental perspecti,·e arc used, low ,·isitation scenarios are 
preferred . 

The research concludes with land use and management recommendations for the 
Ningaloo coastal strip. This recommended management regime would invoh·e some 
form o f co-management between stakeholder groups and C1\Lt\[, particularly the 
traditional Aboriginal inhabitants. The le,·el of development would be low, with at mos t, 
a single wilderness lodge facility. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Throughout the world coastal emrironments are in demand for residential, industrial, tourism, 

conservation and recreational purposes. The issue of planning for coastal zone management 

and use is often complicated by a lack of knowledge and uncertainty surrounding 

emrironmental impacts, conflicting demands for multiple use and a wide range of 

stakeholders. The issues invohred in coastal zone management typify many natural resource 

management problems. 

The competing demands for coastal use are particularly illustrated in Australia, where 80 

percent of the population li,·es close to the coast (Australian State of the Environment 

Committee, 2001 ). In particular, there is growing demand for natural coastal areas to be 

prese1Ted as wilderness areas: to prm·ide for recreation, nature-based tourism, ecos~·s tem 

sen ·ices and for the benefit o f future generations. The already difficult issue o f reconciling 

growing demand with finite supply of the natural coastal resource is complicated by the 

irreYersibility of many forms o f de, ·elopment. Finding acceptable solutions to these issues is 

one of the key responsibilities o f coastal land use planning. 

The Gm·ernment of Western Australia has stated that their goal for management of the 

coastal zone is " to manage the coast sustainably for the long-term benefit o f the co1ru1rn11ity, 

by protecting e1wironmental quality, biodiversity and features o f cultural significance, and 

pro,·iding for social and econonuc needs" (W APC, 2001, p . 18). Tlus goal implies that any 

analysis o f land use options for a coastal area must address the sustainability o f alternatives 

according to three interlinked systems - society, economy and environment. 

Traditional tech11iques to aid the decision making process have involved the application of 

tools developed within a single discipline, such as Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) and 

E nvironmental Impact £\ ssessment (EL-\ ). A growing awareness of the interrelationships 

between social, econonuc and environmental aspects of natural resource management 

problems, and the ascendancy of sustainable development as a new paradigm have led to a 

broadening o f the scope of decision aid techniques; Trus has occurred within individual 

fields, such as the incorporation of environmental impacts into CB.A and the vast array of 

techniques to value non-market benefits from natural areas; but has also led to 
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interdisciplinary approaches that involve a systems perspective to the problem and the use of 

integrated assessment techniques. 

The N ingaloo coast is a fragile coastal environment in the Iorth West of Western Australia. 

The coast is still in a relatively natural condition due to its isolation and aridity. H oweYer the 

coast is adj acent to the N ingaloo Nlarine Park, which contains Australia's largest fringing 

coral reef, the N ingaloo Reef, and is subject to increasing visitation pressure. The Ningaloo 

Reef is in pristine condition relative to coral reefs worldwide, and is fa mous for its 

predictable yearly visitation by whale sharks, marine fauna, game fi shing and ideal w111ter 

climate. The current \Vestern Australian gm"ernment has indicated its 111tent1on to obtain 

World Heritage listing for the Ningaloo i\ Iarine Park (\X'estern ,\ustralian Labour 

Gm·ernrnent, 2001 and MacTiernan, 2002c) . 

Wilderness camping is a popular acti\'ity along the coast, particularly for retired people from 

the southwest and eastern states, who camp for se\·eral months during the mild winter 

period. ~lost of the costal strip is held as pastoral lease, ,Yith leases due to expire in :2015. 

Increased \·isitation is resulting in e1wironmental degradation that indicates the current 

situation is unsustainable. The rclati,·ely unde,·eloped nature of the N ingaloo coast and the 

natural attractions of the area make it idealh· suited as a nature based tomism destination. 

Figure 1.1 The Ningaloo Coast, \\ 'arroora Station. 

Source: N .Longworth, 2002. 
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Local and state government have made a first step towards addressing these issues with the 

development o f the draft Carnarvon Coastal Strategy' (SI\IEC Australia , 2001), which 

outlines potential land use and management directions for the coastal region . The Coastal 

Strategy lacks in-depth analysis o f the sustainability o f options and examines only a narrow 

set o f management arrangements. A large number o f submissions by the public indicated 

dissatisfaction with the Strategy (WAPC, 2002). 

The planning for the ingaloo coast is occurring within the context of uncertainty over 

pastoral lease issues in \'v'es tern Australia. r\11 pastoral leases in the State are to be renewed in 

2015, and proposals to exclude land from pastoral leases for public purposes were required to 

be made by the 7'" December 2002. From this date, parties ha,·e two years to negotiate the 

details and management o f excisions. .-\ t\vo-kilometre strip has been excised from pastoral 

leases along the ingaloo coast fo r consen-a tion purposes, hm,·e,·er details and management 

arrangements are yet to be negotiated. 

D ecision makers must now determine a strategic direction for the coast and the details of 

possible management arrangements and appropriate le,·cls of tourism de,·elopment. This is a 

di fficult process gi,·en the fragile enYironment, the interrelated nature of social, economic 

and em·ironmental components and the " ·ide range of stakeholders. 

1.1 PROBJ,Ei\I STXl'Ei\ IENT 

T he Ningaloo coast is a fragile coastal e1wiron.ment subject to increasing ,·isitation pressure. 

Decision makers must decide on a future direction for land use and an appropnate 

management regime. T he draft Carna1Ton Coastal Strateg)· represented a first attempt, 

however it lacked in-depth analysis and a systems approach to sustainability analysis. 

Decision makers require timely information o n the components of the sys tem and the 

impacts of alternative management arrangements. 

1.2 AIM 

T he aim of this research is to develop a decisio n model tha t incorporates economic, social 

and environmental factors in an integrated assessment framework. T his model will provide 

1 Later renamed the 1inhtaloo Ca rna,von Coastal Strateh')', Stage One. 
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timely information to decision makers and stakeholders, and inform the debate over possible 

sustainable approaches to management and use o f the Ningaloo coast of Western Australia. 

1.3 OBJECT!\' ES 

l. To identify and assess the economic, social and e1wirnnmental impacts associatc<l 

with land use and management alternatives of the project area using CBA and EL-\ . 

') To analyse stakeholder objecti,·es and interests using Stakeholder . \nalysis 

3. To integrate the indi,·i<lual assessment r<.:chn.iqucs, an<l assess the lan<l use and 

management alternat.iYes using a ;-. lultiplc Criteria . \ nalysis (}, IC \ ) framc,,·ork. 

1.4 n IPORT.\ NCE OF RESE.\RCH 

This research ,,·ill dc,·clop an integrated frame,,·o rk that " ·ill be particularly suited to 

problems that require rapid appraisal. T t will further existing integrated assessment 

frame,,·orks de,·eloped b~· Nardini (1997) and , ·an Pelt (1993a), br explicit!~· including 

stakd10ldn analysis as an in<li,·idual assessment technique. 

The Ningaloo coast is an important resource that i:-- widcl~· ,·alue<l by th e local. state, national 

and international community. Planning fo r rhe sustainable future of the coast rcl1uires an 

integrated approach and presents an important oppo rtun.i t\" to i1wok e a wi<lc range o f 

stakeho lders. Current research o n the coastal strip generally im·oh-es physical, biological an<l 

tourism research and there appears to be a lack o f integrated assessment. This research will 

fill tli_is pcrcei,·ed gap an<l prO\· ide useful information to decision makers an<l stakeholders 

o,·er po tential directions for land use an<l management o f the coastal strip. 

·nus research adopts an integrated research approach where three indi,·idual assessment 

tech1uq ucs arc integrated into a broader multiple criteria c,·aluation framewo rk. T hese 

assessment techniques are EI A, CB.A and stakeholder analysis. Impacts are identified and 

estimated using an adapted I-eopokl matrix; sigtlificant envi romnental impacts are then 

incorporated into attributes to be assessed in the MCA. 1\ partial CB.A that focuses on 

pastoral, tourism and recreation benefits provides information on the econo mic efficiency of 
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alternatives. Stakeholder objectives are identified and analysed usmg stakeholder analysis 

techniques developed from Grimble and Wellard (1997) and de Lopez (2001 a) . 

Attributes (or criteria) for the l\ICA are developed from relevant literature, the results of the 

individual assessment techniques and discussions with stakeholders. Stakeholder 

consultation regarding the attributes is undertaken once a preliminary set o f attributes is 

de,·eloped. Scores for the attributes are deri,·ed from the E TA and CBA results and from 

institutional indices and scales developed to address specific institutional and social aspects of 

the problem. 

The research uses the i\ IC -\ so ftware TopDec (Ecosen-ices Pry Ltd., 1996) to assess options. 

This software utilises the \veighted summatio n method o f aggregating weighted scores, and 

offers two methods for determining weights. The T opDec software is particularly easy to 

use, and the results arc transparent and easy to understand. 

A weight set is deri,·cd based on the objectives explored in the stakeholder anal\'sis and in 

light of the sustainability approaches adopted b \' the "-\ustralian national and state 

gO\·ernments. 

The sensiti,·it\· o f the CI3"\ and i\ IC \ results is tested. The CB.\ assumes an optimistic and 

pessimistic scenario to explore the sensiti,·it\· of results to assumptions. SensitiY ity of the 

results to the chosen discount rate is also i.1westigatcd. Scnral stages o f the i\ IC \ process 

can result in rnethod unccrtaint\·. T o explore these issues the sensiti,-it\· of the rankings to 

the weight se t chosen, method of weighting, and scores is addressed. Sensiti\·ir~· to scores is 

explored by assuming an optimistic and pessinustic scenario that reflects different expected 

envi.ronmental and econonuc outcomes. 

The research approach adopted allows the integra tio n o f social, econonuc and envi.romnental 

aspects of sustainability, together with institutional aspects. Limitations o f the methodology 

mainly arise from the rapid nature o f the assessment. The impact assessment is quite sin1ple, 

and does not address dimensions of time, i.rreversibility and cumulative impacts. The le,·el of 

stakeholder involvement is linuted by time and geograplucal constraints. Despite these 

linutations, the methodology provides a use ful framework for the assessment of the 

sustainability of land use and management alternatives for the Ningaloo coast. 
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1.6 OUTLINE OF THESIS 

This thesis is strnctured into seven chapters; the coverage of these is outlined below. 

1. Introduction 

The introduction provides a brief background to the research and outlines the research 

problem, aim, objecti,,es and research approach. The importance of the research is also 

addressed. 

2. The Ningaloo Coas tal Strip 

This chapter prm,ides background information on the biophysical, social, economic and 

institutional em·irornnent of the ingaloo coastal region. T he boundaries of the case stud\' 

area are detailed alongside the regional context. 

3. Literature Review 

The literature re,·iew outlines rele,·ant pre,·ious research. The re,·iew cm·ers the economics 

of natural areas; focusing on insti tutions, property rights, public and prirnte goods, and their 

rele,·ance to management regimes for natural areas. Tourism demand for natural areas is 

explored, with a particular focus on nature-based tourism and its magnitude and rele,·ance to 

the planning of natural areas. The chapter rc,·iews the literature on sustainable de,·elopment, 

focusing on the de,·elopment of the paradigm and the different approaches to the concept. 

Finally techniques that are used to aid decision making with regard to natural areas are 

explored. These include EL\ , CBA, stakeholder analysis and integrated techniques such as 

l\ICA. 

4. Methodology 

The framework adopted for this research is detailed in this chapter. Initially the conceptual 

framework is presented, which provides an overview of the role of the individual assessment 

techniques in relation to the MCA process . The methodology chapter is broken into three 

phases: designing the model, visit to sites and stakeholders and implementing the model. 

The first phase details the integrated assessment model that was developed. T he 

methodology used for the individual assessment techniques is presented first and covers in 
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turn the stakeholder analysis, CBA and E L-\. The i\ICA process is then outlined and covers 

the software used, development of alternatives and attributes, scoring, standardisation and 

weighting, and sensitivity analysis. T he seco nd phase outlines the visit to sites and 

stakeholders that was undertaken to verify the model, and some o f the subsequent 

adjustments implemented. T he third phase briefly outlines the implementation o f the model. 

5. Analysis and Results 

The presentation of results fo llows the structure of the analytical framework de,·cloped in 

chapter four. Firstly the results o f tl1e indi,·idual assessment techniques arc presented . These 

include the table o f stakeholder objccti,·cs and then the resul ts of the CB"·\ and EL\ . 

Following tlus, a fu rtl1er section of analysis details the scoring for the i\ IC.-\ attributes and 

prm·ides in fo rmation on how tl1e results of the CB,\ and EL\ were integra ted into scores fo r 

tl1e per formance matrix. The final sections present the results of the integrated e,·aluation. 

Firstly tl1e raw scores fo r the l\IC. \ arc presented in a performance matrix and this is 

follo\\·ed b>· the results from the c, ·aluations using the TopDcc software. 

6. Discussion 

The results of the integrated assessment are discussed in relation to the methodologr adopted 

and other rele,·ant research. Results o f tl1e indi,·idual assessments arc bric fl r discussed. 

Following this th e research methodology is discussed in relation to oth er in tegrated 

assessment fra mc,,·orks, particular ad,·antages of the adopted approach and limitations. 

Finally the chap te r presents some po licy implications that arise from the resul ts o f this 

research. 

7. Conclusions and Recommendations 

T he mam conclusions drawn from the research are stated and five specific policy 

recommendatio ns for tl1e ingaloo coastal strip are o utlined . 
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2 THE NINGALOO COASTAL STRIP 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The ingaloo coastal region is characterised by a semi-arid climate and ,,egetation, lack of 

surface water and a fragile dune system. The Ningaloo coastal strip is located at the base of 

North-West Cape in the Gascoyne region o f Western ,\ustralia, approximately 1200 

kilometres north of Perth (figure 2.1, p . 9). It is adjacent to the N ingaloo coral reef and 

~Iarine Park. Current land tenure is pas tora l lease, and the stations are popular places for 

wilderness camping m·er the winter period. This chapter outlines the boundaries of the study 

area and the regional context, and pro,,ides background information o n the coastal 

e1wirorunent, land use, historical and cultural feature s, infrastructure and rcle,·ant planning 

policy. 

T,vo major towns and se1Tice areas are located within the ,·icinity of the coastal strip, and a 

smaller tourist ,·illage, Coral Ba,·, ,,·ithin the strip itself. Exmouth is loca ted on the eastern 

side of the orth \Vest Cape peninsula and was gazetted as a to,,·n in 1963 to se1Tice cl1e 

Harold E. Holt Nani communications base, a joint partnership bet\\'een ,\ustralia and cl1e 

Lnited States. In 1992, the l 'S ,vithdrew from the partnership, creating a significant 

reductio n in income in cl1e region (\X/ood and Dowling, 2002). Exmouth has subsequencl:· 

de,·eloped a significant nature-based tourism indusu·y. The permanent population of 

Exm outh in 2000 was 2,202 (Gasco:·ne De,·elopment Commission, 2001 ). Carnan-on is cl1e 

administrati,·e centre o f the Gascoyne region, and had a permanent population of 6,219 in 

2000 (ibid.). Carnarvon is also a significant horticultural region, due to its proximity to 

underground water supplies provided by cl1e Gascoyne river. 

Coral Bay is an important tourist township and o ffers a range of accommodation, tourist 

activities and supporting services. The resident p opulation o f Coral Bay is around 180 

residents during cl1e busy season (SMEC Australia, 2001). Coral Bay is located at Maud's 

Landing. A large marina and resort is proposed for Maud's Landing orth . Although falling 

within the two-kilometre strip, Coral Bay and cl1e proposed resort are not included in this 

study, although it is acknowledged that future developments will affect the coastal strip. 
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Figure 2.1 Regional Setting for the ingaloo Coastal Strip 
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Current conservation estate within the region comprises the Ningaloo Marine Park and Cape 

Range National Park. The Ningaloo Marine Park extends from Amherst Point in the south 
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to the tip o f N orth \Ves t Cape and encompasses bo th State and Commonwealth waters and 

is managed by the \Ves tern Australian D epartment o f Conserva tion and Land :rvianagement 

(CALM). The Marine Park extends to 40 metres above mean high water mark, creating 

co nsiderable overlap between CALi I and pas toralists fo r the management of camping. The 

ingaloo i\ Iarine Park protects the ingaloo reef, Australia's larges t fringing coral reef. Cape 

Range National Park co,·ers 50 581 ha o f the Cape Range peninsula near Exmouth (CALM, 

1987) and is notable for its spectacular scenery, biodiversity and unique Karst (limestone) 

system. 

Cape Range National Park is separated from the nor thern boundary of Ningaloo station by a 

parcel of land under Commonwealth ownership (see figure 2.2, p. 11 ), which is current!~· a 

Royal 1\ustralian Airforce bombing range. Soutl1 o f Carnarvon lies the Shark Bay World 

Heritage Region (sec figure 2.1, p. 9). T his area is internationally famous for its ancient li fe 

form s (Stromatalites), coastal scenery and ,·isitation by dolphins. 

2.3 LOC.\TIO .\ D BOUr D.\RIES OF STUDY .\RE,-\ 

T he study area is a two-kilometre wick strip from mean high ,rnrer mark tl1at stretches from 

th e northern boundary of N ingaloo station down to tl1e S0utl1ern boundary of G naraloo 

sta uon. The study area is depicted in figure 2.2 and encompasses the coastal strip of fo ur 

pastoral stations - Ningaloo, Cardabia, \'X/a rroora and G naraloo. These four stations are 

m embers of the N ingaloo Reef O utback Coast Association (N ROC\ ), a no n-pro fit 

association tl1at manages camping along the coast. T he four stations therefore fo rm a natural 

case stud\' area. 

T he width of tl1e strip was chosen for two reasons: this width ,vould encompass most o f tl1 e 

camping witlun tlus area and two kilometres was the area popularly belie,·ed to be proposed 

fo r exclusion (Irving, 15 October 2002), and subsequently excluded from pastoral renewal in 

2015 (MacTiernan, 2002c). T he coastal strip study area excludes the Coral Bay townsite and 

the proposed marina and resort at Maud 's Landing orth. 
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Figure 2.2 The ingaloo Coastal Strip 

Source: Adapted from Sl-.1EC Australia (2001). 
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2.4 THE COASTAL E JV1RONMENT 

2.4.1 Climate 

The region experiences a semi-arid climate. .:-\nnual rainfall along the coast ranges between 

200-300mm with 40 percent ,·ariability, which is exceeded by potential e,·aporation of 1780-

3050 mm per year (CALJ\I, 1989). 

The winter weather pattern occurs from lay to October and is associated with periods of 

anticyclonic weather, which is broken by the eastwards passage of rain bearing frontal 

systems (Payne et al., 1987). ln winter, a,·erage daytime temperatures range from the low to 

high twenties (C-\Lf\I, 1989). Wind speeds are typically between 11 -20 kilometres per hour, 

with south and southcastcrly winds prc,·ailing in the morning and northerly through to 

easterly winds in the afternoon (DAL Science and Engineering Pty Ltd, 2002). 

T he summer pattern occurs frorn NO\·cmbcr to .\pril and is associated with a,-erage daytime 

temperatures between the 10\,. twenties to low thirties (CALL'-I, 1989). Rainfall in am· one 

summer month is frequently zero (Pa~·nc et al., 1987). Tropical c~·clones occur in the region 

during summer, typically from January to t\Iarch (\'<! .-\PC, 1998). Tropical c~·clo ncs \\·ith 

\\·ind speeds in excess of 40 to 50 knots occur c,-c1-y tl1rcc to fi,·e ~·ears 0~ourcnsz, 1981 ), 

while less intensi,·e sys tems can be expected annually (\'<I. \PC, 1998). In 1999 the centre of 

tropical cyclone \'ance passed 80 kilometres to the cast of Coral Bay and produced the 

strongest wind gust speed (267 kilometres per hour) c,·cr recorded on the , \ ustralian 

mainland . This cyclone caused significant damage to Exmouth . During summer, wind 

speeds are typically 11 -30 kilometres per hour with wind predominantly from the soutl1 and 

southwest (DAL Science and Engineering Pty Ltd, 2002). Howenr during spring and 

summer afternoon sea breezes can reach 45 kilometres per hour (\'<11\PC, 1998). 

2.4.2 Geomorphology and Landforms 

The coastal strip falls within the coastal dune geomorphic district as defined by Payne et al. 

(1987) and is dominated by coastal dunes and undulating plains of shallow, calcerous sand 

over limestone or calcrete. The area is characterised by long-walled parabolic dunes and 

swales, narrow beaches and limestone plains. The draft Carnarvon Coastal Strategy (SMEC 

Australia, 2001) defines four geomorphic sub-regions: delta coast, dune coast, cliff coast and 

dune and cuspate spit coast. A section of tl1e coastal strip on Gnaraloo station is dominated 
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by the cliff coast sub-region and is largely composed of low limestone cliffs with rocky shores 

and occasional pocket beaches (ibid.). The rest of the study area can be classified as dune and 

cuspate spit coast. This region features cuspate forelands, which ha,re developed in the lee of 

the Ningaloo Reef (Sanderson, 1997) and shore-parallel beach ridges adjacent to the 

shoreline backed by recent parabolic dunes (SMEC Australia, 2001). 

Figure 2.3 Coas tal Dunes on \'::'arroora Station . 

T he coastal dunes are highl~· susceptible to wind erosion, which results 111 extensIYe 

northward dc,,eloping blow-outs when foredunes or crests become degraded (Payne el al , 

1987). The larges t deflation blow-outs in the area are associated with stock-watering points 

and ,,ehicle tracks (S"t.IEC Australia, 2001). Between Cape Farquhar and Alison Point (see 

figure 2.2), the coastal plateau is incised with a series o f creeks which drain westwards to the 

shoreline (ibid.). 

2.4.3 Water 

The coastal strip lacks permanent surface water, and the main features o f surface hydrology 

are Lake McLeod to the east of the coastal strip on Gnaraloo station and the intermittent 

streams that drain east from the Giralia Plateau (D.A. Lord and Associates Pty Ltd, 2000). 
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Groundwater occurs as unconfined groundwater, which forms the regional water table and is 

at atmospheric pressure, or as artesian groundwater, which is under pressure and rises when 

encountered in a bore (Payne el al., 1987). Most of the shallow coastal groundwater is saline, 

howe,rer fresh unconfined groundwater occurs as a thin layer mrer saline in some seashore 

dune swales (D.A Lord and Associates Pty Ltd, 2000). The artesian groundwater occurs 

rnainly in the Birdrong Sandstone formation, with bores ranging between 100 and 1200 

m etres in depth (Payne el al., 1987). Artesian groundwater from the Birdrong Sandstone is 

h ot and saline (ibid.). 

Groundwater recharge in the coastal strip is limited by the low rainfall and high eyaporation 

rates (ibid.). T he a,·ailability o f wa ter is a major constraint to the development of the coastal 

strip and the ,·iability of nature-based tourisrn ,·cnt:ures. 

2.4.4 Flora and Fauna 

T he flora of the coastal strip is dominated by low shrublands, perennial grasses, and short

lived herbs and grasses in fa,·ourablc seasonal conditions (Parnc el C1!., 1987). Parabolic dunes 

arc characterised by ,·ery scattered or close low shrublands, ,,·h.ich arc dominated by .· lmdCI 

(()Jiai"eCI (weeping acacia), and other low shrubs (ibid.). Isolated patches of taller shrubs may 

occur, including .· lm,ia i'O l'i{l{W, St1//lal11m .1-pim/11111 (sandah ·ood) and I lele/'Odmdmm oleae.foli11111 

(minga or rosewood) (Goble-Garratt and . \ ssociatcs, 2002). Perennial grasses include T1iodiC1 

p11//gem (soft spin.ifcx), Cmdmr., dlimis (buffcl grass) and Pmpalidi11111 !ab11!C1!11111 (Payne el al., 

1987). lntcrdunal corridors and sandy swales support ,-cry scattered to moderatcl)· close low 

shrublands, usually with a high proportion of chcnopod species and spin.ifcx grasses (ibid.). 

Beach foreduncs arc mainly ,·cgetated with Spi"~/ex lo//g1/oli11s (beach spinifex) (Payne el al., 

1987 and Goble-Garratt and Associates, 2002). 

T he restricted limestone plains support low and wind-clipped vegetation; with plants 

distributed where there are pockets of sand or cracks forming rootholds in the limestone 

(Payne el al., 1987). Particularly noticeable is the native fig, Fims pla(ypoda. 

Much of the coastal strip has been colonised by buffel grass, Cenchms ciliaris, which has 

replaced the native spin.ifex and o ther grasses. Humphries el al. (1991, cited in Humphries el 

al., 1994) identified buffel grass as one of ustralia's top environmental weeds. Buffel grass 

threatens native habitats by displacing native vegetation and altering the fue regime and is 

likely to reduce resources for native fauna (Humphries el al., 1994). 
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Figure 2.4 An Extensive Area ofBuffel Grass, Warroora Station 

There has been little stud~· o f the fauna o f tl1e coastal strip. "\ recent desk-top based study o f 

possible species richness for three habitats present in me coastal strip ,,·as conducted for the 

,·icinity o f ?\Iaud's Landing (G oble-Garratt and .\ ssociates, 2002). Table 2. l presents tl1e 

possible species richness for open beach habitat, coastal dune scrub and limestone platforrns. 

T able 2. 1 Possible \' ertebrate Species Richness fo r Three l labi tats on th e Coastal Strip 

Coastal Dune Limestone 
Total 

Species Open Beach 
Scrub platforms 

Species 
Richness 

ative l\Iammals 2 17 13 17 
Introduced l\Iammals 3 6 6 6 
Bird Species ..J.8 61 58 102 
Lizards 1..J. ..J.l 23 ..J.2 
Turtles 3 0 0 3 
Snakes 1 12 6 12 

Source: G oble-Garratt and Associates (2002). 

Of mese species, the Red-tailed tropic bird (Phaetho11 mbticalfda) and tl1e loggerhead turtle 

(Care/ta care/ta) are listed on Schedule One of me Wildlife Conservation Act (1950) as fauna 

iliac is rare or lili.ely to become extent. The peregrine falcon is listed on Schedule Four, as a 

species in need of special protection. During me 2001 -2002 summer months, 130 
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loggerhead turtle nests were counted in an area five to eight kilometres north of Gnaraloo 

Bay (B. Gadomski, pers. comm., May 2002). 

A large number of the bird species in table 2.1 are wading birds, which would only be 

seasonally present on shallow, sloping beaches. Open beach habitat provides perching and 

foraging habitat for birds and some of the larger lizards, and hunting and foraging ground for 

foxes and feral cats (Garratt and Goble, 2002). 

Red and Euro Kangaroos (Macropus rufus and M. robushtJ) are present throughout the coastal 

strip. Introduced vertebrate pest species include goats, rabbits, foxes and feral cats. Goats 

provide additional grazing pressure that threatens the smvival of native flora, and compete 

with native fauna for food, water and shelter (Biodiversity Group, Environment Australia, 

1999a). Goats are currently controlled on pastoral land through mustering and trap yard 

systems. Foxes are a significant threat to small native mammalian fauna (mammals within 

tl1e critical weight range of 35 to 5500 grams) and turtles (Biodiversity Group, Environment 

A us tralia, 1999b). 

2.4.5 Ningaloo Reef 

The Ningaloo Reef is 260 kilometres long and forms a discontinuous barrier enclosing a 

lagoon which varies in width from 200 metres to six kilometres (C\Li\I, 1989). The width of 

tl1e continental shelf is narrower in tl1e ,·icinity of the reef than in any other location in 

Australia, which allows deep oceanic waters and their associated fauna close to tl1e reef. The 

Marine Park represents a biogeographical transition zone, wiili many tropical species at the 

southern limits of their range, and some temperate species at ilieir northern limits (ibid.) . 

The ingaloo Marine Park is rich in species diversity; 501 fishes, 217 corals and over 600 

molluscs were recorded in a survey in 1988 (ibid.). The Marine Park provides habitat for six 

species of whales and forms part of the migratory route of the endangered humpback whale 

(Australian Heritage Commission, 1997). Dugong are found in Norwegian Bay and the 

lagoon north of Bruboodjoo Point (ibid.). The Ningaloo Reef is internationally famous for its 

predictable yearly visitation by whale sharks (Rhincondon !JPtts) ilie world's largest fish, and this 

occurrence is the basis for a significant tourism industry (Davis et aL, 1997). 
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2.5 LAND USE 

The land tenure of the coastal strip is currently pastoral leasehold land and land use includes 

pastoralism, tourism and recreation (mainly camping). The pastoral industry has traditionally 

been based on Merino sheep, though some conversion to cattle is currently occurring. 

Pastoral operations began around 1889 when Thomas Carter settled in the region at Point 

Cloates. Prior to this, the coastal lands were used by adjacent station owners for shepherding 

runs during good seasons, as it was considered too dry for permanent occupation (Forrest, 

1996). However by the late 1890s abundant ground water had been found in the Gascoyne 

and the coastal country became viable (ibid.). Sheep numbers in tl1e Carnarvon Basin reached 

a peak in the 1920s and then fell sharply during the Great Depression. The large numbers of 

stock carried during me 1920s were never regained; large tracts of land had become degraded 

from overstocking, lack of ,Tetn1in control and unpredictable seasons (Payne e/ al., 1987). 

The coastal stnp is a very popular wilderness camping spot for locals and omer West 

Australians from Perth and me S0utl1 West. Numbers of campsites have grown considerably 

mTer me last few years. Table 2.2 presents aerial survey data on the number of campsites on 

ingaloo, Cardabia and \X'arroora stations. Gnaraloo station has a special lease and operates 

a campground wim ablution facilities and a small shop. 

Table 2.2 Number of Campsites on the Coastal Strip, C -\L1'I Aerial Survey Data 

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 

Ju] Jul Jul _-\pr Jul .-\pr Jul .-\pr Jul .-\pr Jul _-\pr 

ingaloo 74 101 128 19 107 14 141 60 141 36 154 84 

Cardabia 20 18 52 4 33 6 28 4 29 6 46 8 

\'v'arroora 56 76 110 18 96 15 92 27 105 22 121 43 

Source: CALM, Exmouth District Office 

Campers on Warroora and Ningaloo stations pay a fee, while Cardabia has previously not 

charged for camping. Campers use the station rubbish pits for disposal, and many have meir 

own chemical toilets. Warroora and Ningaloo stations currently employ caretakers during 

the winter period to monitor where campsites are established, where toilet facilities are 

emptied and where firewood is collected (L. Horak, pers. comm., May 2002). Caretakers also 

collect camping fees. Campers purchase fuel, food, water and equipment in Coral Bay, 

Carnarvon and Exmouth (NROCA, 2002). 
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A large proportion of campers on Ningaloo and Warroora station are older people, who 

come up and camp in caravans for a period of three to five months over the winter period 

(D. Galloway, pers comm., May 2002). These campers often camp in the same campsites 

and have informal communities and a social schedule that includes exercise. An example of 

such an informal community is 14-mile bay on Warroora station. This community has Tai 

Chi classes on the beach at 9:00 every morning and a spit night on the first full moon in June, 

for which the pastoralists donate a sheep. Activities during the spit night include petanque 

and crab racing (1,L Horak, pers. comm., May 2002). During August-September, there is a 

larger proportion of campers from the eastern states who have travelled through the centre 

of the country Q. Lefroy, pers. comm., May 2002). The July school holiday period is usually 

the peak season, when many family members join the established camps. 

Gnaraloo campground generally attracts surfers and fishers and during the summer months a 

small number of European windsurfers (B. Gadomski, pers. comm., lay 2002). 

2.6 HISTOR.ICAL AND CULTURAL FEATURES 

2.6.1 Aboriginal Heritage 

The Coral Bay region is associated in the literature with the Baiyungu peoples (1,Iichael 

Robinson and Associates, 2002). Austin (1992 in i\Iichael Robinson and Associates, 2002) 

noted that the Baiyungu (Payungu) country included Cardabia, Warroora and Gnaraloo 

stations. Brandenstein (1967 in i\Iichael Robinson and Associates, 2002) placed a group he 

identified as the Baiong near Coral Bay and the Talainji to the north. Thomas Carter worked 

with the Talandjii during his occupancy of Yardie Creek Station in the 1890s. Forrest (1996) 

reports that the Talandjii people vanished from the orth West Cape area at the turn of the 

century. 

With the commg of the pastoral industry, the original Aboriginal occupants became 

associated with the pastoral stations in and near their traditional lands (Michael Robinson and 

Associates, 2002). The relationship between Aboriginal people and pastoralists was not 

always harmonious, and the Aboriginal population was reduced by disease and violence 

(ibid). Despite this, the Aboriginal people have retained their connection to their lands. 

Cardabia station is now owned by the Baiyungu Aboriginal Corporation. 
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The draft Camarvon Coastal Strategy reports between twenty and thirty sites of Aboriginal 

heritage significance recorded on the Register of Aboriginal Sites (maintained by the 

Aboriginal Affairs Department) and that the majority of these are middens and artefacts 

(SMEC Australia, 2001). 

2.6.2 European Heritage 

The coastal strip has many historic associations of regional significance for the European 

exploration and development of the orth West Cape (Australian Heritage Commission, 

1997). A large number of shipwrecks occured in the Ningaloo Marine Park, eighteen were 

wrecked between 1811 and 1931 (CALM, 1989). The story of the survivors of the Stefano 

(wrecked in 1875) provides an interesting account of early European and Aboriginal relations 

(Rathe, 1990). An early explorer's diary records finding bones, (supposedly of the Stefano 

survivors), in a cave on Warroora station and burying them in the sand (Bush, 1879, cited in 

Rathe, 1990). Six wrecks are located near Point Cloates; a lighthouse and keepers quarters 

were constructed at Point Cloates soon after 1912. The structures proved unstable as they 

were constructed on a parabolic dune and were relocated several times. In the 1950s an 

automatic lighthouse was constructed south of the original lighthouse (CALi\I, 1989). The 

lighthouse and keepers quarters are in ruins, but pro,ride an interesting historical feature. 

From 1913-1955 whaling was carried out intermittently at Norwegian Bay (Ningaloo station, 

see figure 2.2) . Initially the operation was carried out using factory ships; in 1915 whale 

processing facilities were constructed onshore but only operated for a year before being shut 

down (ibid.). Whaling recommenced for a period between 1922 and 1929 and 1949 and 1957 

until whale quotas were reduced and the station was closed permanently (ibid.). There is little 

remaining of tl1e whaling station. 

2.7 INFRASTRUCTURE 

2.7.1 Accommodation 

In addition to sites for wilderness campmg, many of the stations provide built 

accommodation in the form of shearers quarters. Accommodation offered at Gnaraloo 

includes the old homestead, fishing lodge, shearers quarters and cabins. A large proportion 

of the cabins are currently unfinished, and Gnaraloo station is completing these as funds 

allow (B. Gadomski, pers. comm., May 2002). The campground at Gnaraloo (3-rnile 
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camping ground) provides toilets, hot showers, basic laundry facilities and a small shop. 

Warroora station is a frequent stop for backpacker tours and accommodation is provided in 

the shearers quarters. 

2.7.2 Roads 

The primary road network (see figure 2.2) includes the North West Coastal Highway, the 

l\1inilya-Exmouth road and the Coral Bay road. Access to Gnaraloo station is provided from 

the North West Coastal highway via the Blowholes road. Access to Warroora and Ningaloo 

stations is provided from the Minilya-Exmouth road and this is the main feeder road for 

tourist and service traffic to the study area. The Coral Bay road provides access to Coral Bay 

and Cardabia station. All three roads are sealed and currently provide adequate access to the 

area (SMEC Australia, 2001). 

Access to Gnaraloo ,·ia tl1e Blowholes road is sealed for the first 75km from the North West 

Coastal Highway to the coast, and unsealed for the last 75km along the coast. This last 

section of the raod is usually useablc by two-wheel drive (2WD) ,·ehicles, tl1ough the 

condition does ,·ary. Access roads to \v'arroora and ingaloo stations are useable by 2\v'D 

vehicles, except during periods of heavy rain . 

The north-south coastal road (see figure 2.2, p. 11) is generally a series of station tracks and 

some local government roads. The route from Gnaraloo to \v'arroora is a track and is 

currently closed to tl1e public. The Warroora to Coral Bay section is a network of station 

tracks that pro,ride four-wheel drive (4WD ) access to coastal camping spots but which are 

unsuitable for 2WD vehicles (ibid.). The section from Coral Bay to Yardie Creek (in Cape 

Range National Park) is a local government road that is mostly accessible by 2WD vehicles 

except for a few sandy blow-outs. 

The draft Carnarvon Coastal Strategy (SMEC Australia, 2001) summarises improvements to 

the coastal road network proposed in various government reports and strategy documents. 

These include to: 

• upgrade the road between Ningaloo and Y ardie Creek 

• provide an access road from the Minilya-Exmouth road to Gnaraloo station 

• upgrade the Quobba to Gnaraloo section 

• look at reopening 4WD access between Gnaraloo and Warroora and 
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• phase out north-south coastal roads and provide access to coastal areas from the 
Exmouth-Minilya road 

The draft Carnarvon Coastal Strategy suggested improvements were required to the 

following sections of the coastal road network: Gnaraloo to Warroora and Coral Bay to 

Exmouth via Yardie Creek (ibid). For the section from Gnaraloo to Warroora, the Strategy 

proposed three options; maintain the current access tracks, construct a coastal road one to 

two kilometres from the coast, or construct an inland road and provide spur roads to coastal 

locations. A steering committee has been created under the Strategy to manage the 

development of the coastal roads network. 

2.8 RELEVANT ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING AND POLICY 

2.8.1 Draft Carnarvon Coastal Strategy (Stage One) 

The draft Carnarvon Coastal Strategy was released for public comment in July, 2001. The 

study area extends from Ningaloo station in the North to near Carnarvon in the south, 

bounded on the east by Lake t,.. 'fcleod, the E xmouth-ilinilya road and the Ningaloo station 

boun<lary. The Strategy outlines three options for de,·elopment; a high, medium and low

growth option, and each option is a combination of proposals for camping areas, day use 

areas, road networks and homestead tourism de,·elopment. The preferred option suggested 

in the Strategy is a "medium-growth" option. Options were assessed according to how well 

they met the following development objectives: 

• allows mainly self-reliant recreation 

• development based on the capability of environment to sustain it 

• allows the application of sound coastal planning principles 

• results in improved management and 

• provides for a range of tourism facilities and equity in coastal access 

An evaluation matrix was used to assess the best option, with scores for each objectives 

summed to find a total score. 

Over 1200 people made submissions on the Strategy. The Strategy document released is 

now considered as the first stage of the process, and the Strategy was renamed the 

Carnarvon-Ningaloo Coast Regional Strategy in September 2002 (MacTiernan, 2002b). In 

general, submissions showed greater support for the 'low growth' option on the basis that it 
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would retain the unique nature and appeal of the area (W APC, 2002). Submissions stressed 

intergenerational equity as an important issue for the area (ibid.) . 

2.8.2 Exmouth-Learmonth Structure Plan 

The focus of the Exmouth-Learmonth Structure Plan is to promote sustainable use that 

enables diversification of the economy while protecting the environment. The Structure Plan 

details three planning units; part of the ingaloo pastoral lease is included in planning unit 

three. The major objective for this unit is to retain the wilderness values of the fragile coastal 

environment of the west coast (W APC, 1998). The Structure Plan recommends that Cape 

Range be extended to include the Ningaloo lease in the long term, and supports a limited 

amount of ecolodge type tourism development. Tluee potential ecolodge sites on the 

Ningaloo pastoral lease are suggested: Winderabandi, Lefroy Bay and the Ningaloo 

homestead area. 

2.8.3 Environmental and Planning Guidelines for Tourism 

Development on the North West Cape 

The Em·ironmental and Planning Guidelines recommend low-impact/ small-scale tounsrn 

de,·elopment on the west coast. Guidelines are prm·ided for the following issues relevant to 

proposed tourism developments in the area: location, development scale, wilderness 

protection, foreshore setback, marine infrastructure, water availability, cyclones, flooding and 

drainage, sewage treatment, waste disposal, access, energy generation and constrnction and 

management (Department of Environmental Protection and Ministry of Planning, 1999). 

The purpose of the guidelines is to provide state agencies, local government, community and 

proponents with clear guidelines regarding tourism development, delineate limits of 

acceptable change and preserve, enhance and protect the environment. 

2.8.4 Environmental Protection of Cape Range Province 

This position statement produced by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) outlines 

the environmental values of the area and EPA objectives for its development. The province 

includes the coastal strip as far south as Amherst Point. EPA objectives for the province are 

to protect the environmental quality of all environmental systems and to ensure that all 

environmental systems are managed in accordance with the principles of ecologically 

sustainable development (EPA, 1999). 
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2.8.5 General Planning Policy Relevant to Coastal Areas 

The State Planning Policy (W APC, 1997) outlines the following strategies for protectmg 

significant natural environmental and cultural heritage areas: incorporate CALM management 

strategies into future regional planning and development initiatives, review management 

plans for tourist sites near conservation areas, promote environmentally responsible tourist 

operations and protect significant environmental areas such as the area adjoining Ningaloo 

Marine Park. 

The draft Coastal Zone Management Policy (\v' APC, 2001 a) provides an all of Government 

framework for coastal zone management. The Policy outlines the vision, goal, principles and 

objectives for coastal zone management. The goal for coastal zone management is to 

"manage the coast sustainably for the long-term benefit of the community, by protecting 

environmental quality, biodiversity and features of cultural significance, and providing for 

social and economic needs" (W APC, 2001a, p. 18). Objectives for the coastal zone all aim to 

ensure biodiversity conservation, ecological integrity and intergenerational equity. 

The Policy states that where possible foreshores will remain in or be returned to public 

ownership. It acknowledges the long connection of Indigenous Australians with the coast 

and proposes that their knowledge and ,·alues will be incorporated into coastal management 

arrangements. Consistent with this Policy, the Western Australian Planning Commission 

(W APC) has also released a draft State Coastal Planning Policy (W APC, 2001 b ), which 

outlines the requirements for planning decisions related to the coast. 
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3 LITERATURE REVIEW 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The complex nature of environmental problems, the range of stakeholders involved and the 

linkages between economic, environmental and social systems suggest that a range of 

disciplines should inform the decision making process. This chapter outlines economic 

concepts that are particularly relevant to the structure of management regimes for natural 

areas. The tourism demand for natural areas is explored, including the magnitude of the 

market, impacts, potential contribution to protected areas and the characteristics of nature 

tounsts. 

Sustainable de,·elopment has become an overriding policy approach. The ongms of 

sustainable development and alternative approaches present in the literature are outlined. 

The final sections focus on decision making techniques that are appropriate in light of 

sustainable de,,elopment and the characteristics o f em,ironmental problems. Three 

indi,·idual techniques are addressed: ElA, CBA and stakeholder analysis. Finally, approaches 

that inYo!Ye integrated assessment are presented. 

3.2 THE ECONOi\IICS OF NATURAL AREAS 

U nder the conditions of perfect competition, the adjustment and equilibrating mechanisms 

of markets haYe a natural tendency toward Pareto efficiency. Pareto efficiency occurs where 

it is not possible to make anyone better off without making someone else worse off. This 

condition requires efficiency in resource allocation and consumption and an efficient product 

rnuc. 

Despite the presence of transaction costs and imperfect information, for many goods, 

markets appear to efficiently allocate resources. Adam Smith's 'invisible hand' works to 

ensure that the thousands of individual decisions in response to price signals are, in aggregate, 

efficient. Under certain circumstances however, the market system fails to efficiently allocate 

resources. These circumstances generally involve either the attenuation of property rights, or 

characteristics of the goods themselves (Randall, 1987). These situations of market failure are 

pervasive in the context of environmental goods, and include public goods, externalities, 

imperfect competition and decreasing cost industries. Particularly relevant to the study of 
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natural areas and the provision of protected areas are issues relating to property rights and 

public goods. 

3.2.1 Institutions and Property Rights 

Institutions are the humanly devised constraints that structure political, economic and social 

interaction (North, 1991, p. 97), often termed 'the rules of the game'. Institutions can be 

formal or informal and their main function is to enhance the predictability of human 

behaviour and reduce the transaction costs of human interaction. Formal institutions are 

rules that are externally enforced; they include constitutions, statutes, common laws, 

government regulations and property rights. Formal institutions define the political, 

economic and protection systems (Pejovich, 1998). Informal institutions include traditions, 

customs, religious beliefs, codes of conduct, taboos, ethnicity and other factors that influence 

the subjecti,re perceptions that people form to interpret reality (ibid.). Informal institutions 

are part of heritage and culture and are transmitted from one generation to another via 

teaching or interaction. 

Informal rules have a significant impact on the outcome of transactions; similar fonnal rules 

haYe produced different outcomes depending on the informal rules present (ibid.). In this 

regard, formal and informal institutions can exist either in harmony or conflict. Institutions 

eYohre incrementally and their continuity connects the present and the future with the past 

(North, 1991). 

To provide a useful incentive structure and enhance the predictability of human beha,riour, 

institutions must be credible and stable. However, since social change is inevitable, 

institutions must also be able to adapt. Institutions therefore need to be able to 

accommodate change but restrict the rate of change and preclude changes thought to be 

undesirable (Randall, 1987). 

Property rights are one important facet of institutions. A property right is the enforceable 

authority to undertake particular actions related to a specific domain (Commons, 1968 cited 

in Ostrom and Schlager, 1996). Rights are relationships between people with respect to 

things (Bromley, 1991). If someone has a right, then others have a duty to respect that right. 

Property rights depend on a collective authority to uphold them. 
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Pareto-efficient outcomes can be achieved with non-attenuated property rights (given other 

conditions conducive to efficiency). A set of non-attenuated property rights is completely 

specified, exclusive, transferable and enforceable (Randall, 1987). 

Property rights research within the field of natural resource management has centred on the 

incentives shaped by systems of property rights and the implications of those incentives for 

patterns of environmental use (Stevens, 1991 cited in Hanna et al., 1996). Hanna et al. (1996) 

and Bromley (1991) classify four common resource management regimes: private property, 

common property, state property and open access. Bromley (1991, p. 22) defines a resource 

m anagement regime as "a structure of rights and duties characterising the relationship of 

individuals to one another with respect to that particular environmental resource". Table 3.1 

categorises the four common types of regimes. 

Table 3.1 Common Resource T:vianagement Regimes 

Regime 
Owner 

Locus of 
Rights Duties 

type control 

"Owners" haYe right "Non-o\vners" have 
to undertake socially du ty to refrain from 

Printe 
acceptable uses. pre,·enting socially 

Property 
I ndi,·idual Indi,·idual "Non-owners" haYe acceptable uses. 

right to expect only "Owners" have duty 
socially acceptable uses to refrain from socially 
will occur unacceptable uses 

Non-members have 
t--Ianagement group duty to abide by 
has right to exclude exclusion. 

Common 
Collective 

Management non-members. 
Individual members o f property group Individual members 
group have duties to have rights to agreed 
maintain resource and use 
constrain rates of use 

Rules decided 
Agency has right to Individuals have duty 

State 
Citizens 

by agency on 
determine use/ access to observe use/ access 

p roperty behalf of 
rules rules 

C1t12ens 

O pen 
None Everyone 

No right but privilege 
No duties 

access of use 

Source: Hanna et al. (1996) and Bromley (1991) 

Hanna et al. (1995) suggest that most environmental problems can be seen as problems of 

incomplete, inconsistent, or unenforced property rights regimes. As table 3.1 shows, 

property rights regimes differ by the nature of ownership, the rights and duties of owners, the 

rules of use and the locus of control. The confusion over open-access and common 
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property regimes can be traced to Hardin's (1968) article "The Tragedy of the Commons'. 

What Hardin describes as the commons is actually an open-access resource; Bromley (1991) 

claims this confusion is responsible for the widely held perception that common property 

inevitably leads to resource degradation. 

The functions of property rights regimes include limiting use, coordinating users and 

responding to changing environmental conditions (Hanna et a!, 1995). 

Early research into property rights advocated private property as the appropriate regime to 

prevent resource degradation (see e.g. Demsetz, 1967). However there is a rapidly expanding 

body of literature (see e.g. Hanna et al., 1995 and Beaumont and Walker, 1996) that suggests 

other property regimes may be equally appropriate for environmental resource management. 

It is now widely recognised that no single type of property regime is appropriate for all 

environmental management problems. 

The focus has shifted towards designing property rights regimes with the following 

characteristics: they are well specified, context specific, transferable, enforceable and 

congruent with societal objectives (Hanna e/ al., 1995). Design of property rights regimes 

requires definition of stakeholders and their interests and rules for participation of those 

interests in management (Ostrom el al., 1993 cited in Hanna et al., 1995) . .A number o f other 

design principles are reported in the literature2
, such as: 

• rights and responsibilities should be as congruent as possible to minimise free-riding 

behaviour 

• incentive structure of rules should reflect long-term sustainability goals for the 

ecosystem 

• decision rules should be consistent with ownership 

• a reliant system of conflict resolution, monitoring and enforcement should be in 

place and 

• regimes that benefit from, and accommodate local knowledge are likely to be the 

most adaptable and enforceable 

This literature on property rights and the design of regimes has important implications for 

the management of natural resources. 

2 See Hanna et aL (1995) for an overview. 
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3.2.2 Public and Private Goods 

Samuelson (1954 and 1955) formalised the concept of public goods, however his definition 

related only to the condition of non-rivalness in consumption, where non-rivalry meant that 

consumption by one individual did not reduce the amount available for consumption by 

others. In effect, non-rivalry means that each individual has access to the total quantity of 

the good. According to Samuelson's definition, public and private goods can be placed on a 

spectrum with rival private goods at one end and non-rival public goods at the other. 

Subsequent literature introduced the concept of non-exclusiveness, where it is not possible to 

exclude people from having access to or using the good. The introduction of non

exclusiveness meant that the public / private good concept became two-dimensional. A pure 

public good had the characteristics of non-exclusivity and non-rivalry; a pure private good 

had characteristics of exclusivity and rivalry, and in between was a range of impure public 

goods. 

Randall (1987) suggests that the public/ private good concept is inappropriate and it is more 

useful to conceptualise non-rivalry in consumption and non-exclusiveness as two separate 

phenomena that may or may not occur together. 

Non-exclusiveness is an attenuation of property rights and may occur for three reasons: 

physical properties of the good may make it impossible to exclude people, controlling access 

may be too expensive, or excluding people or limiting access may be socially unacceptable 

(Dorfman, 1993). Particularly relevant to the issue of natural areas and provision of 

wilderness areas and protected areas is that of social unacceptability. Frequently protected 

areas are non-exclusive because of tl1e notion that such areas should be available to all 

people, and that such goods should be beyond the market. Free-rider behaviour is frequently 

associated with non-exclusivity. Due to an inability to exclude people, individuals can receive 

benefits without bearing proportional resource costs and this may lead to over-exploitation 

of resources. Other allocative results of non-exclusiveness include under-provision of the 

good and under-investment in management and conservation. Since non-exclusiveness can 

be a result of institutional choice, it is closely linked to property rights and regimes. 

Non-rivalry is a physical attribute of the good itself. Environmental goods that are non-rival 

include air, scenic beauty and existence benefits derived from the existence of species and 

habitats. As a special class of goods that behave like non-rival goods, congestible goods are 

particularly relevant to the provision of recreation in natural areas. Congestible goods act like 
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non-rival goods up until a certain level where congestion sets in, and then additional users 

reduce the utility of all users. The enjoyment of wilderness areas and natural scenery can be 

classed as a congestible good, up until a certain level additional users do not reduce the 

benefits available to existing users. However past a certain point, when perceived 

overcrowding sets in, users' utility declines with additional use. 

The analysis of the above market failure factors plays an important role in detennining the 

optimal level of natural areas and appropriate management regimes. 

3.3 THE DEMAND FOR NATURAL ARE.AS - TOURISNI 

3.3.1 Mass and Alternative Tourism 

Tourism has become one of the biggest international trade sectors. World tourism 

(measured in international arrivals) has increased from 25 million in 1950 to 664 million in 

1999, which corresponds to an average annual growth rate of seven per cent (WTO, 2000). 

Tourism is one of the top five export sectors for 83 percent of all countries (ibid.) and 

accounts for nearly eight percent of total worldwide export earnings, higher than any other 

indi,·idual export category. Australia has experienced steady growth in international tourist 

arri,·als; Figure 3.1 (p. 30) illustrates the growtl1 m·er the last ten years. 

The concept of tourism is linked to the evolution of leisure. France (1997) suggests that the 

separation of work and leisure is a modern phenomenon associated with the altered working 

patterns that arose from the social and economic changes of the industrial revolution, 

agricultural depopulation and growth of cities. Urry (1990, cited in France, 1997) notes that 

the advent of the paid holiday in the early twentieth century also altered the concept of 

leisure. The nineteenth century saw increasing numbers of people travelling as a result of 

increased leisure time, wealth and technological advances. However it wasn't until after the 

Second World War that tourism began to expand rapidly, as holidays became an integral and 

expected part of life (France, 1997). 
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Figure 3.1 International Tourist Arrivals to Australia (1991 - 2000) 

International tourist arrivals to Australia (1991-2000) 
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Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics (2002). 

The literature suggests a number of classifications of tourist types and these can be linked to 

types of tourism. Cohen (1972, cited in France, 1997) specified three types of tourists: 

drifter-explorer, indi,·idual mass tourist and organised mass tourist. i\Iore recently, Poon 

(1993) classifies tourists into 'new' and 'old'. Old tourists desire to escape from work to a 

sunny destination, while new tourists search for new experiences and wish to be independent. 

The models of tourist types are increasingly reflected in the classification of tourism into 

mass and alternative tourism. 

A clear definition of mass tourism is lacking, frequently it is used as a point of reference for 

alternative forms of tourism (Hall and Wheeler, 1992 cited in Moscardo el al., 2001). Other 

authors use the term to embrace all prevailing kinds of tourism to a destination (Moscardo et 

al., 2001). General characteristics of mass tourism appear to suggest tourism on a large-scale 

with large firms, multi-national hotel chains and multinational decision making (France, 

1997). Mass tourism is also associated with the four 's' words of tourism - sun, sea, sand and 

sex. Mass tourism can be linked to Cohen's (1972, cited in France, 1997) individual and 

organised mass tourists and Poon's (1993) old tourists. 

There is now widespread recognition of the impacts of tourism on host areas. These impacts 

are frequently classified into economic, social and environmental impacts. Tourism is often 

regarded as a mechanism for regional economic development (Hall and Page, 2001), however 
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its actual use as such is problematic. The success of tourism for regional econorruc 

development will depend on a broad range of social, economic and political factors. 

Furthermore a successful tourism industry requires certain infrastructure, which may negate 

the benefits from tourism. Frequently the employment benefits of tourism in regional areas 

are much smaller than anticipated (Hall, 1994). 

The range of social impacts associated with tourism in host areas include social dislocation, 

cultural changes and anxiety, social stress and changes in the social character resulting from 

the nature of the tourism, seasonality and the influence of foreign cultures (Hall and Page, 

2001 and Lawson et a!, 1996). The environmental impacts of tourism are well documented, 

particularly those relating to protected areas. Buckley and Pannell (1990) categorise 

environmental impacts according to those associated with transport and travel, 

accommodation and shelter, and those associated witl1 recreational activities themselves. 

Despite the vast literature on the (often negative) impacts of tourism, individual's opinions 

are often still favourable of the overall benefit of tourism to the community (Hall and Page, 

2001). A sur-:ey of resident perceptions in the Gascoyne region of Western Australia found 

significant support for tourism, despite recognition of negative impacts (Dowling, 1993). 

It is often percei,·ed that negati,·e impacts are mainly generated by mass tourism, based on 

the greater numbers of people and its more exploitati,·e nature. This perception of mass 

tourism has led to tl1e development of alternative forms of tourism. Alternative tourism is 

believed to be more sensitive; its aim is to minimise environmental, social, cultural and 

economic costs and maximise the benefits of tourism. Alternative tourism is associated with 

smaller numbers of tourists, locally prm·ided accommodation and independent operators 

(French, 1997). Jones (1998, cited in Hawkins and Lamoureux, 2001) suggests the tourism 

market is becoming increasingly segmented and mar.y new forms of tourism are developing, 

both mass and alternative types. Increasingly consumer preferences are expanding to 

alternative forms of tourism, often as an addition to more traditional tourism activities 

(Hawkins and Lamoureux, 2001). Jones (1998, cited in Hawkins and Lamoureux) states new 

consumers want to be involved, discover new experiences, interact with the community, 

learn more about and appreciate the destination at more than a superficial level. 

A related concept to alternative and mass tourism 1s sustainable tourism. Originally 

perceived as a separate variant of tourism, it occupied a conceptual position in opposition to 

mass tourism. Clarke (1997, cited in Hardy and Beeton, 2001) identifies four changes in the 
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way sustainable tourism has been defined. The most recent position on sustainable tourism 

is that it is now seen as a goal applicable to all forms of tourism, regardless of scale. This 

implies that mass tourism should also strive to be sustainable. Muller (1997) suggests there 

are five angles to sustainable tourism, which form a magic pentagon. These are: economic 

health, subjective well being of locals, unspoilt nature and protection of resources, healthy 

culture and optimum satisfaction of guest requirements. The target situation is balanced 

tourism development, where all five objectives carry the same weight. Sustainable tourism 

has become a catchphrase for tourism development and is the subject of a vast literature in 

its own right. 

3.3.2 Nature-Based Tourism 

Boo (1990) defines nature tourism as visitation to natural areas that in,,olves no consumptive 

use of those areas, while the Western Australian Nature Based Tourism Strategy (1997) 

defines nature-based tourism as any experience taken in the natural em-ironmenr. Nature

based tourism can range from mass tourism (such as the Valley of the Giants Treetop Walk 

in Walpole, south-western Australia) through to ecotourism experiences. Ecotourism can be 

seen as a subset of nature-based tourism, although based firmly in the alternative tourism 

paradigm. The Australian National Ecotourism Strategy defines ecotourism as "nature-based 

to urism that in,·okes education and interpretation o f the natural environment and managed 

to be ecologically sustainable" (,\ustralian Commonwealth Department o f Tourism, 1994, p. 

1 7), where sustainability also involves an appropriate return to the local community. The 

conceptual definition adopted by the World Tourism Organisation (WTO) for the 

International Year o f Eco tourism includes all activity in natural surrounds with the prime 

objective of observing and appreciating natural and related cultural features, and a strong 

sense of conservation and environmental education (WTO, 2002). The WTO (2002) notes 

that very few destinations perceived as ecotourism destinations would actually qualify as such 

in a pure sense. Preece et al. (1995) suggest that ecotourism in Australia is actually a very 

small industry in comparison to the larger nature-based tourism segment, and not 

proportional to the profile given it in the media. 

Blarney (1997) discusses the difficulties in obtaining an operational definition of ecotourism. 

Academic literature tends to distinguish between ecotourism and nature-based tourism, 

however in practice this is often an uncertain classification. Research into the characteristics 

of tourists often classifies ecotourism and nature-based tourism together. Preece et aL (1995) 

suggest elements of nature-based and ecotourism enter all segments of the tourism market 
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and form part of many travellers' expenences, and distinguishing between the two 1s a 

somewhat artificial classification. 

Nature-based tourism 1s a significant worldwide market in terms of visitor levels and 

expenditure. E cotourism and nature-based tourism account for approximately 20 percent of 

international travel, and is worth approximately US $20 billion a year (WTO, 1998). In 1996 

(March quarter) nature-based visitors accounted for 38 percent of all international visitors·' 

(Blarney and Hatch, 1998). In West Australia, nature-based tourism currently makes up 64 

percent o f total state tourism income, generating around three billion a year (WA TC, 

undated). 

There is considerable debate over the contribution that ecotourism and nature-based tourism 

can make to protected areas and biodiversity conservation. As a higher value market 

segment, ecotourism has the potential to provide economic benefits and lower 

em·ironmental impacts than other forms of economic activity. Even if ecotourism does no t 

provide direct funds to protected areas, it may provide benefits in terms of raising tl1e 

opportunity costs o f developing natural areas (Isaacs, 2000). Ecotourism has success fully 

contributed to conservation in special cases in Thailand, South Korea, Zaire, Labrador and 

Costa Rica (ibid.) . Howe,·er, as Wilkie and Carpenter (1999) note, the success of eco tourism 

in a giYcn destination depends on a number of characteristics including: tl1e presence o f 

charismatic species, easy access, proximity to other attractions, unique landscapes and 

adequate infrastructure. In recent research, ecotourism experiences were found to strengthen 

pro-consenration attitudes of tourists and increase their willingness to pay for species 

preserva tion (risdell and Wilson, 2001) . This prm·ides a further avenue for ecotourism to 

support conservation. 

Studies o f the demographic characteristics of nature-based tourists and ecotourists generally 

indicate three distinguishing characteristics: higher than average income, higher education 

and a tendency to be middle-aged (Meric and Hunt, 1998 and Wight, 1996). This is 

supported by recent research by the WTO (2002), which suggests that the core market for 

ecotourism is made up of those aged 30-59 with higher education and above average income. 

Ecotourists want trips to be mi'<ed with cultural and other activities, giving them a chance to 

meet local people, experience traditions and discover local products (ibid.). 

3 Narure based visitors arc defined as those who either went to a national park or participated in snorkelling, scuba, whale 
watching, horse riding, rock climbing, mountaineering, bushwalking, outback safaris or four.wheel tlrivc tours. 
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The Australian Bureau of Tourism Research (Blarney and Hatch, 1998) undertook research 

into the motivations and characteristics of nature-based tourists in Australia. Although 38 

percent of international tourists could be classed as nature-based tourists, only 23 percent of 

these indicated that the intention to visit natural areas was a major factor in the decision to 

visit Australia. The survey found that most nature-based activities were undertaken as part of 

an organised tour. The major motivations for participating in a tour included: seeing the 

natural beauty of the sites visited, a chance to see or experience something new, being close 

to nature, a different or unique way of experiencing nature and seeing wildlife. An 

educational/learning experience can be seen as a distinguishing characteristic between nature

based tourism and ecotourism. This was considered very important by 69 percent of nature

based tourists who undertook a tour. 

The diversity of Western Australia's natural environment makes it ideally suited as a nature

based tourism destination. Western Australia has 12 OOO species of flowering plants, a 

diverse range of habitats and spectacular and remote coastlines. The Nature Based Tourism 

Strategy (WA TC and Cr\Ll\I, 1997) provides a framework to ensure the sustainability of 

nature-based tourism in Western Australia. The Strategy outlines five guiding principles: 

conserving the natural environment, involving and benefiting local communities, improving 

knowledge, prm-idi.ng quality products and services and fostering an effectin and efficient 

indusu-y. 

3.4 SUSTAINABLE DEVELQPj\'IENT 

The concept of sustainable de,,elopment was popularised in the Brundtland Commission 

Report 'Our Common Future' (WCED, 1987), although it first appeared in the World 

Conservation Strategy (I CN, 1980) several years earlier. The Brundtland definition is 

widely quoted: "paths of human progress which meet the needs and aspirations of the 

present generation without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their 

needs" (WCED, 1987, p. 43). 

Sustainable development became the catchphrase of the nineties, but it represented the latest 

step in a long evolution of public and academic concerns with respect to natural resources 

and the environment (Batie, 1989). Prior to World War II, the focus of environmental 

concern was on efficient utilisation of natural resources, as espoused by the Progressive 

Conservation Movement ideology (Batie, 1989 and Edward-Jones et al., 2000) . After World 
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War II, attention shifted to the aesthetic and amenity uses of natural resources. During this 

period, ecocentric views of the environment became more prominent, such as Aldo 

Leopold's land ethic. Growing interest in outdoor recreation led to increased demand for the 

preservation of natural areas. Recently, more attention has been given to the role natural 

resources and ecosystems play in maintaining healthy and stable life systems. 

The changing awareness of the role and importance of natural resources is also reflected in 

the economic discipline, where the 'limits to growth' debate has a long history. Concern over 

the sustainable use of resources was first evident in the work of the classical economists, 

Malthus, Ricardo and l'vlill. Maltlms and Ricardo suggested tl1ere was a finite and predictable 

limit to natural resources, which coupled with increasing population would inevitably lead to 

natural resource scarcity and a limit to economic growth. Malthus foresaw these limits in 

terms of the quantity of agricultural land available, whilst Ricardo believed that limits were in 

terms of the quality of agricultural land. l\lill extended these ideas to include the effects of 

resource scarcity on the quality of life. l\1ill's concern m·er the impact on quality of life 

foreshadowed much later developments in the 'limits to growth' debate. 

Interest in resource scarcity waned in the economic profession with the advent of 

neoclassical economics and its corresponding focus on short-run phenomena. In 1963 

Barnett and l\Iorse published 'Scarcity and Growth', which looked at the empirical eYidence 

for the Maltlmsian and Ricardian notion of resource scarcity. The focus of this study was on 

exhaustible natural resources, for which the authors concluded society had successfully 

avoided increased scarcity. The study briefly mentions other natural resource problems such 

as pollution, and their impact on the quality of life. 

Concern over the role natural environments play in maintaining life became more 

pronounced in Boulding's concept of a spaceship earth economy (1966). He highlighted the 

problems of ever increasing production levels, both in terms of finite resource use and 

environmental pollution. He likened the current economy to a 'cowboy economy', 

characterised by reckless and exploitative behaviour. He described a future economy as a 

'spaceship economy', which would be self-sufficient and aim to nurunuse economic 

throughput. Boulding believed that it would not be long before the cowboy economy would 

be replaced, however it was problems of pollution rather than resource exhaustion that 

would bring this about. 
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In 1972 'The Limits to Growth' (Meadows et al., 1972) was published and concluded that if 

current trends in population, industrialisation, food production and resource depletion 

continued unchanged, the limits to growth would be reached within one hundred years. 

Though criticised by many scientists and economists, the work was important in creating 

public awareness of the issue. Most criticisms of the model related to the relationships 

between the variables. When re-run with different assumptions that allowed for substitution 

and technological change, completely different conclusions were drawn (Nordhaus, 1973 

cited in Ekins, 2000). 

The economic debate over the limits to growth centres on three factors: the rate of technical 

progress, future changes in the composition o f output, and the possibilities for substitution 

between capital (Lecomber, 1975). If these three effects add up to a shift away from the 

limiting resource or pollutant, then the limits to growth can be put back indefmitely (Ekins , 

2000). Those who believe that technology and possibilities for substitution can overcome 

resource scarcity are o ften termed resource optimists. T he degree o f substitution between 

forms of capital, particularly physical and natural capital has become the crucial issue for 

economists in the sustainability debate. 

Another perspectlve on the 'limits to growth ' debate is prm·ided from the physical and 

biological sciences, and is primarily associated with the work of Georgescu-Roegen 

(Cle,·eland and Ruth, 1997) and the ecological economics discipline. The first and second 

laws of thermodynamics4
, and the analysis o f energy and material flows in general, have 

implications for limits to growth. The materials balance principle states that matter can be 

neither created nor destroyed. Economic production at most involves the transfo1mation of 

resources extracted from the environment, implying that all material extracted must 

eventually be returned to the environment. T he creation of wastes at a rate greater than the 

environment can absorb is the definition of pollution. 

The entropy law implies that economtc activity transforms free or available energy into 

bound or unavailable energy (Cole, 1999). One of the life support services provided by the 

environment is the conversion of high entropy wastes back into resources, however current 

economic activity transforms energy at a rate greater than the environment can convert. 

4 The first law of thermodynamics states that energy can neither be created nor destroyed but only converted from one form 
to another. The second law (entropy law) states that heat flows spontaneously from hotter to colder bodies and that this 
heat cannot be transformed with one hundred percent efficiency Q'crman et aL, 1999). 
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Ecosystem interdependence also has implications for the limits to growth. Two concepts, 

stability (propensity of populations to return to equilibrium following disturbance) and 

resilience (ability of an ecosystem to maintain functional and organisational structure 

following disturbance) are critical to the services to the economy provided by ecosystems in 

the form of a resource and amenity base and waste sink. Economic activity generally reduces 

the complexity o f ecosystems; the more complex an ecosystem, the more resilient. 

Biophysical limits to growth led Daly (1973) to advocate a steady state economy, which is 

characterised by a constant stock of physical capital and a constant level of population. Such 

an economy would develop qualitatively rather than quantitatively. Increasingly, the 'limits to 

growth ' debate was focusing not on the exhaustion of non-renewable resources but on the 

life support functions provided by the environment and the amenity values derived from it. 

The 1980s saw the 'limits to growth' arguments largely replaced by the notion of sustainable 

development, though many elements are similar. The proliferation of sustainable 

denlopment definitions and concepts has created difficulties in the operationalisation of the 

concept. This has led to different groups using interpretations to suit their particular 

purposes (I\kJ\fanus, 1996), and confusion m·er the relationship between economic growth 

and sustainability (Ekins, 2000). One approach suggested is to ,·iew sustainable development 

as the juxtaposition of two objectives - sustainability and deYelopment (Lele, 1991). Here 

development refers to the reduction of widespread poverty, unemployment and inequality, 

guided by the principle of self-reliance (Sha1pley, 2000), while sustainability is concerned with 

the global ecosystem's capacity to continually provide life-support functions and resources. 

Friend (1992) doubts the compatibility of resource conservation and economic development, 

and Lumley (1999) suggests that the term development is at the root of the definitional 

problem, since it means many things to different people depending on discipline and vested 

interests . 

Another approach views sustainability as the ability of some function or activity to be 

sustained, and thus sustainable development refers to some vector of desirable social goals 

that does not decrease over time (Pearce et al., 1990). The relationship to the environment is 

that the maintenance of a constant natural capital stock is a necessary but not sufficient 

condition for sustainable development. A sufficient set of conditions might include 

institutional requirements and systematic changes in social values (ibid.). This view of 

sustainability is widely held within the economics profession. 
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Finally, sustainable development can be viewed as the interaction between three systems: the 

biological, economic and social systems (Barbier, 1987) . Here the aim of sustainable 

development is to maximise the goals across all these systems through an adaptive process of 

tradeoffs. An example of possible system objectives is provided in figure 3.2. The system 

concept of sustainable development is the basis for the triple bottom line; the simultaneous 

consideration of economic, environmental and social objectives. 

Figure 3.2 A Systems Approach to Sustainable Development 

/ 
Social objectives 

• E mpowerment 
• Participation 
• Social mobility 
• Social cohesion 
• Culn1ral identity 
• Instin,tional 

de\·elopment 

Sustainable Development 

Economic objectives 

• Growth 
• Equity 
• Efficiency 

Source: Adapted from Cambell and Heck ( 1997) 

Ecological objectives 

• Ecosystem integrity 
• Cam·ing capacity 
• BiodiYersity 
• Global issues 

In spite of the different ,,ersions of sustainable development, the sustainable deYelopment 

paradigm allows for pluralism and dialogue between disciplines (Lumley, 1999). Ascher 

(1990, cited in i iirovitskaya and Ascher, 2001) notes that although people can act as if they 

have agreement about the concept even whilst pursuing incompatible agendas, the degree of 

incompatibility is probably less than amongst those who do not subscribe to the concept. 

Although it has been difficult to make sustainable development operational as a concept, it 

still has value as an expression of common interest and of an alternative belief system (Batie, 

1989). 

A common core within differing definitions and conceptions is the recognition of the limits 

provided by the biosphere, and the principle of equity (Cole, 1999 and Batie, 1989). Equity 

refers to both intragenerational equity (providing for the needs o f the least advantaged in 

current society) and intergenerational equity (current generations should not compromise the 

ability of future generations to meet their needs and enjoy a healthy environment). 
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It is generally agreed (Cole, 1999) that the best way to ensure intergenerational equity is to 

ensure that the next generation has access to a stock of capital at least as large as the current 

stock. What constitutes the capital stock is the key distinction between 'weak' and 'strong' 

forms of sustainable development. Capital stock consists of natural, physical (or human built) 

and human capital. Pearce and Barbier (2000) suggest that all three types of capital 

contribute to human well being through supporting the production of goods and services 

and also directly through the appreciation of architecture and physical aspects of culture, 

aestl1etically pleasing natural environments and the overall stock of human knowledge. 

Proponents of weak sustainability require only that a constant level of tl1e total capital stock 

be maintained, while strong sustainability requires that constant levels of the relative 

components of the capital stock are maintained, in particular a constant level of natural stock. 

The difference between the two forms of sustainability hinges on the level of substitution 

between physical and natural capital. Weak sustainability assumes that manufactured and 

natural capital are close substitutes. In contrast strong sustainability rests on the belief that 

for some classes of natural capital, substitution is not possible. The issue of substitution 

between forms of capital provides tl1e link between the limits to growth and sustainability 

debates. 

Despite the debate over different ,·ersions of sustainable development, Driml (1996, cited in 

Hardy and Becton, 2001) suggests that tl1e concept has adnnced in two directions since the 

World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) report: 

1. Conceptual support at a local, national and international level 

2. Technical advancement through defining how sustainable development may be 

implemented, including definitions and indicators. 

In particular, the concept has seen broad acceptance at a policy level both internationally and 

nationally. The second world conservation strategy 'Caring for tl1e Earth: A Strategy for 

Sustainable Living' (1991) further advanced the concept of sustainable development by 

acknowledging that sustainability could not be achieved only through technical solutions but 

must embrace a new ethic in human-nature and human-society relationships (Mirovitskaya 

and Ascher, 2001). Sustainable development at the international policy level was further 

addressed with Agenda 21, the major document produced at the Rio Earth Summit (United 

Nations Conference on Environment and Development) in 1992. The Agenda proposes a 
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set of actions to be taken by local, regional and global actors to implement change and work 

toward sustainable development. 

The position of sustainable development at the forefront of the international stage has been 

paralleled at a national level, with many governments adopting a sustainable development 

policy after the Rio convention (Elliot, 1998 cited in Lumley, 1999). In 1992, the Australian 

government adopted a national strategy for ecologically sustainable development. This 

strategy adopted the following definition of ecologically sustainable development: "using, 

conserving and enhancing the community's resources so that ecological processes, on which 

life depends, are maintained, and the total quality of life, now and in the future, can be 

increased" (Ecologically Sustainable Steering Committee, 1992). 

The core objectives outlined in the strategy are: to enhance individual and community welfare 

through economic development, to provide for equity within and between generations and to 

protect biological diversity and maintain essential ecological processes and life support 

functions. The guiding principles suggest that decision making processes should integrate 

long and short-term economic, environmental, social and equity considerations and provide 

for broad community inYokement. The Strategy outlines the roles that gm·ernments, 

business, community organisations and indi\·iduals should play in implementing ecologically 

sustainable de,·elopment. \X/orking groups reported on the sustainability o f sectors of the 

Australian economy, howe,·cr these reports resulted in little action being taken (Western 

Australian Government, 2002). 

The Western Australian Government recently released its draft State Sustainability Strategy 

(2002). This strategy has defined sustainability as "meeting the needs of current and future 

generations through simultaneous environmental, social and economic improvement" 

(Western Australian Government, 2002, p. 24). Seven foundation principles are suggested 

and four process principles. The approach adopted is explicitly a systems approach to 

sustainable development, however the definition is restrictive in that if only two aspects of 

improvement occur (e.g. social and environmental improvement) the action is not 

sustainable. At a policy level this may be feasible, but achieving sustainability at the project 

level will be very difficult. The strategy outlines a set of decision aid techniques that are 

relevant to the analysis of sustainability. These include ecological economics, multiple criteria 

analysis, scenario planning, and value frame analysis. 
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Despite the variety of approaches to sustainable development present in the literature and the 

lack of agreement over which is best; sustainable development has been widely adopted in 

the policy arena. Many of these policies are ambitious and seem to lack recognition of the 

practicalities of implementing sustainable development, however they provide a foundation 

for more sustainable societies and outline techniques that are particularly appropriate for 

sustainability analysis. 

3.5 TECHNIQUES TO AID NATURAL AREA DECISION l\llAK.ING 

3.5.1 Environmental Impact Assessment 

EIA was de,,eloped as a decision tool in the late 1960s in response to increasing awareness of 

environmental issues - the concern over problems of pollution and the increased demand for 

conseffation of natural areas. The concept of EIA was first incorporated into statutory 

decision making in the United States National Environmental Policy Act (1969), and has 

since spread through most of the western world in the form of specific legislation or through 

the adaption of existing environmental legislation (Gilpin, 1995). 

The purpose of EL-\ is to prm,ide a method for the full consideration of possible adverse 

impacts of policies and projects. Petts (1999) notes that confusion exists in the literature as 

to whether EIA is a tool to aid decision making or a decision process in itself. As a tool, EIA 

generally refers to the identification, description and assessment of direct and indirect effects 

of a project on the environment. As a decision process, El.A includes the decision making 

and monitoring phases of the decision process. A relatively new development in EIA is that 

of Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA), which is usually related to the assessment of 

regional level plans and policies. SEA employs a slightly different set of techniques and the 

focus is on policy rather than specific projects. SEA was developed to address the issue of 

sustainability, and to ensure that this principle is carried down from the policy level to 

individual projects (Partidario, 1999). 

The techniques employed in the EIA usually differ between preliminary assessment and full 

assessment phases. Preliminary assessment phases tend to use rapid appraisal techniques 

such as checklists, thresholds, criteria, matrices, networks and overlay maps Gones, 1999). 

Generally some combination of these techniques is used, to overcome the limitations of 

individual techniques. At the full assessment level a wide range of techniques may be 

employed, some of which can be considered project appraisal techniques in their own right. 
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Such techniques include CBA, cost-effectiveness analysis, life-cycle analysis, risk assessment 

and social impact assessment. The use of geographic information systems is becoming 

common in EIA and there is also a move towards using decision support tools such as MCA, 

particularly in the Netherlands Gannsen, 2001). 

Criticisms of EIA relate to both the overall process and specific techniques used in the 

assessment phase. A general criticism is that EL-\ often occurs at a stage when it is too late 

for the results to be incorporated into the creative project design stage (Nardini, 1997). In 

light of this, the role of EIA is often seen as legitimisation, justifying decisions that have 

already been made. Petts (1999) suggests that many of the criticisms of EIA relate to 'bad 

practice' and are not necessarily inherent in the process. Such bad practices include the 

bulkiness and unreadability of reports (Nardini, 1997), the implicit role of decision 

justification, and the degree of subjectivity and transparency in the assessment (Pastakia and 

Jensen, 1998). Pastakia and Jensen (1998) note that subjecti,·e assessment is not necessarily 

bad in that it rnight be complete and comprehensive, but the difficulty lies in the 

transparency and reproducibility of assessments. 

In particularly complex decisions, EL\ as a sole decision aid technique fails to adequately 

integrate em,ironmental considerations with social and economic issues. Bateman (1999) 

suggests that economic valuation infonnation may be a ,·aluable addition to supplement the 

physical unit information utilised in EIA, and thus some hybrid of EIA and CBA would be 

desirable. 

3.5.2 Cost Benefit Analysis 

All societies are subject to scarce resources and must make decisions regarding the best use 

of resources. CBA is a decision aid technique that identifies courses of action that improve 

the allocative or Pareto efficiency of resource allocation. 

The Pareto criterion is a welfare-based rule for accepting projects or actions that provide 

Pareto gains (Edward-Jones et aL, 2000). However it is inappropriate when a resource 

allocation makes some people better off and others worse off, which would apply for most, if 

not all projects. CBA is based on a version of the Pareto criterion - the Kaldor-Hicks 

potential compensation principle. Under this principle a project is economically desirable if 

those who gain from a project could potentially compensate those who lose and still remain 

better off. It would then be theoretically possible to achieve a genuine Pareto gain by 
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transferring some of the gains to those who lose, though this occurs rarely in practice (ibid.). 

The Kaldor-Hicks compensation principle is translated into practical terms by the 

requirement in CBA that economic benefits must be greater than economic costs (the net 

benefit rule). 

CBA is based on neoclassical economic theory, which emphasises the notion o f individual 

consumer sovere1gnt:y (Hufschmidt et al., 1983). Economic values arise from meeting 

individual preferences, and resources should be allocated according to what people want 

(Pearce and Barbier, 2000). This is an anthropocentric view, where values are derived from 

human needs and interes ts. Pearce (1998) notes that this neoclassical basis is the subject of 

the most widespread criticism o f CBA regarding the assumption that social decisions should 

reflect what self-interested individuals want. Sagoff (1988) argues that public choice should 

rest upon choices made by individuals in a citizen mode, who act out of concern for the 

public good, rather than individuals acting in a self-interested manner. In response to this 

criticism, Pearce and Barbier (2000) point out that neoclassical economics places no 

restrictions on the moti\'ations behind preferences and that in additio n to self-interest, valid 

motives include altruism, bequest and existence. Pearce (1998) suggests that neoclassical 

theory is consistent with weak anthropocentricism; values are of people but do not need to 

centre on humans . 

Economic value is defined by the maximum amount an indi,·idual would be willing-to-pay 

(WTP) for a good or service. WTP consists of the price paid and the additional amount that 

the consumer is willing to pay over and above the price, termed consumer surplus. WTP 

takes the existing distribution of income as given, however WTP is related to ability to pay 

and thus is biased towards the prevailing distribution of income (Pearce and Barbier, 2000). 

The concept o f economic as opposed to financial costs and benefits rests on the notion o f 

opportunity cost, the value of the next best alternative or use. A conswner's WTP for a good 

reflects what is foregone through not purchasing something else (Department of Finance, 

1997) . In the case of inputs, opportunity cost is the value in its next best use. 

If markets are competitive, pricing equal to marginal cost implies that costs and benefits are 

equated with their opportunity costs, since allocative efficiency is maximised when the 

marginal benefit derived from the last unit of consumption is equal to the marginal cost of 

production. Therefore in competitive markets, prices reflect economic value. However all 

markets are rarely competitive, particularly for environmental goods and services. The CBA 
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process then involves adjusting market prices to represent the true value to society 

(opportunity cost); adjusted prices are termed shadow prices. 

The framework for conventional CBA was largely in place by the 1960s (Pearce 1998) and 

the literature shifted towards methods for finding monetary valuations in contexts where 

markets did not exis t. Much of this has occurred in relation to the concept of total economic 

value of environmental assets. Total economic value of an envirorunental asset consists of its 

use value and non-use value. Non-use value can be further broken down into direct use 

value, indirect use value and option value. Following Maunasinghe (1993) the following 

descriptions of these value categories are provided: 

Dired use value: The contribution that an environmental asset makes to current 

production or consumption. Includes food, biomass, recreation and health. 

lndirecl use value: The benefits derived from functional services that the environment 

provides to support current consumption and production. Includes ecological functions 

such as recycling of nutrients and filtration of polluted water. 

Op!ion value: The premium people are willing to pay to avoid the risk of not having it 

available in the future. Includes future direct and indirect values. 

E Yistence val11e: The satisfaction from merely knowing that an asset exists, although the 

valuer has no intention of using it. 

For environmental goods and services, markets exist for only a few of these values. A 

number of methods have been developed to estimate these particular values and total 

economic value in monetary terms. Bateman (1999) classifies monetary assessment methods 

into pricing and valuation approaches. Pricing approaches are less theoretically sound but are 

generally simpler and easier to apply, and inform about the cost of obtaining a good, which is 

only a proxy for its value. Pricing approaches include opportunity cost, cost of alternatives, 

mitigation behaviour, shadow project costs and dose-response methods. Valuation 

approaches are further broken into stated preference and revealed preference methods. 

Stated preference approaches ask people directly about their valuation of environmental 

goods and services and include contingent valuation, contingent ranking and stated 

preference or conjoint analysis methods. Revealed preference methods obtain value 
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information by observing purchases of market priced goods, which are necessary to enjoy the 

environmental good in question. These include travel cost and hedonic pricing methods. 

Costs and benefits that occur through time are aggregated through the procedure of 

discounting. This procedure and the choice of discount rate are subject to renewed debate 

(Edward-Jones et al., 2000). Generally a positive discount rate is justified for the following 

reasons: 

1. Individuals' preference for immediate consumption due to either impatience or 

uncertainty surrounding future benefits. 

2. Future consumption counts for less if there is any positive rate of growth in the 

economy. This assumes that future consumption is greater than current and that there is 

diminishing marginal utility of consumption in the future. 

Perman et al. (1999) distinguish between two discount rates; the utility (or pure time 

preference) discount rate and the consumption discount rate, where the relationship between 

the two is: 

r = p + llg 

\~'here: 
r = consumption rate of interes t 
p = pure time preference rate 
T) = diminishing utility of consumption 
g = growth rate of consumption 

Arrow et al. (1996) conclude that from the first principles approach there are two reasons for 

the discount rate; one cares more about current consumption (reflected in the p term) or one 

believes that future consumers will be better off (reflected in the second term T)g). Perman 

et al. (1999) suggest that the second conclusion is intuitively reasonable in that if an economy 

is growing over time, a unit of consumption in the future will be worth less to a typical 

consumer comparative to the current period. If additional units of consumption are worth 

less in terms of marginal utility, then additional units of consumption are worth less the 

higher the initial level of consumption. 

In criticism of this assumption, Easterlin (1997, cited in Edward-] ones et al., 2000) suggests 

that utility of consumption is related to relative as opposed to absolute levels. Utility depends 

on consumption relative to others rather than absolute levels. This would reject the social 

time preference discount rate. Another criticism regarding the assumption that the future 

will be wealthier is that this depends on the ability of basic capital to compensate for 
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ecological services. This argument is linked to the degree of substitutability between types of 

capital, a keystone of the sustainability debate. 

Another approach to the discount rate involves that of social opportunity cost, which 

represents the return on investment elsewhere in the economy that is displaced by the 

marginal project in question (Department of Finance, 1997). Discount rates based on the 

opportunity cost approach are usually higher than those based on the social rate of time 

preference (Markandya and Pearce, 1994). 

The debate over discounting has emerged in the context of environmental issues, particularly 

sustainable development. Those that oppose the practice of discounting do so on two 

grounds; discounting discriminates against the interests of the environment and discounting 

is associated with a particular ethical stance that is not consistent with intergenerational 

equity. The first proposition is based on the notion that high discount rates encourage early 

depletion of natural resources; however as Markandya and Pearce (1994) note, the actual 

relationship between discount rates and the profile of resource use is ambiguous. Low 

discount rates increase the likelihood of investment projects being accepted, and thus 

increase the use of natural resources. High discount rates may encourage early use of natural 

resources, but at the same time less in,·estment projects are accepted. High discount rates 

also tend to discourage investment in primary industry type projects, which generally have 

lower rates of return and arc often more likely to be environmentally damaging (Edward

Jones et al., 2001). In relation to the second proposition, higher discount rates encourage 

investment projects with costs profiles that are weighted towards the future and benefit 

profiles that are weighted towards the present. This may not be consistent with 

intergenerational equity. 

Attention has now shifted to methods other than the discount rate for addressing 

intergenerational equity and incorporating sustainable development into project appraisal and 

CBA (Markandya and Pearce, 1994 and Hanley and Spash, 1993). Van Pelt et al. (1990) 

suggest the following possibilities for incorporating sustainability as an overriding constraint 

in CBA: 

1. Prior to undertaking a CBA, sustainability is independently assessed on the basis 

of ecological indicators, so that CBA becomes a second-tier measure. 
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2. Following Cooper (1981, cited in van Pelt et al, 1990), CBA calculations should 

be calculated for all years and onwards, instead of only the first year and onwards. 

If any calculation shows a negative return the project should be rejected even if 

the overall return is positive. 

3. Compensating projects could be designed that regenerate resources. Instead of 

the Kaldor-Hicks potential compensation criterion, actual compensation would 

occur in physical and not monetary terms. Compensating projects could be 

either environmentally or economically compensating, depending on whether a 

strong or weak sustainability criterion is chosen. In practice, designing a 

compensating project for every investment undertaken would be impractical; 

Markandya and Pearce (1994) suggest a portfolio approach, in any portfolio of 

investment projects there should be compensating investments in resource 

regeneration. 

Where sustainability is not an overriding criterion but can be substituted to some degree 

against other objectives, nn Pelt el al. (1990) suggest alternative approaches are called for. 

Munda (1996) suggests that CBA approaches represent only a partial point of view, since 

they are derived from one institution: markets. For complex environmental management 

issues, CB,-\ as a sole aid to decision making is not adequate. 

3.5.3 Stakeholder Analysis 

Stakeholder analysis is now widely used as an important method for increasing information 

for decision making and increasing the acceptability and commitment to decisions (\,X'elsh 

and McGin, 1998). The concept is used in business management, project appraisal and 

planning and natural resource management. 

Stakeholder analysis has its roots in stakeholder theory, which had developed as an alternative 

approach in business management and ethics. Jones et al., (2002) describe stakeholder theory 

as the body of literature that has emerged over the last fifteen years in which the idea of 

'stakeholder' plays a key role. Freeman's seminal book 'Strategic Management, a Stakeholder 

Approach (1984) formalised the stakeholder approach to the firm, though the idea emerged 

in several related themes prior to the 1980s. The origins of the stakeholder concept can be 

found in the fields of corporate social responsibility, corporate planning, systems theory and 

organizations theory. Jones et al. (2002) suggest stakeholder theory rests on two basic 

premises; to perform well, managers must pay attention to a wide range of stakeholders, and 
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that managers have an obligation to stakeholders, where stakeholders as a group extends 

beyond shareholders. The first premise appears to have originated in the field of corporate 

planning, while the second is directly related to the concept of corporate social responsibility. 

Stakeholder analysis within the fields of development, project appraisal and natural resource 

management has developed quite separately to that of stakeholder theory. Although most 

articles in these fields make a brief mention of the origins in the stakeholder theory of the 

firm, this is generally the extent of the linkages between the two. As Welsh and McGin 

(1998, p. 187) note, "there is little cross-fertilisation between business management writers 

and those who advocate stakeholder analysis for programme evaluation". Although the 

fields have developed separately, the definition of a stakeholder has remained similar in both 

fields. Freeman (1984) describes stakeholders as any group or individual that can affect or is 

affected by the activities of the firm. In a recent example of a natural resource based 

approach to stakeholder analysis, de Lopez (2001a, p. 48) proposes the following definition 

in the broader context of natural resource projects; "a stakeholder is any group or individual 

who can affect the achievement or is affected by the achie,,ement of conservation project 

objectives". 

There are fewer similarities between the corporate management and natural resource 

approaches in tl1e classifications of stakeholders. Within tl1e field of corporate management, 

stakeholders are traditionally classified according to their potential for cooperation with, or 

threat to the organisation (Freeman, 1984). The development/ natural resource literature 

suggests classifications according to pnmary and secondary stakeholders (Overseas 

Development Agency, 199 5 cited m Grimble and Wellard, 1997), active and passive 

stakeholders (Grimble and Wellard, 1997), and standard and interest groups (Lahdelma el al., 

2000). A further extension in this literature is classification according to two dimensions, 

relative importance and influence (Overseas Development Agency, 1995 cited in Grimble 

and Wellard, 1997) and potential for conservation and influence (de Lopez, 2001a). These 

two dimensional classifications recognise the potential of stakeholders to be a ilireat to 

project outcomes ilirough the dimension of influence. 

Two distinct approaches to stakeholder analysis within the field of natural resource 

management are present in the recent literature. The first approach can be found in the work 

of development agencies (particularly the World Bank and Overseas Development Agency) 

and focuses on the social aspects of stakeholder analysis and its use as a tool in project 
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design, particularly for the avoidance and management of conflict (Grimble and Wellard, 

1997). This approach will here be termed the agency approach. MacArthur (1997) further 

breaks this approach into two general applications - involvement of stakeholders in 

participatory methods of development, and the use of stakeholder analysis to assure sound 

implementation of development projects. The second approach is associated with the work 

of Grimble and others (see e.g. Grimble and Wellard, 1997), and will be here termed the 

Grimble approach. This approach sees stakeholder analysis as a tool for analysing situations 

and predicting consequences and the focus is not only with project cycle activities but also 

with gaining an improved understanding of the natural resource management problem 

(Grimble and Wellard, 1997). The agency approach is concerned with the practicalities of 

consensus building and developing workable projects, while the Grimble approach uses 

stakeholder analysis as a tool for understanding the economic interests and inherent conflicts 

in natural resource management (ibid.). 

Both approaches suggest that participatory methods in project design have played an 

important role in the development of stakeholder analysis. MacArthur (1997) notes the wide 

range of degrees of participation, from informing people likely to be affected by a decision, 

through to participation that includes some element of empowerment. Involvement of 

stakeholders in the planning and decision-making phases became popular from the mid 

eighties, and this necessitated consideration of who should be involved (ibid. ). Grimble and 

Wellard (1997) suggest similarities between participatotT methods and stakeholder analysis, 

particularly in techniques used for data collection and the commonality of goals in ensuring 

that the interests of the disadvantaged and less powerful groups are addressed. Of the two 

approaches, the development agency approach places much more emphasis on participatory 

approaches. 

In addition to the role played by participatory methods, economics has contributed to the 

development of stakeholder analysis for project development and environmental 

management. In particular, the limitations of CBA to identify the distribution of costs and 

benefits or to consider stakeholder concepts of value and importance led to the development 

of approaches to account for these aspects. 

Differences between the two natural resource management stakeholder analysis approaches 

include the purpose, scope and emphasis placed on participatory methods and conflict 
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(Grimble and Wellard, 1997). A companson of methodologies suggested by the two 

approaches is provided in table 3.2. 

Table 3.2 Comparison o f Methodologies for the Two Natural Resource Management 
Approaches to Stakeholder Analysis 

Development Agency Approach Grimble Approach 

1. Define higher objectives of project 1. Identify main purpose of analysis 

2. Identify stakeholders and distinguish 2. Identify principal stakeholders 
between primary, secondary and external 

3. Investigate stakeholder interests, 
stakeholders 

characteristics and circumstances 
3. Determine interests or stakes of 

..J.. Determine of stakeholders 
stakeholders 

n ew on 
relevant guestions 

4. Assess importance and influence of 
5. Identify and contex tual 

stakeholders 
patterns 

interactions between stakeholders 
5. Consider whether additions to project 

6. Assess options for management at all le,·els 
design are required 

6. Consider which stakeholder interests should 
be allowed for in project acti,·ities, during 
which stage and in what way 

Source: t'v[acArthur (1997) and Grimblc and \'\ 'ellard (1997) 

The development agency approach considers stakeholder analysis as a management and 

mediation tool explicitly concerned with the design, management and implementation of 

projects. Much greater emphasis is placed on participation and participatory metl1ods and 

the representation of stakeholders and conflicts between them. The G rimble approach 

stresses stakeholder analysis as a tool for analysing situations and not solely concerned witl1 

the project cycle phase. Although concerned with conflict, this is extended to consider the 

tradeoffs between stakeholder objectives. 

E lements of both approaches can be seen in the recent stakeholder management framework 

of de Lopez (2001a). Here stakeholder management is seen "as a process of understanding 

and predicting the behaviour and actions o f stakeholders and devising strategies to ethically 

and effectively deal with them" (ibid. p. 48). Following the Grimble approach, stakeholder 

management does not specifically focus on participatory or consensus approaches. De 

Lopez (2001, p. 48) proposes four questions that need to be answered in a stakeholder 

management framework: 

1. Who are the stakeholders of the project? 
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2. What is the nature of their stakes in the project? 

3. What type of behaviour can be expected from stakeholders? 

4. What strategies should the project adopt to achieve its goals and deal with 
stakeholders? 

De Lopez's relatively simple framework provides a model for stakeholder analysis that is 

directly applicable to the management of protected areas. Stakeholder analysis provides 

valuable information to decision makers, however its potential outcomes would be 

considerably stronger if other decision aid techniques are also utilised. This is recognised by 

de Lopez (2001 b), who included both stakeholder analysis and cost benefit analysis in the 

assessment of policy options for Ream National Park in Cambodia. The potential 

complementarity of MCA and stakeholder analysis is also suggested by Grimble and Wellard 

(1997). 

3.5.4 Integrated Evaluation Techniques 

The limitations of indi,·idual assessment techniques when used in isolation, and the 

recognition of the complexity of em·ironmental problems has led to the de,•elopment of 

more integrated techniques. A multi-disciplinary approach is advocated for developing 

sustainability frameworks (Park and Seaton, 1996), where links are made between scientific 

and socio-economic theory and the information is presented in a manner that is accessible 

for policy formulation and decision making processes. Lockeretz (1991, cited in Park and 

Seaton, 1996) describes an integrative multi-disciplinary approach as one that divides the 

topic into disciplinary components but gives special attention to the linkages among them 

and questions that overlap. 

These ideas are reflected in the evolution of a relatively new discipline - integrated 

assessment. Integrated assessment has its origins in global climate change impact assessment 

Qakeman and Letcher, 2001). Broadly, integrated assessment has two characteristics: it seeks 

to provide policy relevant information to some decision maker, and it brings together a 

broader set of areas, methods, styles of study, or degrees of certainty than would typically 

characterise a single-disciplinary study (CIESIN, 1995). Integrated assessment is becoming 

increasingly popular in natural resource management issues, particularly in integrated 

catchment management Qakeman and Letcher, 2001). Models play an important role in 

integrated assessment; Jakeman and Letcher (2001) highlight the importance of both 

environmental information systems and decision support systems, where the latter provide a 
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way of exploring and explaining tradeoffs and a tool for adoption and adaptability by 

stakeholders. 

MCA is a decision support system methodology which is becoming widely used in natural 

resource management and decision-making. MCA is both a conceptual framework that 

supports the decision process, and a collection of specific techniques designed to generate 

information to support decision-making (Qureshi and Harrison, 2001). General 

characteristics of MCA techniques and approaches are the consideration of a range of 

alternatives and the incorporation of multiple objectives and their relative importance. 

Jannsen (1992) describes the overall objective of multi-objective decision analysis as 

improvement of the procedural rationality of a decision procedure, where procedural 

rationality refers to using the optimal procedure to reach the decision. Simon (1976, cited in 

Jannsen, 1992) defines procedural rationality as opposed to substantive rationality, which 

results in the selection of the best solution. This objective emphasises the role of l\ICA as a 

technique to support the decision process, rather than focused on the outcome itself. The 

Resource Assessment Commission (RAC) (1992) concluded that the aim of J\ICA is to 

pro\'ide a framework within which the effects of uncertainties and different \'alues can be 

ernluated and explored. Jannsen (1992) further defines the functions of J\ICA as supporting 

the phases of the decision process; supporting learning by doing and in formation processing 

and supporting the integrated use of judgement, methods and data. 

The potential of J\ICA for project appraisal and evaluation has been recognised in the 

literature5
• The contribution of MCA is usually placed within the context of the perceived 

limitations of CBA for complex environmental problems and particularly for the analysis of 

sustainability. The focus is on the comparative strengths of MCA and CBA and their 

appropriateness in different situations, although some acknowledgement is made of the 

possible complementarity of the techniques ( e.g. Munda et al., 1998). 

Nardini (1997) advocates an integrated assessment approach. The results of the EIA and 

CBA are integrated into MCA as the final evaluation stage. Integrated assessment of EIA, 

CBA and MCA is also reflected in van Pelt's (1993a) sustainability analysis framework. 

Numerous practical applications incorporate the results of a partial CBA into MCA, 

5 See for example van Pelt, 1993a and 1993b; Nardini, 1997 and Munda et al , 1998. 
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reflecting the complementarity of the approaches6
• Bateman (1999) also discusses the 

potential for EIA and CB.A to be complementary assessment tools. Integration of EIA, 

CBA and MCA is becoming a common approach to project appraisal, however the addition 

of stakeholder analysis is not reflected. An exception to this is Nguyen's analysis of forest 

management systems for the uplands of Vietnam (2001). This study incorporated a very 

brief stakeholder analysis into an MCA framework. 

Munda et al. (1998) suggest the strong quantitative tradition in economics has allowed the 

easy integration of environmental and economic components. This may also be a reason for 

the lack of integration with stakeholder analysis, since this has a more qualitative basis. 

However the ability of MCA methods to incorporate both qualitative and quantitative data 

suggests that stakeholder analysis might be an appropriate inclusion in an integrated 

approach. 

The modern development of i\ICA techniques dates back to Simon (1958) who developed 

work on satisficing, though Zionts (1992) notes that this work is not widely regarded as an 

i\fCI\ method. The oldest widely recorded method of solving multiple criteria problems is 

that of Benjamin Franklin, who tenned his approach prudential or moral algebra (ibid.). The 

Franklin approach divided a problem into pros and cons and then estimated the relative 

weights of each reason to find where the balance of the problem lay. 

A number of potential advantages of MCA over other assessment techniques are proposed in 

the literature. Among the most significant are flexibility in data requirements and problem 

structuring and its role as an aid to the learning process (RAC, 1992). i\ICA provides a 

framework within which the complexities of decision making problems can be explored 

(Proctor, 2001). It has the potential for differing views and values to be identified in ways 

that help decision makers understand the implications of decisions (RAC, 1992). This 

advantage is especially relevant given the trend towards consensus building and stakeholder 

involvement that is present in the planning field (Innes, 1996). 

Criticisms of MCA relate to the lack of a consistent evaluation framework; the lack of 

support in the phases of problem definition and design (Jannsen, 2001); the lack of methods 

for incorporating uncertainty and time and susceptibility of the end result to the choice of 

methods and weights (van Pelt, 1993a). 

6 See for example van Pelt, 1993a and Qureshi and I larrison, 2001. 
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The current range of techniques represents a variety of approaches. Techniques can be 

classified in several ways. An important classification is between discrete and continuous 

methods (van Pelt, 1993a and Jannsen, 1992). Continuous methods aid analysts to design 

management options from a continuous decision space subject to particular targets and 

constraints (Venn and Harrison, 2001). Examples of continuous techniques include multi

attribute utility methods, linear programming and goal programming (van Pelt, 1993a). 

Discrete methods involving a finite set of alternatives are often more appropriate for project 

evaluation. There is general consensus regarding the selection of continuous and discrete 

methods given problem characteristics, but little guidance regarding selection of specific 

techniques (Venn and Harrison, 2001). The enormous range of techniques and the lack of 

guidance regarding their appropriateness can be considered a significant practical limitation 

of the MCA method. This is illustrated by an MCA application to choose an appropriate 

MCA technique for forest resources management (Teele and Duckstein, 1992). 

Jannsen (1992) further classifies discrete methods according to tl1e scale of measurement 

(quantitatiYe or qualitative) the decision rnle and ilie standardisation function. MCA 

techniques differ in their ability to deal with quantitatiYe and qualitati,·e information. Some 

software allow tl1e analyst to enter qualitative data which is then conYerted to quantitatiYe 

data, whilst oiliers pro,·ide guidance on converting qualitati,·e to quantitati,·e prior to data 

entry (D. James, pers. comm., October 2002). 

Despite the vast number of MCA techniques, practical applications utilise a relatiYely small 

range. Despite being ilie most tl1eoretically simple method, weighted summation appears to 

be frequently used in practice Qannsen, 2001). In ilie literature, major adYances in 

incorporating greater rigour (particularly in terms of utility theory) into MCA meiliodologies 

are evident, however this is not reflected in practical applications. 

Applications of MCA within the .field of natural resource management and decision-making 

include: catchment management (Qureshi and Harrison, 2001 and Robinson, 2000), physical 

planning Qannsen, 2001 and Monnikhof and Bots, 2000), land-use planning (van Herwijnen 

et al, 1993; Stewart and Joubert, 1998; Ridgely and Heil, 1998), sustainable agriculture 

(Hermanides and Nijkamp, 1998; Prato and Hajkowicz, 2001 and Kininmonth, 2000), and 

coastal management (Moriki et al, 1996). 
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3.6 CONCLUSION 

Economic concepts play an important role in the management of natural resources. 

Particularly relevant to the provision of natural and protected areas are the concepts of 

property rights and public goods. This chapter has outlined the relevant economic concepts 

and illustrated the nature and importance of tourism in natural areas. Sustainable 

development has become an important policy approach and the different approaches to this 

concept have been explored. In light of the sustainability policy issue, tools that can be used 

to aid the decision making process have been discussed, including environmental impact 

assessment, cost benefit analysis and stakeholder analysis. The literature highlights 

weaknesses of these techniques when used individually. These weaknesses and the nature of 

environmental problems and the sustainability concept indicates that an integrated approach 

to assessment is required. The development of integrated approaches has been discussed, in 

particular NICA, which represents a useful tool for integrated assessment. 
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4 METHODOLOGY 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The nature of the research problem requires a broad and integrated research approach that 

captures the economic, biophysical, social and institutional aspects of the problem. The 

views and expectations of large government agencies, stakeholder groups and lower level 

institutions need to be incorporated into the model in order to obtain solutions that are 

socially and politically acceptable and feasible. This indicates an important role for 

stakeholder analysis. The methodology adopted for this research uses three individual 

assessment techniques (stakeholder analysis, EIA and CBA) to prm,ide further information 

that is integrated into se,·eral stages of the t-.ICA process. The methodology can be seen as 

involving three phases: designing the model, ,·isit to sites and stakeholders and implementing 

the model. 

4.2 PHASE I - DESIGNING THE MODEL 

4.2.1 The Conceptual Framework for Integrated Evaluation 

The diagram illustrated in figure 4.1 on the following page outlines the conceptual framework 

that underlies this research approach. The results of i..t1di,·idual assessment techniques are 

integrated into the t-.ICA process in several stages. The methodology underlying the 

stakeholder analysis is presented first, followed by the cost benefit analysis and i..tnpact 

assessment. The stages of the t-.ICA process are then outlined, including the specific 

methodology adopted for each stage and the relationship between the individual components 

and the MCA. The model outlined in phase I of this research illustrates a decision model 

with an integrated assessment approach that is particularly relevant to rapid appraisal. 
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Figure 4. 1 T he Conceptual Fram ework for an In tegrated Evaluation of Land Use and 
Management Alternatives for the N ingaloo Coastal Strip 
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4.2.2 Stakeholder Analysis 

Integrated assessment frameworks developed for analysing the sustainability of projects (see 

e.g. Nardini, 1997 and van Pelt, 1993a) do not explicitly include stakeholder analysis as an 

assessment technique. This is somewhat surprising given the complementarity between 

stakeholder analysis and MCA, the limitations of MCA and EI.A in addressing stakeholder 

issues and the growing trend towards stakeholder involvement in planning. This research 

addresses this perceived gap by explicitly including stakeholder analysis as an individual 

assessment technique. 

This research uses a simple stakeholder analysis methodology, developed from de Lopez 

(2001) and Grimble and Wellard (1997). The stakeholder analysis was conducted with the 

aim of providing further input into the l\ICA process and was used in the development of 

alternatives, attributes and a hypothetical weight set. Since this was the end purpose of the 

stakeholder analysis, the objectives of the stakeholder groups were considered especially 

important. The stakeholder analysis involved three steps: identifying stakeholders, 

determining the interests of stakeholders and finally analysing the objectives of stakeholders 

in relation to use and management of the coastal strip. 

4.2.2.1 Identification of Stakeholders 

Stakeholders were identified through policy documents and from initial interviews with tl1e 

primary institutional agencies. Stakeholders were classified into institutional agencies and 

stakeholder groups. Due to the large number of institutional agencies that have some role in 

tl1e decision making process for the coastal strip, institutional agencies were furtl1er broken 

into primary and secondary agencies. Following Grimble and Wellard (1997) another 

classification of agencies and stakeholders is that of passive and active stakeholders. Active 

stakeholders are those who affect (determine) the decision, while passive stakeholders are 

those who are affected by the decision, either positively or negatively. Table 4.1 shows the 

classification of stakeholders for the Ningaloo coastal strip. 
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Table 4.1 Classification of Stakeholders for the Ningaloo Coastal Strip 

Classification of Stakeholders 

Primary (P) or Active (A) or 
Secondary (S) 1 Passive (P) 

Institutio nal Agencies 

D epartment of Land Administration (DOLA), Pastoral p A 
Lands Board 

D epartment of Planning and Infrastructure (DPI) p A 

D epartment of Conservation and Land Management p A 
(CALM) 

Environment Australia s A 

\'(!estern Australian Tourism Commission s A/P 

Gascoyne D evelopment Commission s A/P 

Carnarvon Shire s [\ 

Exmouth Shire s A 

Stakeholder Groups 

Pastoral lease holders/Ningaloo Reef Outback Coast A/P 
Association (NROCA) 

G nulli Na tive Title Claimants A/ P 

Local community p 

Current long- term users p 

Save N ingaloo "\ ssociation ,-\ / P 

1 Primary and secondary classifications apply only to institutional agencies 

4.2.2.2 Determination of Stakeholder Interests 

D etermining the interes ts o f stakeholders invoh-es gaining an understanding of the role of 

each stakeholder and agency. A variety o f techniques and sources were used to define the 

interests and objectives of stakeholders. De Lopez (2001) utilized focus groups, individual 

interviews, observed behaviour and informal day-to-day communication as sources of 

information for stakeholder analysis . 

This research employed the following techniques: 

1. literature review of policy documents, agency websites and annual reports and 

other documents where applicable 

2. individual interviews with primary institutional agencies 
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3. direct observation of stakeholder behaviour by the researcher and other 

practitioners in the field and 

4. informal communication with stakeholder groups. 

The variety of sources proved valuable in detecting differences between stakeholders stated 

objectives and actual behaviour. Lahldelma et al. (2000) recognise the importance to the 

planning process of identifying stakeholders' true points of view. The output of the 

stakeholder analysis was a written description of the interests of the institutional agencies and 

stakeholders and a table of stakeholder objectives. The table of stakeholder objectives 

provided input into the development of alternatives, attributes and preference weightings 

within the J\'lCA framework. Analysis of the stakeholder objective table illustrated conflicting 

and congrnent stakeholder objectives for the Ningaloo coastal strip. The written description 

of stakeholder interests is presented in the following section, while the table of stakeholder 

objectives is presented in chapter five, section 5.2, p. 104-105. 

4.2.2.3 Description of Stakeholder Interests 

4.2.2.3.1 Primary Institutional Agencies 

--1.2.2.3.1.1 Pastoral Lands Board- W es! Australian D eparlm enl of Land 

Ad minis! ra lio 11 

The Department of Land Administration (DOLA.) is responsible for the administration and 

development of Crown lands within \v'estern Australia. Their role is to administer and 

develop Crown lands for the benefit of the community, ensuring proper land stewardship, 

management and sustainability (DOL\, 1999a). The Land Administration Act 1997 

provides for the granting and administration of pastoral leases (DOLA, 1999b), and is 

administered by the Minister for Lands and DOLA. The Pastoral Lands Board was 

established under this Act (replacing the previous Pastoral Board) and is responsible for the 

administration of pastoral leases. Thirty-eight percent of Western Australia is pastoral 

leasehold land, approximately 96 million hectares held as 542 pastoral leases (DOLA, 2001). 

The Pastoral Lands Board's primary role is to ensure that pastoral leases are economically 

viable and ecologically sustainable, and managed in accordance with lease conditions and 

relevant legislations (DPI, 2002). 

Under the Land Administration Act diversification is encouraged through the use of a permit 

system for non-pastoral activities, which includes pastoral-based tourism. As a matter of 

policy permits are not granted where the non-pastoral use is a higher and better use of the 
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land. In these cases the land would be excised and a new lease drawn up (DOLA, 1999b ). 

The Land Administration Act 1997 also allows for the creation of public access routes over 

Crown land for access to remote tourism and recreation spots, though none have been 

created yet (Baulch, 2002). 

The Pastoral Lands Board has indicated that managing camping on pastoral leases is not 

likely to be within the powers of the pastoral lessee, especially if the activity is at a 

commercial level (ibid.). The Pastoral Lands Board and DOLA are currently looking at ways 

to manage camping on pastoral leases (Baulch, 2002 and DPI, 2002). Any proposed 

excisions from pastoral leases will be examined by the Pastoral Lands Board (in conjunction 

with the Department of Agriculture) to determine the impact on pastoral enterprises. 

(MacTiernan, 2002a). 

'-f.2.2.3.1.2 West Australian Department of Conservation and Land i\1anagement 

CALM is responsible for the consetYation and protection of flora and fauna throughout the 

state (DPI, 2002). Protected areas are \'ested in two statutory authorities set up under tl1e 

Consenration and Land I\Ianagement Act (1984): the Conservation Commission (terrestrial) 

or the Marine Parks and Reser\'es Authority (marine). Preparation of management plans and 

subsequent on-the-ground management is the responsibility of the department (\.,Y/ APC, 

2001 a). CALM is also responsible for identifying areas worthy of gazettal as protected areas 

for conservation purposes and proYiding ad,-ice and support to the statutory bodies. The 

Consenration and Land Management Act (1984) provides for the establishment of 

management agreements for printe or leasehold land under Section 16. CALi\1 currently has 

a memorandum of understanding with pastoral leaseholders within the study area regarding 

management of the coastal strip. 

The state waters of the Ningaloo Marine Park are vested in the Marine Parks and Reserves 

Authority and Cape Range National Park is vested in the Conservation Commission; both 

are managed by CALM. The Ningaloo Marine Park extends to 40 metres past mean high 

water mark, which provides some overlap with pastoralists in the management of camping. 

In addition CALM and the Exmouth Shire jointly manage the Jurabi and Bundegi coastal 

parks near Ex.mouth. CALM has identified areas for proposed exclusion from pastoral leases 

in 2015. Some of these areas have been previously proposed in publicly available documents, 
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while further high value areas and access corridors have also been identified (Wyre, 2002). 

The coastal strip has been proposed for excision in a nwnber of public docwnents7
. 

4.2.2.3 . 1.3 W est Australian Department of Planning and Infrastrn ct11re 

The Department of Planning and Infrasuucture (DPI) provides advice and support to the 

statutory Western Australian Planning Commission (WAPC). It has primary responsibility 

for statutory and strategic land use planning, the preparation and approval of town planning 

schemes and amendments (DPI, 2002). The DPI provides coastal planning advice to other 

government agencies and local governments and jointly prepared the draft Carnarvon Coastal 

Strategy (Stage One) and Exmouth-Leannonth Structure Plan with local government. Any 

exclusion proposed within the Carnarvon Coastal Strategy area requires consultation with the 

DPI. (NiacTiernan, 2002a). Coastal planning in Western Australia is guided by the State 

Planning Strategy (W APC, 1997), the draft Coastal Zone i\Ianagement Policy (WAPC, 2001 a) 

and the draft State Coastal Planning Policy (W APC, 2001 b). The DPI is currently in the 

process of de,,eloping the next stage of the Carnaffon Coastal Strategy (now referred to as 

the Carnarvon-Ningaloo Coast Regional Strategy). 

4.2.2.3.2 Secondary Institutional Stakeholders 

c/. 2 .2.3.2. 1 Elll1iro11m e11! ./l11slralia 

Environment Australia has considerable mterest 111 the outcome for this area. Ningaloo 

Marine Park has both a Commonwealth and State component, tl1ough it is managed as a 

single unit by CALJ\L The federal department ain1s to promote, support and implement 

conservation and ecologically sustainable use of Australia's land, water, coasts and oceans 

(Environment ,-\ustralia, 2001) and to protect and conserve Australia's heritage. The 

Environment portfolio includes the Australian Heritage Commission and tl1e Natural 

Heritage Trust. The Natural Heritage Trust has already provided considerable grant funding 

to community groups within the area, including NROCA. Given the West Australian 

Government's intention to seek world heritage listing for the Ningaloo Marine Park (Western 

Australian Labour Government, 1999 and MacTiernan, 2002c), Environment Australia's 

interest in this area is likely to increase. 

7 For example, Legislative Council of Western ,\u,tralia , 1995 and CALM, 1994. 
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4.2.2.3.2.2 Western At1stra/ian Tourism Commission 

The Western .Australian Tourism Commission (WATC) is responsible for accelerating the 

sustainable growth of the tourism industry for the long-term social and economic benefit of 

the state (W ATC, 2001 ). Within the Conunission the sustainable product unit is particularly 

focused on developing Western Australia as a premier nature tourism destination. The 

Gascoyne has been identified as a zone of opportunity for nature-based tourism 

development (WATC and CALt-.1, 1997). The Tourism Commission has undertaken a 

preliminary feasibility study for the de,·elopment of a wilderness lodge in the Ningaloo area 

(I\dams and Associates, 1999). 

./. 2.2.3.2.3 Gasc~yne De11elopme11/ Co111t11issio11 

The regional de,,elopment conunissions were established under the Regional Development 

Commission :\et (1993) and are responsible for promoting regional economic growth and 

U1Yestment. The Gascoyne DeYclopment Commission aims to achieYc an environment 

conduci,,e to the balanced economic and social de,·clopment of the region and be proactive 

in regional de,·elopment planning (Gascoyne De,·clopmcm Commission, undated). 

Development priorities include de,·elopi.ng infrasu-ucture, adapti,-c communities, enriched 

lifestyles and li,·eW10ods, wealth and employment and responsi,·e gm·ernmenrs. The region's 

economic de,·elopment strategy (Gascoyne De,·clopment Commission, 1996) highlights the 

importance of the coast to economic and social de,·elopmcnt . 

./. 2.2. 3.2 . ./ Shires ~/ Carnan,011 a11d E.Y111011/h 

ingaloo station is currently part of the Shire of l ·'.xmouth, whilst all other stations within the 

strip are part of the Shire of Carnarvon. The shires have responsibility for local roads and 

local planning in the area. Both Shires were inYolved in the development of the draft 

Carnarvon Ningaloo Coastal Strategy. The Exmouth Town Planning Scheme (Gray and 

Lewis Planning Consultants, 1999) currently zones ingaloo station as pastoral. This means 

that holiday accommodation is not permitted unless the Shi.re Council grants planning 

approval. The Carnarvon Town Planning Scheme has recently been updated (G ray and 

Lewis Planning Consultants, 2002) and zones the coastal strip as a coastal management zone. 

The draft plan indicates that use is to be in general accordance with the Carnarvon Coastal 

Strategy when implemented. Both Shires currently undertake road maintenance; the 

frequency of maintenance depends on the season and the level of use. 
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4.2.2.3.3 Significant Stakeholder Groups 

4.2.2.3.3.1 Pastoral Lease Holders and the Ningaloo Reef Outback Coast 

Association 

Pastoral leaseholders are currently managing camping along the coastal strip in conjunction 

with their pastoral activities. The leaseholders of all four pastoral stations in the study area 

are members of the non-profit NROCA, formed in 1998. NROCA wishes to retain 

management of the coastal strip and its objective is to manage its lands sustainably, ensuring 

a high level of equity of access and preservation of the regional culture (NROCA, 2002). The 

group has recently been awarded a Natural Heritage Trust grant to control recreation access 

to the coast, rehabilitate tracks, undertake turtle protection and dune revegetation 

programmes and to provide education material to visitors (ibzd.). NROCA plans to prmride 

composting toilets in controlled recreation areas in tl1e near future. 

NROCA has a memorandum of understanding with CALM regarding management of the 

coastal strip. 

--1-. 2.2.3.3.2 Gn11/li J\1 ati11e Title Claimants 

The entire study area is subject to a native title claim lodged under the Nati,·e Title Act 

(1993) in 1997. The claim has been lodged on behalf of the named applicants and tl1e 

Ingarda-Teddei People, the Baiyung and Talangi Peoples and the Thalgari people (t-lichacl 

Robinson and Associates, 2002). The claim passed registration testing in July 1999 and 

mediation commenced in July 2000 and is continuing. Regarding aspects of Native Title, the 

area is spoken for by the Yamatji Land and Sea Council. Any future de,·elopments in the 

coastal strip will be subject to native title considerations. 

./-. 2.2.3.3.3 Save Ningaloo Association 

The Save Ningaloo Association is a lobby group that developed in opposmon to the 

proposed marina and resort development at Maud's Landing. The association has significant 

support within Western Australia and has a high public profile. The Save Ningaloo 

Association is a coalition of the following groups: Australian Marine Conservation Society, 

Wilderness Society, Conservation Council of Western Australia, Australian Wildlife 

Conservancy and the World Wildlife Fund. The Save Ningaloo Association supports 

appropriate forms of environmentally sensitive ecotourism development for the Ningaloo 

region. 
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4.2.2.3.3.4 Local Community 

The local community consists of residents of Carnarvon, Coral Bay and Exmouth and those 

who reside within the Gascoyne region. As a broad generalisation, two main views of the 

local community can be distilled. One view is that the coastal strip should remain the way it 

is, with the current level of access, fees and facilities. Another view is that the coastal strip 

represents an important resource for the social and economic development of the region, and 

appropriate ecotourism developments would capture some of these benefits. There is an 

overriding recognition of the need for improved management. In a survey of resident 

opinions in the early nineties, Dowling (1993) found a significant level of support for tourism 

development in the area provided it did not occur at the expense of the environment. 

../-.2.2.3.3.5 C11rrenl Long -Term Us ers 

Current long-term users frequently camp in the coastal strip for periods of three to five 

months m'er the winter. This stakeholder group values tl1e recreational opportunity prm,ided 

on tl1e coast, particularly the lack of regulation, facilities and low fees. Generally tl1ere is a 

desire to retain the current management and level of facilities, although there is recognition 

that more management may be required. This group tends to exhibit a strong sense of social 

cohesion and feeling of belonging to the region ROCA, 2002). 

4.2.3 Cost Benefit Analysis 

CBA is a procedure for comparing the net economic benefits of alternative projects or 

courses of action. The purpose of the CBA for this research was to provide information on 

the economic desirability of alternati,-es in a form that could then be incorporated into the 

MCA. 

The CBA process is outlined below (adapted from Department of Finance, 1997). 

1. Project definition 

2. Identifications of costs and benefits 

3. Quantification/valuation of costs and benefits 

4. Calculation of Net Present Value (NPV) 

5. Sensitivity test for uncertainty 

The methodology followed in this CBA is outlined below for each of these stages. 
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4.2.3.1 Project Definition 

The initial project definition phase of the CBA process requires the definition of the scope 

and objectives of the project and identification of constraints and alternatives. This initial 

phase is very similar to the initial phase of both EIA and MCA, and is dealt with in more 

detail in section 4.2.5.2, p. 81 . Alternatives considered were all combinations of the following 

activities and components; pastoral operations, wilderness lodge tourism, recreation and 

conservation. All alternatives had some le,rel of conservation and recreation management 

occurring, and none allowed for high levels of development. Differences between 

alternatives focused on the level of facilities and management provided and the management 

regime in operation. See section 4.2.5.2, p. 84-87, for a complete description of the 

alternatives. 

It is important in CBA to identify the "without" situation, in order to accurately estimate the 

benefits or costs attributable to a project. The "without" situation is the situation likely to 

exist in the absence of any project. The current situation is unlikely to continue into the 

future, since it has been recognized as unsustainable. The pastoral alternati,,es could be 

considered as the status quo; since these scenarios are likely if there is no change in land 

tenure. 

4.2.3.2 Identification of Costs and Benefits 

The EL-\ process identified the impacts of the different alternati,·e options. This was used 

to assist in identifying the costs and benefits of the alternatives. As all alternatives are 

combinations of different levels of acti,·ities, the costs and benefits for all activities can be 

presented in a single table. Di..'<on and Sherman (1990) suggest a typology for the 

classification of benefits and costs of protected areas. Benefits are classified according to 

five conservation objectives: maintenance of environmental resources, services and ecological 

processes; production of natural resources; protection of cultural and heritage sites and 

provision of education and research services. The Dixon and Sherman (1990) typology 

classified costs according to direct, indirect and opportunity costs. This typology as applied 

to the alternatives for the Ningaloo coastal strip is presented in table 4.2 along with the 

relationship to the concept of total economic value (TEV). 
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Table 4.2 Identification o f Benefits and Costs 

Benefits 

Maintenance of environmental 
resources, services and 
ecological processes 

Biodiversity 
Protection of coral reef 
Ecological and biophysical 
processes 

Production of natural resources 
Pas toral products (Merino 
sheep and goats) 

Provision of tourism and 
recreation 

Camping 
Home stay accommodation 
\'\ 'ildemess lodge 

Protection of cultural and 
heritage sites and objects 

Aboriginal heritage 
European pastoral heritage 

ProYision of education and 
research se1-s;ices 

TEV1 

Category 

EV/ IUV 
IUV 
IUV 

DUV 

DUV 
DUV 
DUV 
D UV 

EV / IL'\ ' 
EV / IL'V 
DLTV 

Costs 

Direct costs 
Infrastructure 
Operating and administration 
Pas toral operation costs 

Indirect cos ts 

Opportunity costs 
Foregone pastoral income 

1 TE\.= total economic ,·alue; DU\. = direct use ,·aluc; I t.; \ ·= indirect use n lue; 
0 \ . = option Yalue; E \ " = existence ,·alue 

4.2.3.3 Quantification/Valuation of Costs and Benefits 

The purpose o f the CBA was to provide inform ation o n the economic costs and benefits in a 

manner that could be integrated into the MCA model. T he CBA focused o n the benefits 

fro m production o f natural resources and provisio n of tourism and recreation and the direct 

costs o f provisio n and management. Benefits relating to the maintenance of natural 

resources, services and ecological processes are addressed in separate attributes in the MCA, 

so no attempt was made to value these under the different alternatives. Valuation of the 

cultural heritage, education and research opportunities, option and existence values was no t 

included in the CBA, however their potential significance is addressed in sectio n 4.2.3.3.5, p. 

73-75. 

Costs and benefits quantified and included in the CBA were broken into the following 

categories of activities for estimation: pastoral, wilderness lodge tourism, and camping and 

management. Estimation was based on market prices and adjusted where appropriate. In 
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efficient markets, market prices reflect the marginal cost of producing the commodity and 

the willingness to pay by the marginal consumer (Department of Finance, 1997). If markets 

are competitive, pricing at marginal cost also implies that costs and benefits are equated with 

their opportunity costs. Transfer payments (taxes, insurance) were excluded from the 

analysis as these represent a transfer between sectors of society and not actual benefits. For 

the pastoral and wilderness lodge categories, data was taken from existing financial analyses 

and adjusted to reflect economic costs and benefits. 

Krutilla (1967) suggests that natural environments will appreciate in value over time for two 

reasons: asymmetrical technilogical change and tastes. Asynunetrical technological change 

implies that the marginal trade-off between manufactured and natural amenities will 

increasingly favour the latter. Krutilla considered that tastes would progressively favour 

amenities of the natural envirorunent through the learning-by-doing phenomenon. The 

implications of asymmetrical technological change are included in this analysis . An increase 

in the value of the wilderness camping experience is reflected in an increase in the price in 

year ele,·en. The prices of all other goods remain constant. This approach allows for the 

increasing ,·alue of em·ironmental goods in relation to manufactured goods. 

Specific assumptions that underlie the revenue and cost estimation for the , ·arious categories 

of actiYities arc presented in sections 4.2.3.3.1 to 4.2.3.3.4. The actual calculations for 

visitation scenarios and the CBA are presented in appendix one and two. 

4.2.3.3.1 Pastoral Operation 

Pastoral activities occur in the two pastoral alternatives (high and low , ,isitation). It is 

anticipated that pastoral activities will be at a slightly lower level than currently, as 

formalisation of campsites and conservation areas will require removing some land from 

production. It is assumed that ninety percent of the coastal strip is stocked currently, and 

under the two pastoral alternatives this will be reduced to seventy percent. Within the strip, 

areas with significant dune blowouts are fenced off and not grazed. 

Currently the coastal strip mainly supports Merino sheep, and it is assumed that this will 

continue into the future. There is some possibility that cattle might be introduced into the 

coastal strip in the future, however this was not included in the analysis for simplification 

purposes. 
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The stocking rate was assumed to be 6Ha/DSE (Dry Stock Equivalent). The rangeland 

inventory (Payne et al., 1987) recommends a stocking rate of 8Ha/DSE for the coast land 

system, which is the dominant land system on the coastal strip. Since only 70% of the coastal 

strip is stocked under these alternatives, it was assumed that those areas vulnerable to 

blowouts would not be grazed, and therefore a slightly higher stocking rate would be feasible. 

Information on income and direct costs per DSE are sourced from a Merino enterprise 

budget calculated by K. White, Agriculture WA (2002). Information for the overhead and 

infrastructure replacement schedules was also based on this budget, however some 

adjustments were made to remove transfer payments from the analysis and to allow for the 

larger area that the coastal strip covers. 

Income from feral goats was based on a stocking rate of 10 Ha/ goat. Estimates of goat 

density reported in the National Threat Abatement Plan (Environment Australia, 1999) range 

from two to five goats per square kilometre, and the plan suggests tl1at at least 20 goat-sized 

herbivores per square kilometre (5 Ha/ goat) can be supported in rangelands with annual 

rainfall of 240 millimetres (ibid.) . The turn off rate was assumed to be 30% (K.White, pers. 

comm., August 2002). These assumptions are consistent with the 3000 goats turned off 

Warroora station (107 653 Ha) in 2001 (L. Horak, pers. comm., t.Iay 2002). Price per head, 

labour and direct costs were based on those suggested by K. White (pers. comm., August 

2002). 

4.2.3.3.2 Wilderness Lodge Tourism Operation 

Data for this section were based on a report produced by the WATC, 'North West Cape 

West Coast Ecolodge Proposal' (Adams and Associates, 1999). Data on investment costs 

came from the cost schedule by Construction and Property Consultants (1999) and data on 

operating projections came from the preliminary feasibility study by Klaus Richter and 

Associates (1999). 

Information on investment costs was adjusted in light of comments made by Ceballos

Lascurain (1999) in the same report. He suggested that unit costs for accommodation units, 

ablution and service centres, central guests and administration facilities were too high and 

should be adjusted downwards by 30%. This analysis subsequently adjusted these costs by 

20%, preferring to overestimate costs. Insurance payments were removed. Included in the 

operating projections was income from activities (estimated at 60% of room revenue). This 

was not included in the estimates by I<Jaus Richter and Associates but often provides a 
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significant proportion of income for an ecolodge (Ceballoras-Lascurain, 1999). Since these 

estimates were in 1999 dollars, they were inflated to 2002 dollars using historical CPI 

inflation for 1999, 2000 and 2001. (Australian Bureau of Statistics, Undated). 

4.2.3.3.3 Visitation 

Visitation was calculated using two methods. The first was applied to the pastoral 

alternatives and was based on the current structure of visitation, and an assumed distribution 

of campsites per month. The second method was applied to all non-pastoral alternatives. 

These alternatives all involved some level of management by CALM, and the method was 

based on the current total level of visitation that occurs in Cape Range National Park. 

Visitation to the Gnaraloo 3-mile campground was calculated separately and the method was 

the same for all alternatives. 

For the pastoral alternatives, the assumed monthly distribution of camp numbers was based 

on aerial surveys conducted annually by CALM, and anecdotal evidence regarding the level of 

camping during the off-peak summer period. Table 4.3 shows the assumed distribution for 

the pastoral alternati,·es. 

Table --1-.3 :\ ssumed l\ Ionthly Distribution of Campsites 

Assumed Monthly Distribution of Campsites 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nm· Dec 

10 10 30 100 200 250 300 250 150 50 30 10 

This distribution formed the nwnber of campsites for year one, and future years were based 

on an assumed visitation growth rate. These growth rates were based on historical growth 

rates from CALM aerial surveys and anecdotal evidence on the growth in off-peak camping. 

Table 4.4 presents the visitation growth rates used in this analysis. 

Table 4.4 Visitation Growth Rates for the Pastoral Alternatives 

Pastoral - Low Pastoral - High 

Year 1-10 Year 11-25 Year 1-10 Year 11-25 

Peak' 0.05 0.025 0.05 0.025 

Off-peak2 0.1 0.05 0.2 0.05 

The peak period is assumed to be April, l\fay,June,July and August 
2 

The off-peak period is assumed to be January, February, l\.Iarch, September, October, November and 
December 
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For the pastoral alternatives it was assumed that there is a maximum capacity of 250 camping 

bays (A. Hagstrom, pers. comm., September 2002) along the coastal strip (this excludes the 

Gnaraloo 3-mile campground). Campsite formalisation would begin in year two and all 250 

campsites woul<l be formalised by year five. 

Visitor nights were calculated by breaking down months into normal and school holiday 

periods. There are three two-week school-holiday periods in April, July and October. 

During this period it was assumed that three people occupy each campsite, and during non

school periods two people occupy each campsite. This assumption may understate the true 

b ·el of visitation. 

Visitor re,·enue was calculated by assuming that 60 percent of ,·isitors pay on a weekly basis 

(i.e. arc staying longer than a week) and 40 percent pay on a nightly basis. The fees for 

camping were based on tl1c current siruation that exists on Warroora O,. Horak, pers comm., 

!\fay 2002). r\ n.:lati,·c increase in camping fees was assumed to occur in year eleven. This 

reflected an mcreasc in demand for narurc-bascd tourism in relation to other forms o f 

economic actn-1ty. 

\'isitation for non-pastoral alternati,·es was based on a structure of campsites similar to that 

o f Cape Range N ational Park. It was assumed that the number of v isitor nights for the first 

year of these alternati,·es is 40 OOO. This was based on the estin1ated ,·isitor nights for Cape 

Range ational Park (A. Hagstrom, pers comm., September 2002) adjusted for the number 

of campsites that would be offered on the coastal strip. Howe,·er this number was a bit 

lower than proportionate, as it is likely that many of the current visitors to the strip would 

not rerurn under an alternative management system, and it may take some tin1e to build up 

v1s1tat1on. The visitation growth rates for all non-pastoral alternatives are presented in table 

4.5. 

Table 4.5 Visitatio n Growth Rates for All N on-Pastoral Alternatives 

Low Visitation Scenarios High Visitation Scenarios 

Year 1-10 0.05 0.1 
Year 11 -25 0.025 0.025 

The calculation of revenue assumed that the following visitor structure exists: 

• camps with two people = 80 percent of visitors 
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• camps with one person = 5 percent of visitors 

• children = 15 percent of visitors. 

The fee structure was based on the current system for Cape Range National Park. Cape 

Range National Park currently charges access fees through the use of park passes. A number 

of different types of passes exist, some are applicable to the Cape Range National Park only, 

while others allow for entry into all national parks in Western Australia. This made it difficult 

to estimate revenue from access fees. As a simplified assumption, it has been assumed that 

in years one to ten revenues from access fees will be $100 OOO and $200 OOO in years 11 -25. 

This is based on the access fee revenues obtained by Cape Range National Park (G. Rykers, 

pers. comm., September 2002). 

Visitation for the 3-mile campground on Gnaraloo station was calculated separately, as this is 

a formalised camping ground witl1 ablution blocks and a shop and provides a different 

visitation experience. Visitation was based on the current 50 anilable campsites and was 

assumed to be the same for all alternatives. Table 4.6 presents tl1e assumed occupancy rates 

for the campground that were used to estimate visitation in year one. Visitation in the 

following years was based on assumed growtl1 rates as presented in table 4.7. 

Table -t.6 

Table 4.7 

Year 1-10 
Year 11-25 

,-\ ssumed Occupancy Rates for the Calculation of Visitor Nights in Year One, 
Gnaraloo 3-mile Campground 

Period Occupancy Rate 

June - August 0.9 
April - l\Iay and Sep - Oct 0.7 
November - l\Iarch 0.1 

Visitation Growth Rates for the Gnaraloo 3-mile Campground 

Low Visitation Scenarios High Visitation Scenarios 

0.01 0.025 
0.00 0.00 

Visitation growth rates were lower for the Gnaraloo 3-mile campground than for the 

wilderness camping experience; since it was assumed that there would be less demand for 

more developed camping. Fees were based on the current fees charged and were assumed to 

increase in year eleven. The costs of providing the campground facilities were estimated at 

fifty percent of visitor revenues, and this may underestimate the net benefits from the 

Gnaraloo campground. 
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The analysis of visitor revenues underestimates the revenues from tourism in the coastal 

strip. Home stay and built accommodation on the pastoral stations has not been included in 

the analysis for simplification purposes. The analysis also excludes the possible benefits from 

the proposed camping operation at Brnboodjoo point, operated by Murlanda Enterprises 

(NROCA, 2002). Since the estimation of visitation for the coastal strip involved a large 

number of assumptions, these have attempted to be conservative in order to err on the side 

of underestimation rather than overestimation. 

4.2.3.3.4 Management and Infrastructure Costs 

Campsite and fencing infrastructure costs for all alternatives were based on data provided by 

the CALl\I Exmouth office. Road maintenance costs were based on information provided 

by the CALM Exmouth office and the Shires of Exmouth and Camarvon. Operating costs 

were based on information provide by the CALM Exmouth office and adjusted in light of 

estimates contained in NROCA's draft sustainability statement (NROCA, 2002). The level 

of facilities and roading infrastructure was assumed to be lower for the pastoral alternative. 

For the pastoral alternati,,es it was assumed that station staff would do the majority of the 

ranger type work. It was assumed that these staff will work for 250 days per year on 

recreation management at a cost of S100 a day. Pest control costs were based on infonnation 

provided by the CAL!\I Exmouth Office. For the pastoral altematins the costs of goat 

trapping was included in the pastoral operations. For the other alternatives it was assumed 

that the cost of goat control is covered by the sale of trapped feral goats. For more detail 

regarding the estimated costs and assumptions, see appendi..-..,: two, p. 176-181. 

4.2.3.3.5 Costs and Benefits Not Estimated 

The CBA for this research was a partial CBA and a number of benefits were not estimated. 

However it is considered likely that this omission does not greatly affect the relative 

magnitudes of CBA figures between alternatives. For many of the benefits not estimated, 

including provision of education and research services, cultural and heritage values and 

existence and option values, it is unlikely that estimates would significantly differ between 

alternatives. Therefore the omission is unlikely to affect the results of the MCA (which 

depend on the relative differences between alternatives), but results in less attractive 

economic returns for alternatives. 
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4.2.3 .3.5. 1 Tourism and R ecreation Use Valt1e 

The current price charged on pastoral stations is relatively low, and unlikely to reflect the full 

use value to recreationists. The consumer surplus component of WTP is likely to be high in 

this situation, as evidenced by the significant distances travelled by campers to the coastal 

strip. Therefore the estimates of tourism revenues in the CBA will underestimate the true 

use ,·alue. 

Initially, this research planned to esumate this value using a simplified application of the 

travel cost technique. Towards this purpose, a survey was designed and pilot tested during 

the initial site ,·isit. Questions in the survey related to origin of ,·isitors, length of stay, 

expenditure and attitude towards facilities and management options. During phase two, the 

visit to sites and stakeholders, the survey was dropped. For an account of the reasons for 

this decision see section 4.3, p. l 01. 

-1.2.3.3. 5.2 Pro11i .>"io11 ~/ Ed11catio11 and Re.i"ea rch 5 en ,iaJ 

The coastal strip in conjunction with the adjacent ingaloo i\Iarine Park pro,·ides 

considerable opportunities for research and em·ironmental education. :\ spects which 

contribute to the research ,·alue of the area include its proxim.it:y to Cape Range, rangcland 

biodinrsity, the relati,·ely pristine coral reef and its marine life, turtle breeding rookeries and 

the Aboriginal and pastoral history of the area. No attempt has been made to quantify this 

aspect, though it is belie,·ed that it could be quite significant. It would be difficult to separate 

between the marine and terrestrial components of the ,·alue. There is the potential for a 

research mstitution in the area and this could prm·ide a proxy estimate of the research 

benefits in the future. 

-1. 2.3 .3 .5.3 Cultural and I Teri/age Values 

The coastal strip has significant cultural and heritage value. r\boriginal occupation of the area 

dates back for thousands of years, and this has a significant value both in terms of physical 

sites and spiritual and oral traditions. The coastal strip also has an interesting pastoral history 

and this is reflected in a number of physical sites. It would be difficult to place a monetary 

value on these aspects, and it is difficult to estimate how they might differ between 

alternatives. Although this value is likely to be high, it is unlikely that it would be significantly 

different between alternatives. 
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4.2.3.3.5.4 Existence and Option Values 

Public support for campaigns such as the Save Ningaloo Campaign, and the uniqueness of 

the area suggests the likelihood of a large existence value for the area. However it would be 

difficult to distinguish existence value that related specifically to the coastal strip from that of 

the coral reef and the area in general. The option value could also be high; public 

submissions to the draft Carnarvon Coastal Strategy indicated a desire to retain the 

wilderness values of the area so that grandchildren and future generations could experience it. 

To estimate existence and option values would have required the use of the contingent 

valuation technique and a large survey. The practical difficulties relating to the estimation of 

the relevant population and accurately representing the large number of alternatives in the 

survey made this an impracticable option given the time and resource constraints of the 

researcher. Further, a total estimate for existence and option value might be obtained, but it 

would again be difficult to differentiate between options. 

4.2.3.4 Calculation of Net Present Values 

The NPV rule is the appropriate decision rule for the acceptance of projects. If mutually 

exclusive projects are under consideration, the project which maximizes NPV should be 

chosen. The formula for the NPV is presented below: 

lf.1/here: 
B, benefits in time period t 
C. costs in time period t 
r discount rate 
t = O ... t time period for CBA 

Project NPV s are sensitive to the choice of discount rate and the time frame. The choice of 

discount rate and time frame is discussed in sections 4.2.3.4.1 and 4.2.3.4.2. For 

incorporation into the MCA, the NPVs were presented as equivalent annual annuities or 

returns (EAA). This provided more consistency \vith other measurements in the 

performance matrix, which represent static measures. 

4.2.3.4.1 Discount Rate 

The discount rate chosen was eight percent real, which can be interpreted as comprising a 

three percent margin on a real risk-free rate of five percent. The discount rate chosen is also 

consistent with that advocated by the Department of Finance (1997) as a benchmark rate. 
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Analysis of the sensitivity of the CBA results to the discount rate was also undertaken by 

using rates of six and ten percent. 

4.2.3.4.2 Time Frame 

The time frame for a project depends on the useful life of the project. The time frame 

chosen should encompass those years in which the bulk of benefits and costs occur. 

The time frame chosen was twenty-five years, as after this period benefits and costs became 

trivial at the chosen discount rate. Since estimating the life of the different components 

proved very difficult, salvage values at the end of the period of analysis were omitted. 

Although this practise is not ideal, salvage values were unlikely to make a significant 

difference to the overall outcome due to the timeframe and discount rate. 

4.2.3.5 Sensitivity Analysis 

Sensitivity analysis is a method used to account for the uncertainty that prevails with 

forecasting into the future, and indicates the sensitivity of the NPV figure to changes in key 

parameters. It is important not to overload the decision maker by changing too many 

parameters when undertaking sensiti,·ity analysis. The presentation of a high and low 

,·isitation scenario for each management option already incorporates some sensiti,·ity analysis 

into the alternati,,es. 

It was therefore decided to present the sensitivity analysis in the form of an optimistic and 

pessimistic scenario that could then be further incorporated into the MCA. Table 4.8 

outlines the assumptions that were changed for the optimistic and pessimistic scenarios. 

Many of the variables were subject to a high degree of uncertainty and were candidates for 

sensitivity analysis, however since sensitivity analysis was also performed for the MCA, there 

was a high risk of providing too much information. All variables were changed 

simultaneously to reflect the pessimistic and optimistic scenarios. This is slightly unrealistic, 

however the two scenarios still serve to illustrate extreme positions. 
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Table 4.8 Variables Changed for the Sensitivity Analysis 

Variable 
Pessimistic Expected Optimistic 

scenario scenario scenario 

Pastoral operations 
Stocking rate 8Ha/DSE 6Ha/DSE 4Ha/DSE 
Percentage of overheads 30% 20% 20% 
Goat turnoff rate 0.3 0.3 0.5 

Wilderness lodge operations 
Occupancy rate 40% 50% 70% 
Investment costs Expected plus Expected less 

10% 10% 

Recreation operating costs 
Campsite infrastructure costs Expected plus Expected less 

10° 1
0 10% 

Road maintenance costs Expected plus Expected less 
10° 1

0 10% 

4.2.4 Environmental Impact Assessment 

Preliminary em"ironmental assessment or initial environmental e,,aluation usually occurs m 

the early stages of the EII\ process. The purpose of preliminary assessment is to identify 

whether the project requires a full ELA (Asian Development Bank and Government of India, 

1988). Rapid appraisal techniques are utilised, often based on desktop studies of existing data 

and literature. Assessment techniques employed in preliminary assessment include ad hoe 

approaches, checklists, matrices, oYerlays, networks and simulation. 

The purpose of the impact assessment for this research was to identify the major impacts of 

different alternatives. A rapid appraisal methodology was appropriate for a number of 

reasons: alternatives were not very detailed and therefore impacts were difficult to predict, 

time and resource constraints, availability of data, size of the area involved and the number of 

alternatives that needed to be considered. A full EIA was beyond the scope and purpose of 

this research. 

Impacts of the alternative options were identified from a literature review, site visit and 

consultation with experts. An adapted Leopold matrix was used to assist with the 

preliminary assessment process. 
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4.2.4.1 Literature Review 

A review of the relevant literature was undertaken covering generic unpacts of tourism, 

impacts of pastoralism on the rangeland environment, and literature specific to the North 

West Cape region. A substantial literature exists on the generic environmental, social and 

economic impacts of tourism in natural areas and particularly coastal areas. This proved 

valuable in identifying potential impacts from tourism. Impacts of pastoralism are specific to 

the rangeland environment, however a recent literature has developed that provides 

information on the potential magnitude of these impacts. Literature specific to the region 

included reports, management plans and policy documents on the environment within the 

North West region and existing Public Environmental Reviews completed for projects along 

the coastal strip. The latter proved valuable in providing more specific information on the 

environment and potential impacts. 

4.2.4.2 Site Visit and Consultation with Experts 

A site visit was undertaken to the coastal strip. This involved a visit to all four stations, 

though the entire coastal strip was not traversed. The site Yisit provided obse1Tational 

information on the exis ting environment and impacts from current pastoral and camping 

acti,·ities. Discussions with pas toral leaseholders confirmed observations where necessary. 

Cape Range National Park was also included in the site ,·isit as this provides a model for 

some of the C -\Li\I managed alternati,·es in the study. 

Where little information was found on specific impacts, experts were consulted to gain 

clarification o f the likelihood and possible magnitude of potential impacts. 

4.2.4.3 Adapted Leopold Matrix 

Matrices are commonly used to highlight significant impacts early in the E lA process Gones, 

1999). They generally consist of a horizontal list of proposed activities and a vertical list of 

environmental components. Matrices are an advance on checklists because they effectively 

combine two checklists into a single matrix. The Leopold matrL-x was an early matrix 

developed by Leopold and the US Geological Society in 1971 (Gilpin, 1995). The original 

mab:L-x consisted of 100 columns along the horizontal axis that contained activities that might 

cause positive or negative impacts, and 88 rows of environmental quality variables (ibid). 

Activities that impact on the environmental variables were assessed on scales of 1-10 for 

magnitude and importance, though no scale definition was provided. The original Leopold 
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matrix is seldom used in modern EIA, however variations of the matrix are used, particularly 

for rapid assessment. 

This research employed the Leopold matrix because it was simple and easily understood, and 

reflected two dimensions of significance - magnitude and importance. It achieved the aim of 

identifying key impacts in a format that could be incorporated into the MCA model. 

Criticisms of the Leopold matrix centre on its dependence on subjective evaluation. It is 

argued that this subjective evaluation is converted into numbers and provides a false sense of 

accuracy and objectivity (Gilpin, 1995 and Jones, 1999). This is a criticism of most EIA 

methods, and at the preliminary assessment level, such subjective evaluation is difficult to 

avoid. The matri..'{ provides a static view of impacts and cannot reflect impacts over time, 

secondary impacts, feedback events or irreversible impacts Gones, 1995 and Edward-Jones el 

al., 2000) . In light of these criticisms the Rapid Impact Assessment l\1atrL'{ (RIAl\1) 

methodology (Pastakia and Jensen, 1998) was considered as a methodological alternative. 

The RL-\ l'vl framework incorporates five criteria of significance - importance, magnitude, 

pennanence, reversibility and cumulatiYe nature; each with defined scales (ibid.) . Although 

subjecti,,e judgement is still employed to assess the criteria, the methodology is more 

transparent and complete. However the RL-\l\I methodology required a greater le,·el of 

assessment on the fi,·e criteria, and it was felt that gi,·en the conceptual nature of the 

alternati,,es, th.is would merely increase the subjectivity within the assessment. The Leopold 

matri..,c provided adequate information for input into the MCA, and it allowed assessment to 

be kept at an indicative level. Attempting to prm,ide a more comprehensive assessment was 

not feasible given the nature of the alternatives, the level of information, and the time 

constra111ts. 

The adapted Leopold matrL'{ used for this research reflected the activities of the alternative 

options and the environmental components of the coastal strip. The matrix consisted of 14 

activities and 40 environmental components. The activities and elements included in the 

matri..,c are presented in table 4.9. 

Impacts were assessed on a scale of negative three to positive three for magnitude and on a 

scale of low, moderate and high for importance. Magnitude is defined as the degree, 

extensiveness or scale of the impact and is fact based. Importance is a value judgement and 

relates to how important the interaction between the project activity and environmental 

attribute (Edward-Jones et al., 2000) . Within the matrix, magnitude was given a number and 
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importance a colour code. A further extension was added to the matrix by including 

potential mitigation. If it was felt that the impact could be significantly mitigated and the 

likelihood of mitigation was high (particularly through environmental education) then the 

importance scale was given a different colour code. Although mitigation was likely for these 

impacts, the assessment of magnitude of the impact was for the case where mitigation did 

not occur. This proved to be a valuable dimension for inclusion of the impact assessment 

into the MCA model. 

Table 4.9 Environmental E lements and Project Activities in the Adapted Leopold Matrix 

Stocking/ des tocking rangeland 

Fox and goa t control 

Roads and trails 

Recreational structures 

Well drilling and fluid removal 

Firewood collection 

E nergy generation 

Project Activities 

Landscaping 

Dune revegetation 

Automobile 

Pleasure boating 

Camping 

Sewerage treatment and placement 

E m·ironmental Elements 

Construction material 

Landform 

Surface 

Ocean 

Underground 

Quality 

Floods 

Dune erosion 

Compaction and settling 

Trees 

Shrubs 

Grass 

Birds 

Mammals above C\VR.1 

Mammals within C\VR.1 

Reptiles 

Turtles 

Fish and shellfish 

Karst s,·s tem 

\\ 'ilderness and open spaces 

Grazing 

Fishing 

Boating 

Snorkelling and cli,·ing 

Camping and hiking 

Resorts 

Scenic views and vis tas 

Wilderness qualities 

Open space qualities 

Landscape design 

Parks and reserves 

Rare and unique species or ecosystems 

Historical or archaeological sites and objects 

Cultural patterns 

Healtl1 and Safety 

Employment 

Cave fauna Transportation network 

Coral reef Waste disposal 
1 CWR = Critical Weight Range for mammalian fauna, 35 to 5500 grams. 
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4.2.5 Multiple Criteria Analysis 

4.2.5.1 The Multiple Criteria Analysis Software 

This research used the MCA software TopDec developed by David James, E coservices Pty 

Ltd (1996). The software uses the weighted summation method to aggregate scores. 

Weighted summation uses a linear function to standardise the scores and the overall score is 

then the summation of individual scores multiplied by their appropriate weights Qannsen, 

1992). The best alternative is found using the following equation: 

max 
i=l , .. I 

J 
I (w.x .) 
. I J JI 
j= 

111/here: 
I Number of alternatives 
J Number of attributes 
w1 Weight for the jth attribute 
x1 , Score for the jth attibute and ith alternative 

More detail on the standardisation and weighting methods used in the software are provided 

in section 4.2.5.4, p. 96. 

4.2.5.2 Developing the Set of Alternatives 

As an initial step in all project appraisals, alternati,·e options are designed. This is true for 

l\ICA, CBA and EL\. Theoretically no restrictions need to be imposed on the number of 

alternati,,es considered (nn Pelt, 1993a); howe,,er in practice computational and time 

constraints limit the feasible size of alternatives. In two summaries of l\ICA studies (RAC, 

1992 and Jannsen , 2001) the majority had between three and ten alternatives. Jannsen (2001) 

also notes that alternatives are often some combination of components or activities. A large 

set of alternatives can be reduced through the use of preliminary screening criteria or by 

selecting a representative set so that alternatives not explicitly considered can be seen as 

falling in between those that are (Vickers and Belton, 1990 cited in RA.C, 1992). The 

literature places emphasis on obtaining agreement or input on the alternatives from 

stakeholders, otherwise the results can be rejected at the final stage (Lahdlema et al., 2000 and 

RAC, 1992). 

An initial set of alternatives was specified based on policy documents and initial discussions 

with the primary institutional agencies. Four different alternatives were considered with land 

use under each alternative a combination of pastoral activities, wilderness tourism, camping 

and conservation activities. No intensive development options were considered as these 
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were considered infeasible given the current political environment, the EPA's Position 

Statement (1999) and indications in other planning documents. The preliminary set of 

alternatives focused on two management regimes - management by pastoral leaseholders 

(similar to the status quo) and sole management by CALM. These were management 

regimes suggested in the draft Carnarvon Coastal Strategy (SMEC Australia, 2001). 

However further discussion with stakeholders and agencies provided alternative management 

options, and two extra joint or co-management arrangements were included in the final set of 

alternatives. 

Other changes in the final set of alternatives included refinement of the nature of facilities 

provided and the vesting mechanisms. It was also decided to include a high and low 

visitation scenario for each of the four management alternatives as a form of sensitivity 

analysis. This process of refinement of the alternatives continued throughout the research, 

and a final set did not develop until the final phase of implementing the model. 

To some extent the nature and level of acti,·ities under each alternative is somewhat arbitrary. 

EYery attempt was made howe, 0 er, to make them as realistic as possible gi,·en the 

management regime, discussions with stakeholders and models that currently exist in other 

areas. The aim was to cm·er a spectmm of acti,·ities such that an undescribed alternati,·e 

would fall witlun the range, an approach suggested by Vickers and Belton (1990, cited in 

RAC 1992) and used by Stewart and Joubert (1998). 

The alternatives are presented in tables 4.10 to 4.17, p. 84-87. The pastoral option reflects 

the status quo (tables 4.10 and 4.11, p. 84). The coastal strip is managed by the pastoral 

leaseholders and NROCA with CALM under a Memorandum of Understanding (Section 16 

agreement). Currently fox baiting is carried out on some but not all of the stations and it is 

anticipated that this situation would continue. Under the current National Heritage Tmst 

funding, NROCA is rationalising tracks, campsites and rubbish pits. Trapping of feral goats 

is undertaken as part of the pastoral activities. It is assumed that not all camping areas would 

be provided with facilities and some non-facility camping would still occur. 

Two coastal parks near Exmouth, Gurabi and Bundegi), are managed by the Exmouth Shire 

and CALM. This provides a model for a co-management alternative between the Shires and 

CALM (tables 4.12 and 4.13, p. 85). The two coastal parks have a greater emphasis on 

recreation, and this is assumed to be the case for this alternative. It is assumed that the low 

visitation scenario will involve the development of a single wilderness lodge facility, while 
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under the high visitation scenario two facilities will be developed. A slight upgrade in road 

access occurs, including the rationalisation of tracks. Access will still be mainly 4WD. 

The third management regime considered in the alternative set is co-management between 

the Gnulli Native Title Claimants and CALM (tables 4.14 and 4.15, p. 86) . Berkes et al. 

(1991) define co-management as the sharing of power and responsibility between 

government and local resource users. Involving local resource users in management and 

planning increase the acceptability and enforceability of management regimes (Ostrom, 

1990). The West Australian government has indicated that indigenous knowledge and values 

will be incorporated in coastal management arrangements (W APC, 2001 a). It has been 

suggested that customs and practices with respect to tl1e em'ironment are often operational 

expressions of traditional knowledge on the structure and function of environmental 

resources (Hanna et al, 1995). 

The growing trend to develop co-management arrangements with indigenous people 

(Notzke, 1995) is reflected in this alternative. A wide range of co-management arrangements 

is possible, each associated with different levels of involvement o f indigenous communities. 

No attempt is made to explicitly outline the specifics of the arrangement between Gnulli 

Nati,·e Title Claimants and CALtI. The G nulli co-management alternatives are sinular in 

practical terms to the Shires co-management arrangements, however a smaller number o f 

wilderness facilities are de,,eloped (none in ilie low visitation scenario and one in tl1e high 

visitation scenario). 

The final alternative is based on the model existing in oilier National Parks and Cape Range 

National Park in particular. This is managed solely by CALM (tables 4.16 and 4.17, p. 87). 

Roading infrasuucture is upgraded to allow general access by 2WD vehicles. The number of 

wilderness facilities developed is ilie same as for ilie Shires co-management alternative. 
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Table 4.10 Pastoral Alternative - Low Visitation Scenario 

Pastoral - Low 
Description Pastoral op tion, current visitation trends 

Land Tenure Coastal strip remains part of the pastoral lease 

Land Use 
Pastoral with some conservation 

Some intensification of tourism / recreational use 

Management Pastoral lease holders/Ningaloo Reef Outback Coast Association with CALM 
Arrangement under a Memorandum of Understanding (Section 16 Agreement) 

Irregular fox baiting programme 

Management Trapping of feral goats 

activities Rationalisation of tracks and campsites over four year period 

Caretakers to manage campsites 

Facilities 
Rubbish pits 

Provision of composting toilets at some campsites in future 

No upgrading of current road access 

Visitor trends Current trends continue. Average increase in demand for wilderness camping of 
5-10°1

0 per year for years 1-10, and 2.5- 5% per year for years 11 -25. 

Table -U 1 Pastoral Alternative - High Visitation Scenario 

Pastoral - High 

D escription Pastoral option, strong ,,isitation growth 

Land Tenure Coastal strip remains part of the pastoral lease 

Land Use Pastoral with some conseffation 

Some intensification of tourism/ recreational use 

Management Pastoral lease holders / Ningaloo Reef Outback Coastal Association with CAL:tvI 

Arrangement under a Memorandum of Understanding (Section 16 Agreement) 

Management 
Irregular fox baiting programme 

activities Trapping of feral goats 

Rationalisation of tracks and campsites over four year period 

Caretakers to manage campsites 

Facilities 
Rubbish pits 

Provision of composting toilets at some campsites in future 

No upgrading of current road access 

Visitor trends 
Strong visitation growth. Average increase in demand for wilderness camping of 
5-20 % per year for years 1-10, and 2.5-5% per year for years 11-25. 
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Table 4.12 Co-management Between Exmouth and Carnarvon Shires and CALM - Low 
Visitation Scenario. 

Shires - Low 
Description Coastal strip excised, co-management arrangement with Shires, current visitation 

trends 

Land Tenure Coastal strip excised and vested in Conservation Commission 

Land Use Conservation, recreation and tourism 

Emphasis on recreation. 

Management Co-managed by CALM and the Exmouth and Carnarvon Shires 
Arrangement 

Feral pest control - fox baiting and goat trapping/shooting 

Management Campsite and track rationalisation and formalisation over six year period 

activities Caretakers at individual campsites during peak season 

Ranger patrol activities 

Facilities 
Composting toilets and rubbish bins provided at campsites 

Slight upgrading of roads and access tracks - remain unsealed 

One wilderness lodge accommodation facility developed 

Visitor trends 
Current trends continue. Average increase in demand for wilderness camping of 
5°1

0 per year for years 1-10, and 2.5% per year for years 11-25. 

Table -J..13 Co-management Between Exmouth and CarnatTon Shires and CAL~! - High 
Visitation Scenario 

Shires - High 
Description Coastal strip excised, co-management with Shires, strong visitation growth 

Land Tenure Coastal strip excised and vested in Conservation Commission 

Land Use Conservation, recreation and tourism 

Emphasis on recreation 

Management Co-managed by CALJ\1 and the Exmouth and Carnarvon Shires 
Arrangement 

Feral pest control- fox baiting and goat trapping/shooting 

Management Campsite and track rationalisation and formalisation over six year period 
. . 

act1v1t1es Caretakers at individual campsites during peak season 

Ranger patrol activities 

Facilities 
Composting toilets and rubbish bins provided at campsites 

Slight upgrading of roads and access tracks - remain unsealed 

Two wilderness lodge accommodation facilities developed 

Visitor trends Strong visitation growth. Average increase in demand for wilderness camping of 10% 
per year for years 1-10, and 2.5% per year for years 11-25. 
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Table 4.14 Co-management Between the Gnulli Native Title Claimants and CALM - Low 
Visitation Scenario 

Gnulli-Low 
Description Coastal stnp excised, co-managem ent witl1 Gnulli N ative Title Claimants, 

current visitation trends 

Land Tenure Coas tal strip excised and ves ted in Conservation Commission 

Land Use Mainly conservation with recreation and tourism 

Management Co-managed by CALM and G nulli N ative Title Claimants 
Arrangement 

Feral pest control - fox baiting and goat trapping/ shooting 

Management Campsite and track ratio nalisation and formalisation over six year period 
activities Caretakers at individual campsites during peak season 

Ranger patrol activities 

Facilities Composting toilets and rubbish bins provided at campsites 

Slight upgrading o f roads and access tracks - remain unsealed 

Visitor trends Current trends continue. Average increase in demand for wilderness camping of 
5% per year for years 1-10, and 2.5% per year for years 11 -25. 

Table -J..15 Co-managemen t Between the G nulli Na tiYe Title Claunants and CAL I\[ - High 
Visita tion Scenario 

Gnulli - High 
D escription Coas tal strip excised, co-management with G nulli Native Ti tle Claimants, strong 

, ·isitation growth 

Land Tenure Coas tal st.1.ip excised and vested in Conservation Commission 

Land Use Consen ·ation, recreatio n and tourism. 

Management Co-managed by CALM and G nulli Native Title Claimants 
Arrangement 

Feral pes t control - fox baiting and goa t trapping/shooting 

Management Campsite and track rationalisation and formalisation over SL'( year period 
activities Caretakers at individual campsites during peak season 

Ranger patrol activities 

Facilities Composting toilets and rubbish bins provided at campsites 

Slight upgrading o f roads and access tracks - remain unsealed 

One wilderness lodge accommodation facili ty developed 

Visitor trends Strong visitation growth. Average increase in demand for wilderness camping o f 
10% per year for years 1-10, and 2.5% per year for years 11-25. 
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Table 4.16 CALM Alternative - Low Visitation Scenario 

CALM-Low 
Description Coastal strip excised, managed by CALM, current visitation trends 

Land Tenure Coastal strip excised and vested in the Conservation Commission 

Land Use l\fainly conservation with recreation and tourism 

Management Managed by C.c\LNI 
Arrangement 

Management feral pest control - fox baiting and goat trapping/shooting 
.. 

acovltles Campsite and u·ack rationalisation and formalisa tion over six year period 

Caretakers at individual campsites during peak season 

Ranger patrol activities 

i-:acilities Composting toilets and rubbish bins provided at campsites 

L.: pgrading of roads, accessible b~- 2\'<D 

One wilderness lodge facility de\'eloped 

Visitor trends Current trends continue. ,herage increase in demand for wilderness camping of 
5° o per year for years 1- 10, an<l 2.5° o per year for years 11 -25. 

Table -l-.17 C. \ Ll\ l , \lternati,·e - Lo\\' Visitation Scenario 

CALM-High 
Description Coastal suip excised, managed by C -\.Ll\l, strong ,·isitation growth 

Land Tenure Coastal strip excised and ,·ested in the Conserntion Commission 

Land Use l\ lainly consen ·ation " ·ith recreation and tourism 

l\Ianagcmcnt l\ Ianaged by C:\Ll\I 
Arrangement 

Management 1:eral pesr control - fox baiting and goat trapping/ shooting 
. . 

acnvmes Campsitc and track rationalisation and formalisation m·er six year period 

Caretakers at individual campsites during peak season 

Ranger pau·ol activities 

Facilities Composting toilets and rubbish bins provided at campsites 

Upgrading of roads, accessible by 2WD 

Two wilderness lodge facilities developed 

Visitor trends Strong visitation growth. Average increase in demand for wilderness camping of 
10% per year for years 1-10, and 2.5% per year for years 11-25. 
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4.2.5.3 Developing the Set of Attributes 

The development of criteria or attributes is a crucial stage in the MCA process. Two 

approaches can be used - a top-down or bottom-up approach (Lahdelma et al., 2000 and 

Edward-Jones et al., 2000). A top-down approach starts with an overall objective which is 

decomposed into sub-objectives and further down until the impact level is reached (K.eeney 

and Raiffa, 1993). A bottom-up approach starts at the impact level and builds these into 

attributes. In advocating this approach Roy (1985, cited in Lahldehna et al., 2000) considers 

that points of view will emerge after a thorough analysis of the consequences, taking into 

account the cultural background of the stakeholders involved. Both approaches are used in 

the literature (see e.g. Gallego et al., 1998; Proctor, 2001 and Monki et al., 1996). The two 

approaches are not mutually exclusive and some applications appear to use both (e.g. Qureshi 

and Harrison, 2001). 

This research utilises aspects of both approaches to develop criteria. Objectives of different 

stakeholder groups were analysed in the stakeholder analysis (see section 4.2.2.2, p. 59), 

howe\·er a specific objecti\·e tree was not developed. Impacts were identified through the 

EIA and CBA and the key impacts were integrated into attributes. The three separate 

analysis techniques were integral to the de\·elopment of the attributes. 

A preliminary set o f attributes was dC\·cloped and sent to stakeholder groups and agencies for 

their comments and input. The response rate was very high from all groups, indicating a 

willingness to participate in the development process and a desire to have their view 

incorporated into the attributes. Jannsen (2001) notes that in many !\IC -\ applications, the 

attributes become a list of the attributes that all stakeholder groups want considered. To 

avoid this problem, stakeholder comments and input were then analysed and a new set of 

attributes developed in light of these comments, rather than merely adding each suggestion to 

the attribute set. Further refinement of the attributes occurred in an attempt to make them 

operational. Similar to the process of specifying alternatives, an operational attribute set did 

not emerge until late in the MCA process, a finding also mentioned by Monnikhof and Bots 

(2000). 

Keeney and Raiffa (1993) suggest the following desirable properties for a set of attributes: 

Complete There should be no further criteria which ~an be used to judge between 

two alternatives 
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Operational 

Decomposable 

Non-redundant 

Minimal 

Attributes must be meaningful to the decision maker and measurable in 

some way. 

Two factors should not be in opposition in a single criterion. For example 

if tree planting is beneficial in some areas but not in others, tree planting 

cannot be used as an attribute. 

Any aspect of the problem should enter the criteria only once to avoid the 

consequences of double counting. Keeney and Raiffa (1993) indicate two 

common ways that non-redundancies enter the set of attributes; through 

the inclusion of attributes related to both means and ends objectives or 

when some attributes represent inputs into a system and others represent 

outputs. 

Subject to the previous four criteria, the set of attributes should be as 

small as possible. No smaller set of attributes should be available that 

satisfy the above criteria. 

Keeney and Raiffa's (1993) desirable properties were adhered to in the process of specifying 

attributes. For the purposes of this study, thirteen attributes were chosen against which the 

alternative management options were measured and compared. The final attribute set is 

presented in table 4.18. 
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Table 4.18 Attributes for the Ningaloo Study 

Module Attribute Description 

En vironmen ta! Coral reef Impact of increased visitation on the coral reef 

Dw1e erosion Impact of destocking and revegetation and fencing 
programmes on dune erosion 

N ative vegetation - shrubs, Impact of stocking/ destocking on native vegetation 
grasses 

Native fauna - turtles Impact of increased visitation on turtles 

N ative faw1a - mammals within Impact of stocking/ des tocking on native fauna 
C\VR, reptiles and birds 

Feral anin1als Impact of feral pest control programmes on fox and 
goat populations 

Economic Total costs and benefits of The expected annual economic returns 
project 

Regional tourism expenditure Tourism expenditure in the region 

Social Range of recreational Range of recreational oppornmities provided 
oppornmities 

Level of ii1voh-ement of LikeW10od of i.nvoh-ement of .-\boriginal commLmiry 
.-\borigi.nal community 

Institutional Capacity to achie,·e positive T11e institutional capacity to achieve a positi,·e 
ennronmental outcomes for en,-ironmen tal outcome. Based on expertise, ftmding 
terrestrial ecosys tem and management structures. 

CapacitY to achie,·e positive T11e institutional capacity to achieve a positi,·e 
em·ironmen tal outcomes for em-iron mental outcome. Based on expertise, 
ma1111e ecosystem contribution of funding to the :\Iarine Park and 

1nanage1ncnt structures. 

Level o f invoh-ement of affected LikeW1ood of the iiwoh-emenr of local affected parties 
parties 

The following sections discuss the individual attributes, justification for their inclusion and 

underlying assumptions. 

4.2.5.3.1 Environmental Attributes 

Environmental attributes were developed from the EIA and adapted Leopold matrices. 

Physical and biological elements were considered, and these related to the first 21 rows of the 

adapted Leopold matrix. Elements were considered for inclusion as attributes in the MCA 

where impacts were rated as being of moderate or high importance. Impacts of low 

importance were not included. Where mitigation was likely, the impact was not included in 

the MCA, regardless of the importance rating of the impact. There were two exceptions to 

this and these related to the elements of turtles and the coral reef. These were still included 
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as attributes despite the likelihood of impacts being mitigated, due to the very high 

importance of these elements for the region. 

Originally a cnterion for flora and fauna in general was specified, however this was not 

operational in practice and more specific attributes were required. Fauna and flora groups 

were combined into a single criterion where impacts were of the same magnitude. Scores 

for environmental attributes were based on the magnitude scores from the adapted Leopold 

matruc For more detail on the scores for the environmental attributes see chapter five, 

section 5.5.1, p. 123. 

4.2.5.3.2 Economic Costs and Bene.its 

This attribute reflects the economic aspect of sustainability and was a direct incorporation of 

the results of the CBA. The scores for this criterion were expressed as equivalent annual 

annuities, since the other criteria reflect static measurernents. As discussed in section 2.3.3.4 

the CBA did not include estimation of non-market benefits, and is therefore, an 

underestimation of the true economic worth of the alternatives. The incorporation of CBA 

results into i\ICA is recommended by the literature (see van Pelt el al., 1990 and van Pelt, 

1993a and 1993b). If all economic benefits and costs cannot be monetised, a partial CBA 

can be undertaken and the results incorporated into the i\IC -\, howe\'er a partial CB.A should 

carry less weight in the i\ICA than a full one (\·an Pelt, 1993a). 

4.2.5.3.3 Tourist Expenditure 

Tourism is an expanding industry within the Gascoyne region and is the second largest 

industry in the region (Gascoyne Development Commission, 2001). The draft Coastal Zone 

Management Policy (:XI APC, 2001 a) indicates the importance of coastal areas to the regional 

economic base. For these reasons, tourism expenditure was included as a separate attribute. 

Tourism expenditure was based on the visitation scenarios assumed for the CBA (see section 

4.2.3.3.3, p. 70). Further assumptions related to the breakdown of visitors from within and 

outside Western Australia. Tourist expenditure was only included in the analysis for visitors 

from outside Western Australia. If Western Australian visitors do not come to the coastal 

strip they are likely to go elsewhere in the state and spend similar money. Therefore from a 

state perspective no loss or gain exists from West Australian expenditure in the region and 

this instead represents a transfer from one region to another. In contrast, expenditure by 

visitors from outside Western Australia represents a real gain to the state. 
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The proportion of non-Western Australian visitors was based on surveys of visitors in the 

Exmouth region and Cape Range National Park (Wood and Hopkins, 2001; Wood and 

Dowling, 2002 and Cary et al., 2000). Tourism expenditure was based on the same surveys 

and additional estimates by the WATC (WATC, 2000). The assumptions regarding origin of 

visitors and their expenditure are presented in table 4.19. 

The breakdown of visitor origin differs between pastoral and non-pastoral alternatives. This 

is based on the assumption that the current pastoral camping regime has a higher level of 

visitation by Western Australians, compared to CALM managed lands such as Cape Range 

National Park. Expenditure per person per day is the same for all alternatives. It is possible 

that those that camp for longer periods on the pastoral stations actually spend less, however 

there was no available data to support this. Tourism expenditure includes expenditure on 

food, petrol and activities, but not accommodation. 

Table -+.19 Assumptions Regarding Regional Tourist Expenditure 

% of Non-WA , 0isitors Expenditure Per 

Years 1-10 I Years 11 -25 Person Per Day 

Pastoral 
0.40 0.45 $70 

Alternatives 

Non-pastoral 
0.54 0.60 $70 

AlternatiYes 

4.2.5.3.4 Range of Recreational Opportunities 

This attribute reflects the opportunity for the coastal strip to provide for multiple recreation 

uses. This is an objective of both CALM and the DPI, and was stressed in the draft 

Carnarvon Coastal Strategy (2001). Planning policy for the region restricts the range of 

feasible activities and accommodation, so high impact activities and accommodation were 

not considered. The attribute is an index of activities and accommodation that are currently, 

or could be, present on the coastal strip under the given alternatives. The index is made up 

of nine activities and nine forms of accommodation as shown in table 4.20. 

The range of accommodation reflects the spectrum of possible alternatives from non-facility 

wilderness camping through to caravan park type camping grounds. Included as a type of 

accommodation is "no time restrictions on camping", since this is a significant factor that 
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influences the current visitation to the area. Many retirees 'grey nomads' come for three or 

more months during the winter period. 

The index is scored with a one if the activity or accommodation type is present, or zero 

otherwise. These are then summed to provide a total for activities and accommodation 

respectively, which are then summed to provide a total score. 

Table 4.20 Activities and Accommodation Types Included in the Index of Recreational 
Opportunity 

Activities 

Snorkelling and swimming 
Scuba di,·ing 

Walking 

Fishing - boat 

Fishing - shore 

\X,'indsurfing 
Surfing 

Wildlife viewing 

Organised tours 

Accommodation 

No time restrictions on camping 
Campsites with facilities 

Campsites without facilities 

Campsites with --1-\'(1) access only 

Campsites with general 2\'\1) access 

Campsites with foot access only 
Caravan Park 

Station accommodation 

\\ 'ilderness lodge 

4.2.5.3.5 Involvement of the Aboriginal Community in Planning and 

Management of the Ningaloo Coastal Strip 

This attribute reflects the social importance of local Aboriginal peoples involvement in 

decision making and planning relating to natural resource management. The draft Coastal 

Zone tfanagement Policy ~ A.PC, 2001) indicates that traditional knowledge and values will 

be incorporated in coastal management arrangements. 

This attribute was assessed using a Likert scale as presented in table 4.21. Zero represents no 

involvement, two represents a nominal level of involvement and four represents a 

comprehensive level of involvement, where involvement refers to all facets of planning and 

day-to-day management of the coastal strip. Scores were based on the likelihood of 

involvement given the management regime, and were the researcher's assessment based on 

discussions with stakeholders and other models currently in place. 
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Table 4.21 Likert Scale for Involvement of Aboriginal Community in Planning and Management 
of the Ningaloo Coastal Strip 

0 
No 

involvement 

1 2 
Nominal level 
of involvement 

3 4 
Comprehensive level 

of involvement 

4.2.5.3.6 Institutional Capacity to Achieve Positive Environmental Outcomes in 

the Medium-Long Term, for Terrestrial and Marine Ecosystems 

These two attributes recognise that institutional constraints may prevent the successful 

implementation of alternatives, and that some alternatives may be less sustainable because of 

these institutional constraints. For the terrestrial ecosystem, institutional capacity was based 

on three factors; the range of expertise within the managmg orgaruzanons, access to 

sustainable funding and sustainable management structures within and between 

orgaruzanons. Range of expertise covers four types of expertise: pastoral, conservation, 

recreation and traditional knowledge. For the marine ecosystem institutional capacity was 

sirnilarly based on three factors: range of expertise, funding contribution to the Ningaloo 

~Iarine Park, and sustainable management suuctures. Range of expertise for the marine 

ecosystem cm·ers three l:)'Pes: conservation, recreation and traditional knowledge. The 

marine ecosystem was included because of the linkages between the coast and the Marine 

Park and the importance of managing these as an interrelated system. Funding contribution 

to the ~Iarine Park was included after it was identified as a key issue to the sustainability of 

both the t.Iarine Park and the coastal strip Q. Carey, pers. comm.,July 2002). 

The contribution of the three factors to overall institutional capacity for the terrestrial and 

marine ecosystems is presented in table 4.22. Each expertise type was scored out of two; 

with zero indicating that the expertise is not present within the managing organization. 

Access to sustainable funding and sustainable management structures were scored out of two 

and scaled up to ensure all factors were of equal importance in the final score. For both the 

terrestrial and marine ecosystems, scores were based on the literature and discussions with 

stakeholder groups and experts in the field . 
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Table 4.22 Factors in the Index of Institutional Capacity for Positive Environmental Outcomes 
for the Terrestrial and Marine Ecosystems 

Terrestrial Ecosystem Marine Ecosystem 

Max Max 
score score 

Range of expertise Range of expertise 

Pastoral expertise 2 Conservation expertise 2 

Conservation expertise 2 Recreation expertise 2 

Recreation expertise 2 Traditional knowledge 2 

Traditional knowledge 2 Sub-total 6 

Sub-total 8 Contribution of funding to Marine 6 
Park 

,-\ccess to sustainable funding 8 Sustainable management sttuctures 6 

Sustainable management structures 8 

Total 2-J. Total 18 

4.2.5.3. 7 Involvement of Stakeholder Groups in Planning and Management of the 

Ningaloo Coastal Strip 

This attribute was assessed using the Likert scale presented in table 4.23. This is the same 

scale as for the iiwolvement of Aborigii1al community attribute, however the purpose of this 

criterion is to reflect the mstitutional benefits of mvolvmg affected parties in planning and 

management. (see Hanna el al., 1995). The current gm·ernment's attitude is towards a much 

greater level of involvement of stakeholder groups in planning and this is also a trend that is 

occurring worldwide (Innes, 1996). Scores were based on the likelihood of involvement 

given the management regime, and were the researcher's assessment based on discussions 

with stakeholders and existing models in other places. 

Table 4.23 Likert Scale for Involvement of Stakeholder Groups in Planning and Management of 
the Ningaloo Coastal Strip 

0 
No 

mvolvement 

1 2 
Nominal level of 

mvolvement 

3 4 
Comprehensive level 

of involvement 
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4.2.5.4 Standardisation and weighting 

4.2.5.4.1 Standardisation 

A number of procedures for standardisation exist (see Jannsen, 1992 or Bouyssou et al., 

2000). The standardisation procedure used by the TopDec software is transformation by the 

following linear function: 

11:1/hm : 

I 
] 

Standardised score for the ith alternative and jth attribute 
Raw score for the ith alternative and jth attribute 
Number of alternatives 
Number of attributes 

This procedure scales the scores according to the relative distances between the origin and 

the maximum score Gannsen, 1992). Bouyssou el al., (2000) suggest that such a 

standardisation method should be used when the Yalue zero places a special role in the 

measurement scale. The implication of a linear transformation function is that equal 

differences in values on a criterion result in equal differences in the overall evaluation 

function (x,i'), regardless of the position of the interval of values (ibid.). For many of the 

attributes in this research, zero has special significance, particularly for the em·ironmental 

attributes (where zero indicates no impact). A limitation of the TopDec software is that it 

uses only a single standardisation method, so the sensiti,·ity of rankings to the standardisation 

method cannot be checked. The final ranking of alternati,·es may be dependent on the 

standardisation method, as illustrated by Bouyssou el al. , (2000) . However the procedure 

appears appropriate for the scoring systems used in this research. 

4.2.5.4.2 Weighting 

Weights represent the tradeoffs between attributes and the scope for substitution between 

attributes, however Jannsen (1992) notes that in practical applications weights are generally 

used as a representation of the relative importance of the attribute. 

Weights can be linear or non-linear. Linear weights are independent of the value of the 

attribute scores; this implies that no limits are imposed on the possibility of substitution 

between attributes. Non-linear weights allow for a variety of functions between weights and 

attribute scores and can allow for limitations on the possibility of substitution between 

attributes Gannsen, 1992). 

The TopDec software employs two methods of linear weighting. The first procedure 

(termed the rating method by the software) allows the allocation of a number between one 
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and ten, where ten represents maximum importance and one represents minimal importance. 

Two attributes can be given the same weight using this procedure. The software then 

calculates a weight set based on: 

111/'here: 
w1 relative weight for the jth attribute 

rating for the jth attribute 
Number of attributes 

r I 

J 

The second procedure requires a complete ranking of the attributes in order of importance 

(the software labels this the priority order method). Attributes cannot be given equal 

importance to the decision. The software then converts this ranking into a weight set using 

the expected Yalue method (Rietvald, 1983 in Jannsen, 1992). The expected value method 

requires a complete ranking and imposes the conditions that the quantitative weights are 

non-negative and equal to one. Given a ranking, the weight set is calculated by assuming that 

each possible weight set within the set of feasible weights has equal probability. The weight 

,·ector is the expected ,·alue o f the feasible set. This gives rise to a com·ex relationship 

between ordinal and quantitative weights such that the difference between two subsequent 

weights is larger for more important criteria (see table 4.25, p. 99 for an example o f a weight 

set using the priority order method). 

Using the expected ,·alue approach, the first two weights are worth 42% of the total, whilst 

the last five weights are worth only 10% of the total. This implies that only the first few 

attributes contribute significantly to tl1e final ranking. Zhu el al. (2001) also note that ranking 

does not provide decision makers with an opportunity to weigh the relative importance of 

attributes. For this research, this was considered inappropriate, so the weighting used tl1e 

rating metl1od. However the sensitivity of the final rankings to the use of priority order 

method was explored in the sensitivity analysis (see section 4.2.5.5, p . 98) . 

A number of approaches exist for determining the weights to be used in the analysis. Van 

Pelt (1993a) suggests tluee: direct questioning of policy makers and other parties involved, 

estimating weights based on actual behaviour (revealed preferences), and estimated 

hypothetical weights chosen by the analyst to be representative of a specific agent or general 

perspective. Practical applications of MCA appear to use the first and third approaches, few 

based weights on revealed preferences. Direct questioning of policy makers and stakeholder 

groups was frequently done through the use of a questionnaire (e.g. Quereshi and Harrison, 

2001 and Prato and Hajcowicz, 2001), and one study suggests the use of a citizens' jury to 
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estimate weights (Proctor, 2001). Many studies provided a hypothetical weight set, with 

variation in weights to represent different perspectives. In particular, in studies where 

sustainable development was an overriding aim, weight vectors were varied to place emphasis 

on economic, social and environmental perspectives (see e.g. Tiwari et al., 1999 and van 

Herwijnen et al., 1993). 

This research used researcher-constructed weights, based the stakeholder analysis. The 

weight vector chosen was based on the results of the stakeholder analysis, which exhibited an 

overriding concern for the environment. All environmental attributes were given a rating of 

10, whilst all other attributes were given a rating of 5 (see table 4.24). This weight set is also 

consistent with the sustainable de,,elopment policy approach adopted in the National 

Strategy for Ecologically Sustainable De,-elopment (1992). 

4.2.5.5 Sensitivity Analysis 

The sensitivity of the final ranking to the weight set, weighting method and scores was 

explored, as recorrunended by the literature (e.g. ,,an Pelt, 1993a and ,,an Herwijnen et al., 

1993). Three other weight sets were used. The first was a weight set where all weights were 

equal. This is corrunonly used in i\1Cr\ (see e.g. rnn Herwijnen et al., 1993). An equal weight 

set is consistent with the policy approach adopted in the draft Western Australian State 

Sustainability Strategy (2002). The second and third weight sets reflected alternati,,e social 

and economic perspecti,,es to sustainability. Table 4.24 presents the weight sets used in the 

analysis. 

The ranking of alternatives can be sensitive to the weighting method used. This was 

explored by using the priority order method in the TopDec software. As it was not possible 

to have equal weightings using this method, an environmental and economic weight set was 

used, as shown in table 4.25. This method meant that the last few attributes had minimal 

relative weights. 
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Table 4.24 Sensitivity to Weights: Weight Sets Used in the Multiple Criteria Analysis 

Environmental Equal Economic Social 

Attribute 
Rating I Relative 

Rating I Relative 
Rating I Relative 

Rating I Relative 
Weight Weight Weight Weight 

Coral reef 10 10.53 10 7.69 8 8.6 8 8.6 

Dune erosion 10 10.53 10 7.69 8 8.6 8 8.6 

Native vegetation 10 10.53 10 7.69 8 8.6 8 8.6 

Turtles 10 10.53 10 7.69 8 8.6 8 8.6 

Other native fauna 10 10.53 10 7.69 8 8.6 8 8.6 

Feral pests 10 10.53 10 7.69 8 8.6 8 8.6 

Cos ts and benefits of 
5 5.26 10 7.69 10 10.75 5 5.38 

project 

Tourist expenditure 5 5.26 10 7.69 10 10.75 5 5.38 

Range of recreational 
5 5.26 10 7.69 5 5.38 10 10.75 

opporturut:y 

In.-olvement of 
5 5.26 10 7.69 5 5.38 10 10.75 

Aboriginal Community 

Terrestrial capacity 5 5.26 10 7.69 5 5.38 5 5.38 

Marine capacity 5 5.26 10 7.69 5 5.38 5 5.38 

Invoh-ement of local 
5 5.26 10 7.69 5 5.38 5 5.38 

paraes 

Table -1-.25 Sensitivity to \'\'eighting Method: \'\ 'eight Sets Using the Priority Order Method 

Environmental Economic 

Attribute Ranking I 
Relative Ranking I 

Relati\-e 
\'(!eight \'\'eight 

C:oral reef 1 24.46 3 12.92 
Dune erosion 2 16.77 4 10.36 

Native vegetation 3 12.92 5 8.44 

Turtles 4 10.36 6 6.9 

Otl1er fauna 5 8.44 7 5.62 

Fera! anin1als 6 6.9 8 4.52 

Costs and benefits of proiect 13 0.59 1 24.46 
Tourist expenditure 12 1.23 2 16.77 

Range of recreational 8 4.52 10 2.7 
opportunity 

Involvement of Aboriginal 7 5.62 9 3.56 
community 

Terres trial capacity 11 1.93 13 0.59 

Marine capacity 10 2.7 12 1.23 

Involvement of local parties 9 3.56 11 1.93 
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The last component of the sensitivity analysis involved exploring the sensitivity of the final 

rankings to the attribute scores. This was achieved by assuming an optimistic and pessimistic 

scenario. These scenarios assumed different outcomes for environmental and economic 

attributes, while social and institutional scores remained the same. Environmental scores 

were varied for attributes where uncertainty surrounded the scores. The alternative scores 

represented a poorer or better outcome for that attribute depending on the scenario. The 

score for the total costs and benefits attribute was based on the sensitivity analysis conducted 

for the CBA. The score for the tourist expenditure attribute was also varied, based on a 

higher and lower level of expenditure per person ($50 per person for pessimistic scenario, 

$80 per person for optimistic scenario). 

The analysis for the pessimistic and optimistic scenarios used the rating method and an equal 

weight set. 

4.3 PHASE II - VISIT TO SITES AND STAKEHOLDERS 

Once the initial desk-top model was designed, the information was then verified by site ,·isits 

and meetings with stakeholders. The methodology adopted necessitated an extensi,•e period 

of field research and consultation in Western Australia. This consisted of intetTiews and 

meetings with institutional agencies, stakeholders and experts, and ,·isits to the coastal strip 

and surrounding areas. Since stakeholders, institutional agencies and experts were spread 

over a vast geographical distance, visits to stakeholders required traveling between Perth, 

Carnarvon, E xmouth and the pastoral stations several times. 

This field research took place over a period of three months from May to July 2002. Figure 

4.2 outlines the sequence of events during the visits to sites and stakeholders. 

Figure 4.2 Timeline of Visits to Sites and Stakeholders 

Perth Ningaloo Perth Ningaloo Perth 
I I I I I ... 
I I I I I .... 

Institutional Site Stakeholders Stakeholders Final 
agencies familiarisation adjustments 

Update Data to model 
Stakeholders model collection 
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During the initial period in Perth, interviews were conducted with the primary institutional 

agencies to discuss the alternatives and the research approach. This provided a significant 

amount of further information on key issues and other stakeholder groups. The initial site 

visit to the Ningaloo region involved discussions with stakeholder groups in Carnarvon and 

Exmouth. A week was spent on the pastoral stations and some time was also spent in Cape 

Range National Park. Following the initial site visit, discussions with further stakeholder 

groups in Perth were held and the preliminary criteria were sent by email to institutional 

agencies and stakeholder groups for comment and input. During this period extensions were 

also made to the alternatives being considered. 

After the initial site visit it was decided not to proceed further with the survey of campers on 

the coastal strip. It was planned that this survey would be undertaken during the second site 

visit. The survey was discontinued for the following reasons: 

1. It prm-ed very difficult to estimate use nlue for the different options, since the 

sun-ey population was only current users. It is lil<ely that many of this group would 

be replaced by other ,-isitors should the management regime change. The SU1Yey 

would reflect this as lower use ,-alue for the non-pastoral options, which would be 

inaccurate, since replacement groups could potentially ha,-e lower, equal or higher 

,,aluations. 

2. The size and isolation of the survey area proved to be significant constraints given 

the resources and time of the researcher. 

3. Two other surveys were being undertaken in the same region during a similar period, 

and the pilot survey showed a reluctance to participate in the survey. Previous 

surveys had led to a disu-ust of surveys in general. 

4. The owners of the stations were involved in actively canvassing support to retain the 

status quo, and it was felt that this might bias results. 

Another issue that emerged during this period involved the issue of wilderness and its 

incorporation as an attribute into the MCA. It was initially intended to include this aspect as 

an attribute, however it proved too difficult to operationalise. The difficulties with the 

concept arise from its subjective nature; wilderness means different things to different 

people. Two general approaches to estimating landscape values could be used: an inventory 
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approach based on characteristics of the environment (Hall, 1992) or an estimate of the 

public's preferences and willingness to pay (Santos, 1998). An inventory approach is more 

simple, but less accurate, and still requires some idea of public preferences regarding what 

should be included. An estimation of stakeholder preferences would have required a large 

survey of the local community, campers, international visitors and other interested groups. 

This was outside the scope of this research. A wilderness attribute was not included in this 

research, however some aspects of the wilderness camping experience are included in the 

range of recreational opportunities attribute. 

A final site visit was made which involved further informal discussions with stakeholders and 

the collection of further data. On return to Perth, the model was finalised before the 

implementation stage. The iterati,-e nature of the MCA process meant that the model was 

not completely finalised until near the end of the research period. At this stage the researcher 

had returned to ew Zealand and a significant amount of further consultation and 

clarification was undertaken by email. 

4.4 PHASE III - Ii\IPLEi\IENTING THE i\IODEL 

The final phase of the methodology in,-oh·ed implementing the model. This im-oh-ed the 

dffclopment of spreadsheets for the CBA, completing the adapted Leopold matrices for 

altcrnati,-es and inputting the data into the TopDec software. 

4.5 CONCLUSION 

This chapter outlines the integrated assessment methodology adopted in this research. 

Three phases of the methodology are outlined: designing the model, visit to sites and 

stakeholders and implementing the model. Phase one outlines the model adopted in this 

research. Three individual assessment techniques are used to provide input into the 

following stages of the MCA process: developing alternatives and attributes, scoring 

attributes and weighting. This section outlines the alternatives and attributes used in this 

research and the assumptions that underlie them. Phase two describes the visit to sites and 

stakeholders that was undertaken over a three-month period during the winter of 2002. 

Significant changes that were made to the model following these visits are outlined. The final 

phase in the methodology involved implementing the model. 
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5 ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

The results of the assessment of land use and management alternatives using the integrated 

assessment framework developed in chapter four are presented in this chapter. The sttucture 

of this chapter follows the development of the model presented in chapter four. In section 

5.2 the results of the analysis of stakeholder objectives are presented. This is followed by a 

summary of the results of the CBA in section 5.3. More detailed calculations for the CBA 

are provided in appendices one and two. Finally the results of the EIA are presented in 

section 5.4. The Leopold matrices are provided for each alternative and the key impacts are 

discussed. 

Section 5.5 provides a link between the results of the individual assessment techniques and 

the integrated enluation. J\Iore detail and analysis is prO\·ided on the scoring of the 

attributes and this includes how the results from the CBA and EL\ are included in the scores 

for attributes in the i\ICA. 

The results of the integrated e,·aluation are presented in section 5.6. Firstly the scores for tl1e 

attributes are pro,·ided in a performance matrix. This matti.x shows the raw data for input 

into the TopDec software. The results of the t--.ICA using tl1e TopDec software rating 

metl1od and equal and environmental weight sets are presented in sections 5.6.2 and 5.6.3. 

Section 5.6.4 pro,·ides the results of the J\ICA sensiti,,ity analyses and include sensitivity to 

weighting method, weight sets and scores. 

Section 5.7 provides a summary of the rankings of the alternatives for all of the MCA 

evaluations. 
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5.2 STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS 

Table 5.1 Stakeholder Objectives for the Ningaloo Coastal Region 

Analysis of Stakeholders in Ningaloo Coastal Region 

Actor/ Stakeholder 
Key Objectives 

Economic Social Environmental 
Primary Insrirurional . \ gencies 

D epartment of 
• Provi<lc rn1ic 1·y o f opporrunities and • Protect and conserve indigenous plants and 

Conservation and Land 
facilities fo r appropriate public recrea tion animals and their habitats 

l\Ianagement 
• ,\ lini1ni sc conflict bcrwcen users • Control feral animals and noxious weeds 
• P ro tec t cultural resources • Representative sys tem of reserves 

Department of Land 
l\Ianage pastoral leases in an ecologically 

:\dministration ;\Iaintain economic viability of pastoral lease 
sustainable manner 

Pastoral Lands Board 

• Conservative and sustainable resource use 
• Equitable access to coasral reso urces • Prorection and conservation of areas of 

• Provision for balanced multiple use of 
• Low impact recreational and to u1ism use environmenral and cultural significance 

l\Iinistry of Planning and coastal zone resources 
an<l cnjonn enl o f th e coas t • . \ voidance or mitiga tion of adverse impacts . Retcnrion of wi<le options for furure from human activities 

Infrastructure • E conomic resource base for regional areas 
gene ratio n s • Rctarn wilderness values 

• Provide wide range of tomism expe1iences 
• .\ linimisa rion of resource use conflicts • ,\ I,untenance of physical and biological 

and recreational fac ilities 
processes 

Secondary l nstitutional . \gencies 

\X/es tem .\ustralian Develop coastal strip as a wilderness area for 
• I nvoh-e an<l bcnefir local commwuties 

Protect states natural assets and return benefits 
• Encourage . \ boriginal participation in 

Tourism Commission nature-based tourism 
nature-based tourism 

back to the environment 
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• D evelop regional infrastrncrure, wealth . Emironmentally sustainable development 
G ascoyne D evelopment 

and employment 
• De\·elop adapti \·e communities 

• Support development but no t at expense of 
Commission • Enrich n:g10nal li fes tyles and livelihoods 

environment 

Shire of Carnarvon Allow some low-key romism de\·elopment 
Prm·ide access to coastal resource fo r 
public 

Shire o f E xmouth .-\llow some low-key tou1ism de\'elopment 
Pro\·ide access to coastal resource for 
public 

Stakeholders 

Pastoral lease holders l\ Iaximise pastoral income .\ faintain rangeland resource 

• Prm·ide altemati\·e model for 
managemen1 

N ingaloo Reef O utback Charge recreational fees to cover 
• Provide wide range of recreational • Long term conservation o f environmental 

opnons he1itage 
Coast ,-\ssociation management costs . l:'.qu11 y of access . ,\ lanage modified environment 

• Conse rve culnmil and recreation 
he1itage 

Gnulli N ative Title 
Economic benefits to accrue ro . \b01i ginal .\b01igi nal input into management and Pro tec tion and long term conservation of land 

Claimants 
people control of area and sea 

Save N ingaloo .-\ppropriate eco tourism development fo r 
.\ Iaintain resource fo r furure generations :\ Iaintain wilderness and ecological values 

,-\ ssociation area 

Current long- term users i\ Iaintain low-cost camping opportunities 
,\ Iaintain current "wilderness" camping 

Pro tect the coastal resource 
opporrunities fo r furure generations 

"Cl 'retain .\ [aintain cu rrent "wilderness" camping 
C: C: Maintain curren t level of fees Pro tect the coastal resource 
"' 0 status quo' opporrunities and lc\·el of access ,.. ~~ .:, 
::l "' u 

Coastal strip to provide economic benefit s to O C: 0 
'welcome E ~ .....i region through low-level tourism Protect the coastal resource x U change' µ.1 

development 
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Table 5.1 presents the economic, social and environmental objectives of stakeholders and 

institutional agencies in relation to management and use of the Ningaloo coastal strip. The 

table shows considerable compatibility between environmental objectives for all stakeholders 

and institutional agencies. 

Objectives appear to conflict m·er the issue of wilderness and the appropriate level of 

development. NROCA, current long-term users and some of the local community desire to 

retain the current wilderness aspects of the current access and camping structure. In contrast 

to this institutional agencies appear to favour some fonn of wilderness lodge tourism to 

generate greater economic benefits for the region. 

The social objectives in table 5.1 also indicate a desire amongst both stakeholders and 

institutional agencies to consider intergenerational cqwty. Economic objectives relate to 

obtaining benefits from appropriate ecotourism development (mainly institutional agencies) 

and retaining an appropriate fee structure (s takeholder groups). The economic objecti,·es 

stress that ecotourism development should be appropriate and at a low le,,el. This suggests 

that the em·ironment is an overriding concern for most stakeholders. 
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5.3 COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS 

5.3.1 Net Present Values 

Considerable recent discussion has focused on the econonuc sustainability of pastoral 

operations in the rangelands (e.g. Productivity Commission, 2002). Given the assumptions 

used in this research, pastoral operations appear to provide net benefits on the coastal strip, 

though they are small in comparison to the potential benefits provided by wilderness lodge 

tourism. 

Table 5.2 Net Present Values and Expected Annual Returns for Alternatives (Eight Percent 
Discount Rate) 

Net Present Values Expected 

Pastoral 
Wilderness Camping and 

Total 
Annual 

Lodge Management Return 

Pastoral 

LO\v 360300 -158-1-326 -122-1-026 -11-1-665 

High 360300 -773-t-l-3 --1-131-1-3 -38703 

Shires and CALI\.I 

Low -1-2221 88 -2901069 1321119 123761 

I--Iigh 8-t-t-t375 -1297-1-06 71-1-6969 669519 

Gnulli and C \Ll\ I 

Low -290 1069 -2901069 -271769 

High -1-222188 -1297-1-06 292-1-782 273990 

CALM 

Low -1-222188 -5505626 -1283-1-39 -120231 

High 8-t-t-t375 -3901963 -1-5-1-2-1-12 -1-25528 

Table 5.2 shows that revenues from camping activities do not fully subsidise the costs of 

management. However from year eleven onwards visitor revenues exceed management costs 

and there is an annual net benefit from camping and management operations (see appendix 

one, table 9.11, p. 184). Management costs are highest for the CALM sole management 

alternative. The total NPVs suggest that the high visitation scenarios for the co-management 

arrangements and sole management by CALM are the most economically desirable. The 

only low visitation scenario with a positive NPV is the Shires co-management arrangement. 

The expected annual returns show the expected annual benefit or cost at an eight percent 

discount rate. For detailed calculations see appendix two, p. 176. 
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5.3.2 Sensitivity Analysis 

Sensitivity analysis was undertaken by changing parameters to reflect an optimistic and 

pessimistic scenario (see section 4.2.3.5, p. 76) and by changing the discount rate separately. 

5.3.2.1 Optimistic Scenario 

Table 5.3 Net Present Values and Expected Annual Returns for Alternatives nder an 
Optimistic Scenario (Eight Percent Discount Rate) 

Net Present Values Expected 
Wilderness Camping and Annual 

Pastoral 
Lodge Management 

Total Return 

Pastoral 

Low 709966 -1353625 -6-t3659 -60297 

High 709966 -5-t27-t2 16722-t 15665 

Shires and C \LM 

Low 150-t-t566 -2658900 12385666 116027-t 

High 30089132 -1055237 29033895 2719860 

Gnulli and C \LM 

Low -2658900 -2658900 -2-t9083 

High 150-t-t566 -1055237 13989329 131 0503 

CALf\1 

Low 150-1--1-566 -5263-t57 9781109 916282 

High 30089132 -365979-1- 26-t29338 2-t75868 

Table 5.3 presents the results for the optimistic scenario. The NPV s for two alternatives 

changed sign under the optimistic scenario; these were the pastoral high visitation scenario 

and the CAUvI sole management high visitation scenario. These two altcrnati,·es are 

economically desirable under the optimistic scenario, but not in the expected scenario (base 

model). The low visitation scenarios for the Pastoral and Gnulli and CALM co-management 

options remain economically undesirable. The net benefits from wilderness lodge tourism 

are significantly higher in the optimistic scenario, and these benefits contribute the major part 

of the differences between the NPV s for the expected (base model) and optimistic scenarios. 

5.3.2.2 Pessimistic Scenario 

Table 5.4 shows the results for the pessimistic scenario. Under this assumption the NPV s 

for all alternatives are negative. The net benefits from pastoral activities remain positive, but 

net benefits from wilderness lodge tourism are now negative. Under the pessimistic scenario, 

both pastoral options have the least negative NPVs. 
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Table 5.4 Net Present Values and Expected Annual Returns for Alternatives Under a 
Pessimistic Scenario (Eight Percent Discount Rate) 

Net Present Values Expected 
\'(!ilderness Camping and Annual 

Pastoral 
Lodge Management 

Total Return 

Pastoral 

Low 210323 -1815027 -160470-1- -150327 
High 210323 -10041-1--1- -793821 -7-1-364 

Shires and CAUvI 

Low -1527232 -3143238 -4670-1-70 -437524 
High -305-1--1-65 -1539575 -4594040 -430364 

Gnulli and Ct-\LM 

Low -3 1-1-3238 -31-1-3238 -294455 
High -1527232 -1539575 -3066807 -287295 

Ct-\LM 

Low -1527232 -57-1-7795 -7275028 -681516 
High -305-1--1-65 --1-1-1--1-132 -7198597 -674356 

5.3.2.3 Discount Rate 

Table 5.5 presents the total NPV s at discount rates o f six, eight and ten percent. l· or most of 

the alternatiYes the NP\'s are higher (or less negati,-e) at the si..,: percent discount rate and 

lower at the ten percent discount rate as would be expected. There are two exceptions to 

this, the pastoral low ,·isitation alternati,·e and the Gnulli and C \LiI co-management low 

visitation alternative. The pastoral alternati,·e has a less negative NP\' at both the si..,:: and ten 

percent discount rates in comparison to eight percent. This is attributable to the profile of 

costs and benefits for the pastoral and camping operations. The Gnulli and CALM co

management alternative is more negative at a discount rate of six percent, and less negative at 

the ten percent rate. This is unusual but is again amibutable to the profile of costs and 

benefits for camping operations. The costs of camping operations dominate the cost/ benefit 

profile and these are more negative at lower discount rates. 
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Table 5.5 Total Net Present Values for Alternatives at Six, Eight and Ten Percent Discount 
Rates 

NPV NPV NPV 
6 % discount 8 % discount 10 % discount 

rate rate rate 

Pastoral 

Low -1219767 -1224026 -1197881 

High -160676 -413143 -567380 

Shires and CALM 

Low 3535381 1321119 -251951 

High 12159538 7146969 3533849 

G nulli and CALM 

Low -2972658 -2901069 -2802619 

High 5651499 2924782 983181 

CALNI 

Low 834067 -1283439 -276532-+ 
High 9.+5822-+ -+5-+2-+12 1020-+75 

At a si.'{ percent discount rate the CALM sole management low visitation alternative has a 

positive NPV, in contrast to the negative NPV at eight and ten percent rates. The NPV for 

the Shires and CALtI co-management low visitation alternative also changes sign at the ten 

percent discount rate, becoming negative. For both these alternati,·es the change in the PV 

figure ranges from 1.5 - 2 millio n under the discount rates, and this is large enough to change 

the sign . 

T hese results indicate sensitivity to the choice of discount rate. In particular the profile of 

costs and benefits for the camping operation has an unusual effect on the direction of change 

for the PVs for the different discount rates. 
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5.4 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

The results for the environmental impact assessment are presented 111 adapted Leopold 

matrices in section 5.4.4, p. 115-122. Key impacts presented in the Leopold matrices are 

discussed in sections 5.4.1 to 5.4. Table 5.6 provides a guide to the relevant tables for the 

Leopold matrices for each management alternative. Impacts that are the same for all 

alternatives are discussed in section 5.4.1 under the pastoral alternatives, and those that are 

the same for all alternatives other than pastoral are discussed in section 5.4.2 under the co

management alternatives. 

Table 5.6 G uide to the Leopold Matrices Presented in the Text for Each l\fanagement 
.Alternative. 

Management Alternative 
Visitation Table in Page 
Scenario Text Number 

Pastoral Low 5.7 115 
High 5.8 116 

Shires and C \Ll\1 Co-management 
Low 5.9 117 
High 5.10 118 

Gnulli and CALl\1 Co-management 
Low 5.11 119 
High 5.12 120 

C -\Ll\1 sole management 
Low 5.13 121 
High 5.14 122 

5.4.1 Pastoral Alternatives 

The adapted Leopold matrices for the pastoral alternati,·es are presented in tables 5.7 and 5.8. 

The construction of formal campsites and increase in camping numbers are both likely to 

have a negative impact on the wilderness qualities of the area (cells d30 and 130). The 

research has assessed the magnitude of this impact as low but of high importance, however 

wilderness is a subjective concept and thus difficult to assess. For the high visitation 

scenario, the impact of increased camping will be greater (cell 130, table 5.8). These two 

factors will also negatively impact on the cultural patterns of the current long-term camping 

conununity (cells d36 and 136), who value the unregulated camping opportunity. 

The fonnalisation of campsites and subsequent landscaping could affect areas of aboriginal 

heritage (row 35), particularly if these sites are not formally registered. However this impact 

is likely to be mitigated by legislation requiring protection and full investigation of possible 

impacts on aboriginal heritage sites. 
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Dune revegetation act1v1t1es will have a positive unpact on dune erosion. Such activities 

would involve the fencing of fragile areas and possible reseeding. This impact is the same for 

all alternatives (cell i8, tables 5.7 to 5.14). 

Increased snorkelling and scuba diYing (associated with increased camping) and pleasure 

boating will impact on the coral reef (row 20, tables 5.7 to 5.14). Impacts include damage 

from boat anchors, trampling and breakage of coral by snorkellers. Studies by Hawkins and 

Roberts (1993, cited in ewsome et al., 2001) and Allison (1996, cited in ewsome et al., 

2001) both showed positive correlation between snorkelling activity and coral breakage. This 

impact is assessed as being low negati,·e but of high importance. Impacts could potentially 

be mitigated through ,·isitor education. The impact of increased snorkelling and pleasure 

boating on the coral reef is the same across all alternati,·es. 

There is the potential for human effluent to impact on underground and ocean water 

(column m, rows 4 - 6). Howe,·er this is considered unlikely gi,·en the aridity of the area and 

low runoff, and the strict requirements in relevant planning documents. This potential 

threat is considered to be of equal magnitude and importance across all alternati,·es. 

Continued grazing of the coastal strip will result in a low negati,·e impact of moderate 

importance on nam·e trees, shrubs, mammals below critical weight range and reptiles. 

Landsberg el al. (1997) present a re,·iew of releYant literature o n the impacts of grazing on 

these components. The destocking of fragile dune areas will result in a medium positi,·e 

impact on dune erosion for the pastoral alternatives ( cell a8). 

Continued goat control will have a small positive impact on dune erosion and vegetation. 

Although a fox control programme may not be carried out across the whole coastal strip, fox 

control will have a low positive impact on small mammals, reptiles and turtles. This positive 

impact is considered of high importance since tl1ese fauna groups contain a number of 

threatened species. 

Currently firewood is collected on the coastal strip, though some stations require wood to 

come from further inland. It is difficult to control this practice and it is anticipated that it 

may continue for some time under the pastoral alternatives. Removal of dead vegetation is 

likely to have a negative impact on trees and shrubs, as live material can be mistaken for dead 

wood, particularly during a drought. T his practice will also have a negative impact on birds, 

reptiles and small mammals (Newsome et al., 2001). However this impact is recognised by 
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pastoral leaseholders and likely to be mitigated through visitor education and regulation (L. 

Horak, pers. comm., May, 2002). 

Increased camping and visitation may have a negative impact on turtle breeding activity; tlus 

is considered of lugh importance given the value of the area as a turtle rookery. Impacts on 

turtles could include obstacles on the beach (e.g. wheel ruts, sand castles), light disturbance, 

touclung, digging and moYing around nests and e,·en trampling of hatchlings. These impacts 

can lead to a reduction in successful nesting activity Q acobsen and Lopez, 1994 cited in 

Newsome et al., 2001). A lugher le,·el of ,·isitation and camping is likely to ha,re a greater 

negati,·e impact. i\1itigation of these impacts is likely tltrough ,·isitor education and regulation 

and control. Tlus impact is the same for all alternati,·es, but differs between low and !ugh 

,·isitation scenarios (cell 11 7) . 

5.4.2 Co-management Options 

The adapted Leopold matrices for the Shires and C \LJ\I co-management alternati,·e are 

presented in tables 5.9 and 5.10 and for tl1e Gnulli Natin Title Claimants and CAI l\I co

management arrangement in tables 5.11 and 5.12. 

L' nder all non-pastoral options, the rangcland will be des tocked. This will hm·e a medium 

positi,·e impact on dune erosion, wluch is the same as for the pastoral alternati,·es, since dune 

areas would ha,·e already been destocked in the pastoral alternati,·es. It is also likcl~· that 

destocking will ha,·e a small positi,-c unpact on ,·egetation, birds, small mammals and reptiles. 

There is little literature on the in1pacts of destocking on nati,·e ,·egetation, howe,·er a ,·isual 

inspection of Cape Range appears to indicate a positive impact on iliese elements. 

It is assumed tl1at all non-pastoral options will have a more regular and tl1orough fox-baiting 

programme, and tlus is reflected in tl1e positive moderate impact on small mammals and 

turtles (cells b15 and b17). In addition to the impacts from campsite construction and 

increases in camping, ilie slight upgrading of roads for the two co-management options will 

have a small negative impact on the wilderness qualities of the area. 

The constrnction of wilderness lodges will have a medium negative impact on the wilderness 

qualities of the area and the cultural patterns of long-te1m campers (cells d30 and d36, tables 

5.9, 5.10, 5.12). These lodges will provide a positive impact on employment and tlus could 
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be large for alternatives with two facilities (Shires and CALM co-management and CALM 

sole management, high visitation scenarios). 

Associated with wilderness lodges will be the provision of water, presumed to come from 

groundwater supplies (column e). This could potentially impact on the underground water 

supply and depending on how closely the facility is to the Cape Range, on the Karst system 

and associated cave fauna. Although this is an important aspect, it is considered that any 

project that had a significant negative impact on groundwater resources would not pass EPA 

approval. 

The assessments of environmental impact for the two co-management arrangements are very 

similar. The main difference arises from a lack of wilderness facilities in the low visitation 

scenario of the Gnulli and CALM co-management alternative. It is also assumed that the 

input of the Gnulli people will mini.tnise risk to areas of aboriginal heritage significance 

(tables 5.11 and 5.12, row 35). 

5.4.3 CALM Options 

The adapted Leopold matrices for the CALtI sole management alternati,,es are presented in 

tables 5.13 and 5.14. The significant differences in the impact profile o f the CALM sole 

management alternatives relate to the hardening of road infrastructure. The hardening of 

roads to a le,·el that will allow 2WD access will have a medium negative impact on the 

wilderness qualities of the area (cell c30), and this is considered to be o f high importance. 

Hardening will also have a positive impact on the transportation system (cell c39). 
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5.4.4 The Adapted Leopold Matrices 

Table 5.7 Impacts Associated \'< 'ith the Pastoral t-. Ianagement Alternati,·e, Low Visitation Rate 
(Pastoral - Low) 
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Table 5.8 Impacts Associated with the P as toral Management Alternative, High Visita tion Rate 
(Pas toral - H igh) 
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Table 5.9 Impacts Associated with the Co-management Alternative between the Shires and 
CALM, Low Visitation Rate (Shires - Low) 
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Table 5.10 Impacts Associated with the Co-management Alternative between the Shires and 
CALt I, High Visitation Rate (Shires - High) 
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Table S.11 Impacts Associated with the Co-management Alternative between the G nulli Nati,·e 
Title Claimants and C -\ Ll\I, Low Visitation Rate (Gnulli - Low) 
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Table 5.12 Impacts Associated with the Co-management .,\lternati,·e between the G nulli atn-e 
Title Claimants and CALI\I, High Visitation Rate (Gnulli - High) 
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Table 5.13 Impacts Associated with the C,\ LM Sole Management .,\l ternatin, Low Visitation 
Rate (CALtvI - Low) 
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Table 5.1--1- Impacts Associated with the CALM Sole i\ fanagement },lternati,·e, High Visitation 
Rate (C£\Li\ [ - High) 
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5.5 ANALYSIS OF SCORES IN THE PERFORMANCE MATRIX 

This section provides information on the scoring of the attributes for the performance 

matrix presented in section 5.6.1 , p. 131. This includes how the results of the individual 

assessment techniques (EL-\ and CBA) were incorporated into scores for the environmental 

and economic attributes. For social and institutional attributes, the details of the actual 

scores and assumptions are provided. 

5.5.1 Environmental Attributes 

Scores for the environmental attributes were developed from the EL-\ and adapted Leopold 

maui.ces. Physical and biological elements were considered, and these related to the first 21 

rows of the adapted Leopold mauix. Elements were considered for inclusion as atui.butes in 

the t,.. f CA where impacts were rated as being o f moderate or high importance. Impacts o f 

low importance were not included. Where mitigation was likely, the impact was not included 

in the t,.. fCA, regardless of the importance rating of the impact. There were two exceptions 

to this and these related to the attributes of turtles and the coral reef. These were still 

included despite the likelihood of impacts being mitigated, due to tl1e \'ery high importance 

of these elements for the region. 

Feral animals were included as an attribute and this attribute refers to fox and goat numbers 

and the impact on these of pest control programmes. T he impacts of foxes and goats on 

flora, fauna and dune erosion (column b in the Leopold matrLx) were therefore not included 

in the other attributes, since this would entail double counting. For pastoral alternatives, the 

impact on feral animals of pest control was considered to be low and positi,re, while for non

pastoral alternatives it was slightly higher to reflect the increased fox control programme. 

The attribute for the coral reef refers to the impact of increases in camping and pleasure 

boating. Altl1ough tlus impact is likely to be mitigated it was still included due to the very 

high importance of the coral reef (cells k20 and 120 in the adapted Leopold matrix). The 

dune erosion attribute assesses the impact of destocking dune areas and revegetation 

programmes (cells a8 and i8), which were both considered to be a medium positive impact 

across all alternatives. Native vegetation assesses the impact on shrubs and grasses of 

destocking the rangeland (cells a11 and a12). Although other activities impact on these 

elements, they are of low importance and therefore were not included. Since the impact of 
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destocking was assessed as the same for these two elements they were aggregated into a 

single attribute. 

Two fauna groups were included as attributes. The first related to the impacts of increased 

camping on turtles (cell 117). Although tlus impact is likely to be mitigated, it was included 

because of the importance of the area as a turtle rookery and the endangered status of sea 

turtles. Foxes have a large impact on turtles, however tlus impact was already included in the 

feral animals attribute so was not included here. Mammals within the critical weight range, 

reptiles and birds were aggregated for the other fauna attribute. This attribute measures the 

impact of des tocking on these elements ( cells a 13, a 15, a 16). Again foxes have an impact on 

these fauna! groups, but tlus was already accounted for in the feral animals attribute. The 

impacts on mammals aboYe the critical weight range (such as kangaroos) were considered to 

be of low importance so they were not included. 

5.5.2 Economic Attributes 

The total costs and benefits attribute was scored using the results of the CB.,\ (see section 

5.3.1, table 5.2) in the form of expected annual returns. The calculations and figures for the 

tourism expenditure are presented in appendix one, p. 172. The scores for the tourism 

expenditure attribute are also in annual form. 

5.5.3 Social Attributes 

5.5.3.1 Range of Recreational Opportunities 

This attribute was assessed using an index of recreational opportunity, which included a 

range of activities and types of accommodation as detailed in chapter four (see section 

4.2.5.3.4, p.92). The recreational index in table 5.15 presents the scores for each alternative 

based on the presence of the activities and accommodation. All activities are present for all 

of the alternatives. The accommodation type "no time restrictions on camping" is present 

only for the two pastoral alternatives. Under the non-pastoral options there would be 

restrictions on the length of stay and these would follow the current restrictions on CALM 

managed land. Campsites with 2WD access are only present under the CALM sole 

management alternatives. Wilderness lodge accommodation is not present for the two 

pastoral alternatives and the Gnulli and CALM co-management alternative with low 

visitation. 
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The index was scored with a one if the activity or accommodation type was present, or zero 

otherwise. These were summed to provide a to tal for activities and accommodation 

respectively, which were then summed to provide a total score (out of a maximum of 18). 

These total scores were then scaled to fit the range o f zero to three, which is the 

measurement scale used in the performance matrL'<. There is very little differentiation 

between the total scores, and none when these scores are scaled. 

Table 5.15 Scores for the Index of Recreational Opportunity 

Alternatives 

Pastoral Shires Gnulli CALM 

L2 1-£2 L H L H L I-I 

Snorkelling and Swimming 

Scuba 

Walking 
(I) 

Fishing - boat .~ ... 
:E Fishing - shore ... 
u \X'i.ndsurfmg < 

Surfmg 

\'\ 'ildlife \·iewing 

O rganised tours 

Total fo r acti\·ities 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 

:::,..:o time restrictions on camping 

= 
Campsites with facilities 

,£ Campsites without facilities 
~ Campsites \vith -t\'\D access onl)· "O 
0 

Campsites \v1th general 2\XD access a 
a Camping w-irh foot access only 0 
u Cara\·an Park u 
< 

Station accommodation 

\X'ilderness Lodge .-\ccommodation 

To tal for accommodation 7 7 7 7 6 7 8 8 

Total (accommodation and activities) 16 16 16 16 15 16 17 17 
Scaled Score• 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Legend 
.-\ctivity/ accommodation present= 1 I I . \ ctivity/ accommodation not present = 0 1MB 

1 Scaled score: 0 = 0-4, 1 = 5-9, 2 = 10-14, 3 = 15-1 

2 L = Low visitation; H = High visitation 

5.5.3.2 Involvement of the Aboriginal Community in Planning and Management 

of the Ningaloo Coastal Strip 

This attribute was assessed using a Likert scale as detailed in chapter four (see section 

4.2.5.3.5, p. 94. Table 5.16 presents the scores for the management alternatives. The Shires 

and CALM co-management and CALM sole management alternatives were assessed as 
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having a nominal level of involvment of the Aboriginal community, and this is likely to be in 

the form of consultation. Since the pastoral option involves the Aboriginal community at 

Cardabia in the planning and management of the coastal strip, this alternative was assessed as 

having a higher level of involvement. The co-management alternative between the G nulli 

Native Title Claimants and CALM was assessed as comprehensively involving the Aboriginal 

community as this would involve the Gnulli people in the planning and management o f tl1e 

coastal strip . 

Table 5.16 Scores for the Involvement of the Aboriginal Community in Planning and 
Management of the Ningaloo Coas tal Strip 

Pastoral 
Shires and Gnulli and 

CALM 
CALM CALM 

Low High Low High Low High Low High 

3 3 2 2 ..j. ..j. 2 2 

5.5.4 Institutional Attributes 

5.5.4.1 Capacity to Achieve Positive Environmental Outcomes in the Medium

Long Term, for the Terrestrial Ecosystem 

Table 5.17 Scores for the Capacity to Achien Positi,·e Environmental Outcomes in the t-.[edium
Long Term, for the Terrestrial Ecosystem 

Scores for Alternatives 

Max Pastoral 
Score f- [2 and L2 

Range of expertise 

Pastoral expertise 2 2 

Conservation expertise 2 1 

Recreation expertise 2 1 

Traditional knowledge 2 1 

Sub-total 8 5 

Access to sustainable funding 8 4 

Sustainable management structures 8 8 
Total 24 17 

Scaled score1 3 2 

1 Scaled scores: 0 = 0-5, 1 = 6-11, 2 = 12-17, 3 = 18-24 

2 H = High visitation; L = Low visitation 

Shires Gnulli 
Hand L H andL 

0 0 

1 1 

2 1 

0 2 

3 4 

8 8 

4 4 

15 16 

2 2 

CALM 
Hand L 

0 

2 

2 

0 

4 

8 

8 
20 

3 
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The pastoral management alternative was considered to be the only alternative with the 

presence of pastoral expertise. The CALM sole management alternative was considered to 

have a high level of conservation expertise, while all other alternatives have a lower level of 

conservation expertise. All alternatives have some level of recreation expertise, however this 

was considered to be higher for the Shires and CALM co-management alternative and the 

CALM sole management alternative, since these organisations are directly involved in 

managing tl1e provision of recreation facilities in nearby areas. The pastoral management and 

Gnulli and CALNI co-management alternatives were considered to have some level of 

traditional knowledge expertise. For the pastoral alternative this occurs through ilie owners 

of Cardabia station, howe,-er this was considered slightly lower than for the Gnulli co

management option, which would likely involve more of the Aboriginal community. 

Access to sustainable funding was considered to be high for all alternatives iliat involve 

C -\Ll\I (this assumes iliat sufficient funds would be directed to tl1e area). The pastoral 

alternatives were presumed to ha,-e less access to sustainable funding and likely to be reliant 

o n state and national government grants. 

The pastoral and CALJ\I alternatives were considered to haYe sustainable management 

structures. For the pastoral alternati,-e, NROCA appears to ha,-e a high level of commitment 

amongst members. Both co-management alternati,-es were considered to ha,·e less 

sustainable structures, ilie Shires alternatiYc due to ilie difficulties involved wiili working wiili 

the two Shires and the Gnulli alternative since this group currently appears to lack a suitable 

management framework (though this may occur in the future wim tl1e settlement of native 

title claims) . 

5.5.4.2 Capacity to Achieve Positive Environmental Outcomes in the Medium-

Long Term, for the Marine Ecosystem 

The pastoral alternative was considered to lack the presence of marine conservation 

expertise, whilst those alternatives iliat involve CALM have a higher level. CALM has a high 

level of marine recreation management expertise as it currently manages the Ningaloo Marine 

Park. Oilier alternatives were assessed as having a lower level of recreation expertise. The 

pastoral alternative has some expertise in marine recreation management through the 

leaseholders experience in managing the behaviour of campers. The level of traditional 

knowledge expertise for each alternative is the same as for the terrestrial ecosystem. 
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Table 5.18 Scores for the Capacity to Achieve Positive Environmental Outcomes in the Medium
Long Term, for the Marine Ecosystem 

Scores for Alternatives 

Max Pastoral 
Score H2 and L2 

Range of expertise 

Conservation expertise 2 0 

Recreation expertise 2 1 

Traditional knowledge 2 1 

Sub-total 6 2 

Contribution of funding to Marine 6 0 
Park 
Sustainable management structures 6 0 
for marine management 

Total 18 2 

Scaled score 1 3 0 

1 Scaled scores: 0=0-3, 1 =--t---8, 2=9-13, 3= 1+-18 

2 H = High ,·isitation; L = Low Yisitation 

Shires Gnulli 
HandL HandL 

1 1 

1 1 

0 2 

2 4 

3 3 

3 3 

8 10 

1 2 

CALM 
HandL 

2 

2 

0 

4 

6 

6 

16 

3 

It was considered that under the CALl\f management option a significant portion of funds 

would be directed to the management of the l\ Iarine Park, and this would occur at a lower 

lc,·el for alternatives that im·oke co-management with CALl\I. It was assessed as unlikely 

that the pas toral altemati, ·e would contribute funds to the management of the 1\Iarine Park. 

T he pastoral alternative was assessed as lacking the presence of a sustainable stlucture for 

marine n1.anagement. The o ther altemati,·es were considered to have sustainable structures 

for marine management, with the sole CALM management alternative having the most 

sustainable structures since it currently manages Cape Range National Park in conjunction 

with the Marine Park. 

5.5.4.3 Involvement of Stakeholder Groups in Planning and Management of the 

Ningaloo Coastal Strip 

This attribute was assessed using a Likert scale as detailed in chapter four (see section 

4.2.5.3.7, p. 95). Table 5.19 shows the scores for the management alternatives. The pastoral 

alternative was assessed as having a high level of involvement of stakeholders in planning and 

management. This arrangement would involve the pastoral leaseholders, long-term campers, 

and some of the Aboriginal community. Both co-management alternatives were considered 

to have a nominal level of involvement of stakeholder groups. The Shires alternative would 
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allow some involvement of the local community and the Gnulli alternative would involve the 

Aboriginal community. T he CALM sole management alternative was assessed as having a 

low level of stakeholder involvem ent in planning and management; such involvement would 

likely be in the form of consultation. 

Table 5.19 Scores for the Involvement of Stakeholder groups in Planning and Management of 
the Ningaloo Coastal Strip 

Pastoral 
Shires and Gnulli and 

CALM 
CALM CALM 

Low High Low High Low High Low High 

3 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 

5.6 INTEGRATED ASSESSMENT 

In this section the results of the MCA are presented. Firstly, the scores (as detailed in the 

pre,·ious section) for the attributes are presented in a performance matrix. These proYide the 

raw data for the t.IC, \ model. T he results of the MCA using the TopDec software and an 

em·i.ronmental and then equal weight set are presented. Following this, the results of the 

sensiti,·ity analysis are presented, which include the sensitivity to the weighting method, 

weight set and scores. 

5.6.1 Performance Matrix 

The scores for the MCA attributes are presented in the performance matrix in table 5.20, p. 

131. T hese scores are for the base model and re flect an expected scenario. T he scores for 

environmental attributes are similar for most alternatives, particularly for dune erosion and 

impact on the coral reef. For dune erosion, this reflects the assumption that dune 

revegetation programmes and destocking of fragile dune areas will be undertaken for all 

alternatives. The impact on the coral reef is slightly negative, and reflects the impact of 

increased visitation (snorkelling and boating). 

The impact of visitation on turtles differs according to the visitation scenario; high visitation 

scenarios have a greater negative impact. Overall the environmental the scores for the 

environmental attributes are lower for the pastoral alternatives. This is mainly attributable to 

the continued stocking of the rangeland and the less regular fox control programme. 
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The attribute that reflects the results of the CBA shows that some alternatives have negative 

annual returns. These include both pastoral options and the low visitation scenarios for 

Gnulli co-management and CALM sole management alternatives. The Shires option is the 

only alternative that has a positive return for both visitation scenarios; this reflects the 

economic orientation of this alternative. 

The scores for the range of recreational opportunities attribute are the same for all 

alternatives. Although there were small differences in the range of accommodation present, 

these are not reflected in the scaled score. The pastoral alternative performs relatively well 

against the attributes of involvement of Aboriginal community and local affected parties, as 

does the Gnulli co-management option. There is considerable nriation in the scores for the 

marine institutional capacity attribute. These range from zero for pastoral altcrnatiYes to 

three for the CALM sole management option. 
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Table 5.20 Performance Matrix for the N ingaloo Coastal Region 

EFFECTS OF LAND USE AND MANAGEMENT SCENARIOS ON NINGALOO COASTAL REGION 

Scores for Alternative Options 

Module 
Assessment 

Attribute 
Measurement Pastoral Shires and CALM Gnulli and CALM CALM 

Tool Scale 
Low High Low High Low High Low High 

Coral Reef -3 to O -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 

Dune erosion -3 to 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Native vegetation -shrubs and grasses -3 to 3 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Environment EIA Native fauna - turtles -3 to 3 -1 -2 -1 -2 -1 -2 -1 -2 

Native fauna - mammals within CWR, -3 to 3 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 reptiles and birds 

Feral animals -3 to 3 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 

CBA Total costs and benefits of project 
$ - 114 665 - 38 703 123 761 669 519 -271 769 273 990 -120 231 425 528 (annually) 

Economic 
$ 

Tourist expenditure in regional economy 
(annually) 

2 958 938 3 350 078 3 056 213 3 989 617 3 056 213 3 989 617 3 056 213 3 989 617 

Recreational 
Range of recreational opportunities 0 to 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 index 

Social 
Level of involvement of Aboriginal 

Likert scale 
community 

0 to 4 3 3 2 2 4 4 2 2 

Institutional Capacity to achieve positive 

index 
environmental outcome for terrestrial 0 to 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 
ecosystem 

Institutional Institutional 
Capacity to achieve positive 

index 
environmental outcome for marine 0 to 3 0 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 
ecosystem 

Likert scale 
Level of involvement of local affected O to4 3 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 parties 
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5.6.2 MCA Results - Environmental Weighting 

The analysis of stakeholder objectives (see section 5.2, p. 104) shows considerable 

con sistency amongst environmental objectives, and illustrates the importance of 

environmental objectives for nearly all stakeholder groups. This is reflected m the 

environmental weight set, where environmental attributes are given higher weights and all 

other attributes are given lesser, equal weights, as shown in table 5.21. Figure 5.1 illustrates 

the final ranking o f alternatives using an environmental weight set and the rating method . 

The most preferred option is co-management between Gnulli Native Title Claimants and 

CALM, low visitation scenario. The next preferred management option is sole management 

by CALi\L Low visitation scenarios are ranked higher than high ,·isitation scenarios because 

the fonner perform better on tl1e higher weighted environmental attributes. T he pas toral 

options are ranked the lowest of the management alternatives. As figure 5. 1 shows, there is 

minimal difference between tl1e co-management o ptio n and sole management by CALl\I. 

Figure S.1 Ranking of ,-\lternati,·es using the TopDec Software Rating 1\.Iethod and an 
Em·ironmental \'Ceighting (L = Low Visitation, H = High Visitation) 

Ranking of alternatives - environmental weighting, 
rating method 

70 

e 65 
0 
~ 60 
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iij 50 -0 
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Table 5.21 Ranking of Alternatives usmg the TopDec Software Rating Method and an 
E nvironmental Weighting 

Weighted Final Scores for Alternatives using TopDec So ftware 

Attribute Relative Pastoral Shires and Gnulli and CALM 

Weight CALM CALM 

Low High Low High Low High Low High 

Coral reef 10.53 -10.53 -10.53 -10.53 -10.53 -10.53 -10.53 -10.53 -10.53 
Dune erosion 10.53 10.53 10.53 10.53 10.53 10.53 10.53 10.53 10.53 

Nati,·e vegetation 10.53 5.26 5.26 10.53 10.53 10.53 10.53 10.53 10.53 

Turtles 10.53 10.53 5.26 10.53 5.26 10.53 5.26 10.53 5.26 

Other fauna 10.53 5.26 5.26 10.53 10.53 10.53 10.53 10.53 10.53 

Feral animals 10.53 8.42 8.42 10.53 10.53 10.53 10.53 10.53 10.53 

Costs and benefits of 
projec t 5.26 0.88 1.3 2.21 5.26 0 3.05 0.85 3.9 

Tourist expenditure 5.26 3.9 4.42 4.03 5.26 4 03 5.26 4.03 5.26 

Range of recreational 
opportunity 5.26 5.26 5.26 5.26 5.26 5.26 5.26 5.26 5.26 

Im·olvement of 
.-\boriginal 5.26 3.95 3.95 2.63 2.63 5.26 5.26 2.63 2.63 
community 
Terresrnal capaci ty 5.26 3.51 3.51 3.51 3.51 3.51 3.51 5.26 5.26 

.\Iarinc capaci ty 5.26 0 0 1.75 1.75 3.51 3.51 5.26 5.26 

Im·oh-ement of local 
parnes 5.26 5.26 5.26 3.51 3.51 3.51 3.51 1.75 1.75 

Total final score 
52.24 47 .92 65.02 64 .04 67.19 66.21 67.16 66 .18 

5.6.3 MCA Results - Equal Weighting 

L1s ing an equal weight set, the m ost preferred optio n is co-management b etween the Gnulli 

Native Title Claimants and C-\Lt-,.I with a high visitation scenario, as illustrated in figure 5.2. 

However as the total final scores in table 5.22 show, there is ve1y little difference between 

this co-management option and the sole CALM management alternative with high visitation. 

The next preferred o ptions involve the same management regimes but with low visitation 

scenarios. Again there is minimal difference between the two management alternatives. 

Given an equal weight set, high visitation scenarios are generally preferred to low visitatio n 

scenarios as they have significantly higher weighted scores for the economic criteria, as 

shown in table 5.22. The two pastoral options are the least preferred. 
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Figure 5.2 Ranking of Alternatives using the TopDec Software Rating Method and Equal 
Weighting (L= Low Visitation, H = High Visitation) 
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Table 5.22 Ranking of A.lternatins using the TopDec Software Rating I\ Iethod and Equal 
\\ .eighting 

\\ 'eighted Final Scores for Alternatins using TopDec Software 

Attribute Relati,·e Pastoral Shires and Gnulli and CALM 

\\ 'eigh t CALM CALM 

Low High Low High Low High Low High 

Coral reef 7.69 -7.69 -7.69 -7.69 -7.69 -7.69 -7.69 -7.69 -7.69 
DLme erosion 7.69 7.69 7.69 7.69 7.69 7.69 7.69 7.69 7.69 
J\:ati,·e ,·egetation 7.69 3.85 3.85 7.69 7.69 7.69 7.69 7.69 7.69 
Turtles 7.69 7.69 3.85 7.69 3.85 7.69 3.85 7.69 3.85 
Oth er fauna 7.69 3.85 3.85 7.69 7.69 7.69 7.69 7.69 7.69 
Feral animals 7.69 6.15 6.15 7.69 7.69 7.69 7.69 7.69 7.69 
Costs and benefits of 
project 7.69 1.28 1.9 3.23 7.69 0 4.46 1.24 5.7 

Tourist expenditure 7.69 5.71 6.46 5.89 7.69 5.89 7.69 5.89 7.69 
Range of recreational 
opportuni ty 7.69 7.69 7.69 7.69 7.69 7.69 7.69 7.69 7.69 

Involvement of 
:\boriginal 7.69 5.77 5.77 3.85 3.85 7.69 7.69 3.85 3.85 
community 

Terrestrial capacity 7.69 5.13 5.13 5.13 5.13 5.13 5.13 7.69 7.69 

1farine capacity 7.69 0 0 2.56 2.56 5.13 5.13 7.69 7.69 
Involvement of local 
parties 7.69 7.69 7.69 5.13 5.13 5.13 5.13 2.56 2.56 

Total final score 
54.81 52.34 64.25 66.67 67.43 69.84 67 .39 69 .8 
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5.6.4 Sensitivity Analysis 

The results of the sensitivity analysis are presented below in three sub-sections: weighting 

method, weight set and scores. 

5.6.4.1 Sensitivity to the Weighting Method 

The results for the two weights sets using the TopDec software pnonty order weighting 

method are illustrated in figures 5.3 and 5.4. The ranking for the environmental and 

economic weight sets and the corresponding relative weights calculated by the TopDec 

software are shown in table 4.25, p. 99. 

Using an em'ironmental weight set, the highest ranked alternative is co-management by the 

Gnulli Native Title Claimants and CALM with a low visitation scenario, as illustrated in 

figure 5.3. The next ranked alternative is sole management by CALM; these results are 

similar to the ranking using the environmental weight set and the rating method. In contrast 

to the result using the rating method, the third ranked option is co-management between the 

Shires and CALl\I 0ow visitation scenario), which is ranked fifth using the rating method. 

Again similar to the rating method, low ,,isitation scenarios are preferred to high visitation 

scenarios and the pastoral management options are ranked last. 

Figure 5.3 Ranking of Alternatives using the TopDec Software Priority Order i\lethod and 
\'\ "eight Set One (L = Low Visitation, H = High Visitation) 
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The final ranking using an economic weight set is shown in figure 5.4. The highest ranked 

alternative is co-management between the Shires and CALM with a high visitation scenario, 

followed by sole management by CALM. Similar to the rating method with equal weights, 

high visitation scenarios are preferred to low visitation scenarios and the pastoral options are 

ranked last. The high ranking of the Shires co-management option can be explained by its 

high score for the total economic costs and benefits attribute, which has a weighting of 24.5 

percent. 

Figure 5.-l- Ranking of Alternatives using the TopDec Software Priority Order Method and 
Weight Set Two (L = Low Visitation, H = High Visitation) 
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The pnonty order method produces a similar ranking to the rating method usmg an 

environmental weight set, but there is a more marked difference between the two methods 

using an economic weight set. Although this indicates some sensitivity of rankings to the 

weighting method, it is not considered a significant limitation, as the economic weight set 

does not adequately model a likely set of preferences. 111e economic weight set implies that 

economic attributes have a combined relative weight of 40 percent, which is not reflected in 

stakeholder objectives. The environmental weight set could be considered to more 

adequately reflect preferences and this produced a similar ranking to the rating method. The 

final scores using the priority order method are more differentiated than those using the 

rating method. This is a consequence of the relative weights used for each method. 
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5.6.4.2 Sensitivity to the Weight Set 

The sensitivity of the ranking of alternatives to the weight set is also investigated using the 

rating method and weight sets that reflect alternative economic and social perspectives. The 

weight sets reflect the following preferences: 

E conomic weight set: economic > environmental > social = institutional 

Social weight set: social > environmental > economic = institutional 

The actual weight sets used are provided in table 4.24, p. 99. The ranking of alternatives 

using the economic weight set is illustrated in figure S.S. Sole management by CALM (high 

,·isitation scenario) is the most preferred alternative, followed by the high scenarios for the 

two co-management options, which show minimal difference between them. As expected, 

high visitation scenarios are preferred to low visitation scenarios and again the pastoral 

options rank the lowest. Similar to the economic weight set using the priority order method, 

the co-management option between the Shires and CALM (high visitation scenario) is ranked 

second. However, the low ,·isitation scenario is ranked sixth, compared to third using the 

prio rity order method. For the sole management by CAL~I and the two co-management 

options, differentiation mainly occurs between high and low visitation scenarios, and for each 

scenario the three alternati,·es ha,·e similar scores. 

Figure 5.5 Ranking of Alternati,·es using the TopDec Software Rating i iethod and an Economic 
\X'cight Set (L = Low Visitation, f-1 = High Visitation) 
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The ranking of alternatives using a social weight set and the rating method is presented in 

figure 5.6. Co-management between Gnulli Native Title Claimants and CALM is the 

preferred alternative, followed by sole management by CALM. In contrast to the results 

using the equal, environmental and economic weight sets, there is little discernible difference 

between high and low visitation scenarios for each alternative, with the exception of the 

pastoral alternatives. Each management alternative is preferred to the next regardless of the 

v1s1tat10n scenano. 

Figure 5.6 Ranking of Alternatives using the TopDec Software Rating Method and a Social 
Weight Set (L = Low Visitation, H = High Visitation) 
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The social and economic weight sets represent alternati,·e preferences which may be present 

amongst decision makers and/ or society. The results of the sensitivity analysis show some 

minor changes in the ranking in comparison to the equal or environmental weighting. 

However management options that ranked highly in the latter weight sets (Gnulli co

management and sole management by CALM) still feature highly in the rankings produced 

with economic and social weight sets. 

5.6.4.3 Sensitivity to Scores - Optimistic and Pessimistic Scenarios 

Scores for the optimistic and pessimistic scenarios reflect sensitivity analyses conducted for 

the CBA, changed tourism expenditure assumptions and varied scores for environmental 

attributes. The performance matrix for the optimistic scenario is presented in table 5.23, 

p. 140. 
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The scores for the coral reef and turtles attributes show that despite increased visitation, 

there will be no deterioration in the condition of the coral reef and a smaller relative 

negative impact on turtles (relative to the expected scenario, see table 5.20, p.131. This 

might reflect increased visitor education and management presence and control. The 

opturustlc scenario assumes that the pest control programme would be more successful 

across all alternatives. 

For the attributes of native fauna (mammals within critical weight range, reptiles and birds) 

and native vegetation, the scores for the pastoral options have improved relative to the 

expected scenario, while the other options remain the same. This reflects a smaller impact 

from stocking on the rangeland flora and fauna and perhaps greater management for 

environmental purposes by pastoralists. 

Under the optimistic scenario, all CBA results are higher or less negative, while the pastoral 

(high , ,isitation) and CALtI 0ow ,·isitation) alternatives have switched from a negative to a 

positive annual expected return. These results are further discussed in section 5.3.2.1, p. 

108. Tourist expenditure is relati,·ely higher for all alternatives, and scores for social and 

institutional attributes remain the same across all alternatives. 

Table 5.24 presents the performance matn.\: for the pessimistic scenario. The scores for 

em·iro nmental attributes reflect a poorer overall environmental outcome. The impact on the 

coral reef is assumed to be greater for high visitation scenarios. All alternatives have a 

smaller positi,,e impact for the attributes of dune erosion and pest control relative to the 

expected scenario. In particular, the poorer outcome for dune erosion could reflect the 

difficulties of dune revegetation in arid climates. For pastoral alternatives, continued stocking 

of the rangeland will result in a deterioration of native vegetation, whilst for non-pastoral 

alternatives destocking will have no positive impact on vegetation. Under the pessimistic 

scenario, it is assumed that destocking the rangeland will have no impact on terrestrial native 

fauna, so all alternatives have a slight negative impact. 

Under the pessimistic scenario, all annual returns are negative, however the pastoral options 

are least negative. For more explanation of the results of the CBA sensitivity analysis see 

section 5.3.2.2, p. 109. Tourist expenditure is relatively lower for all alternatives, whilst scores 

for social and institutional attributes remain the same as for the expected scenario. 
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Table 5.23 Performance Matrix for the N ingaloo Coas tal Region, O p timistic Scenario 

EFFECTS OF LAND USE AND MANAGEMENT SCENARIOS ON NINGALOO COASTAL REGION 

Scores for Alternative Options 

Module 
Assessment Attribute 

Measurement Pastoral Shires and CALM Gnulli and CALM CALM 
Tool Scale 

Low High Low High Low High Low High 

Coral Reef -3 to O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Dune erosion -3 to 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Native vegetation -shrubs and grasses -3 to 3 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Environment EIA Native fauna - turtles -3 to 3 0 -1 0 -1 0 -1 0 -1 

Native fauna - mammals within CWR, -3 to 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 reptiles and birds 

Feral animals -3 to 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 

CBA Total costs and benefits of project $ - 60 297 15 665 1 160 274 2 719 860 --249 083 1 310 503 916 282 2 475 868 (annually) 
Economic 

$ 
Tourist expenditure in regional economy (annually) 

3 381 644 3 828 661 3 492 815 4 559 562 3 492 815 4 559 562 3 492 815 4 559 562 

Recreational Range of recreational opportunities Oto 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 index 
Social 

Level of involvement of Aboriginal 
Liker! scale community 

0 to4 3 3 2 2 4 4 2 2 

Institutional 
Capacity to achieve positive 

index 
environmental outcome for terrestrial Oto 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 
ecosystem 

Institutional Institutional 
Capacity to achieve positive 

index 
environmental outcome for marine 0 to 3 0 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 
ecosystem 

Likert scale 
Level of involvement of local affected Oto 4 3 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 parties 
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Table 5.24 Performance Matrix for the Ningaloo Coas tal Region, Pessimistic Scenario 

EFFECTS OF LAND USE AND MANAGEMENT SCENARIOS ON NINGALOO COASTAL REGION 

Scores for Alternative Options 

Module Assessment Attribute 
Measurement 

Tool Scale 
Pastoral Shires and CALM Gnulli and CALM CALM 

Low High Low High Low High Low High 

Coral Reef -3 to 0 -1 -2 -1 -2 -1 -2 -1 -2 

Dune erosion -3 to 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Native vegetation - shrubs and grasses -3 to 3 -1 -2 -1 -2 -1 -2 -1 -2 

Environment EIA Native fauna - turtles -3 to 3 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 

Native fauna - mammals within CWR. -3 to 3 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 reptiles and birds 

Feral animals -3 to 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

CBA Total costs and benefits of project 
$ -150 327 -74 364 -437 524 -430 364 -294 455 -287 295 -681 516 -674 356 (annually) 

Economic 
$ 

Tourist expenditure in regional economy 
(annually) 

2 113 527 2 393 913 2 183 009 2 849 726 2 183 009 2 849 726 2 183 009 2 849 726 

Recreational 
Range of recreational opportunities Oto 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 index 

Social 
Level of involvement of Aboriginal 

Likert scale community 
Oto 4 3 3 2 2 4 4 2 2 

Institutional 
Capacity to achieve positive 

index 
environmental outcome for terrestrial Oto 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 
ecosystem 

Institutional Institutional 
Capacity to achieve positive 

index 
environmental outcome for marine 0 to 3 0 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 
ecosystem 

Likert scale 
Level of involvement of local affected 0 to4 3 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 parties 
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The ranking of alternatives for the optimistic scenano using an equal weight set and the 

rating method is illustrated in figure 5.7. The highest ranked option is co-management with 

the G nulli Native Title Claimants (high visitation scenario), followed by the sole CAL M 

management option Oow visitation scenario) . The least preferred options are the pastoral 

alternatives. 

Figure 5.7 Ranking of .Alternatives for the Optimistic Scenario, using the TopDec Software 
Rating Method and Equal \Xleighting (L = Low Visitation, H = High Visitation) 
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The ranking of alternatives for the pessimistic scenario witl1 an equal weight set and using the 

rating method are presented in figure 5.8. The most preferred option is co-management by 

Gnulli Native Title Claimants (both high and low scenarios) followed by CALt--.-1 sole 

management. There is a discernible difference in the final scores for the low and high 

visitation scenarios for the Gnulli co-management option and the CALM alternative. The 

pastoral alternative Oow visitation) is preferred to co-management by the Shires and CALM, 

high visitation scenario but not the low visitation scenario. 
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Figure 5.8 Ranking of Alternatives for the Pessimistic Scenario, using the TopDec Software 
Rating Method and Equal Weighting (L = Low Visitation, H = High Visitation) 
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Ranking of alternatives for the pessimistic 
scenario - equal weighting , rating method 

For both optimistic and pessimistic scenarios, co-management by the Gnulli is the highest 

ranked alternative (high ,,isitation for the optimistic scenario, and low visitation for the 

pessimistic scenario). The next preferred option for both scenarios is sole management by 

CALJ\I 0ow visitation scenario). 
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5.7 CONCLUSION 

This chapter presents the overall results of MCA, and also the individual results for the EIA, 

CBA and stakeholder analysis. Table 5.19 provides a swnmary of the rankings of alternatives 

from all MCA evaluations. 

Table 5.25 Summary of Rankings of Alternatives for all MCA Evaluations 

Pastoral 
Shires and Gnulli and 

CALM 
CALM CALM 

Low I High Low I High Low I High Low I High 

Rating method 
E nvironmental 7 8 5 6 1 3 2 4 

Equal 7 8 6 5 3 1 -+ 2 
Economic 7 8 6 2 5 3 -+ 1 
Social 7 8 6 5 2 1 -+ 3 

Priority order method 
Environmental 7 8 3 6 1 4 2 5 
Economic 8 7 -+ l 6 3 5 2 

Scores (rating method, equal weights 
Optimistic scenario 7 8 5 6 3 1 2 -+ 
Pessimistic scenario 6 8 5 7 1 2 3 -+ 
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6 DISCUSSION 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, the results of this research are discussed in relation to other research where 

relevant. The analytical framework developed is discussed, including its relationship to other 

integrated assessment frameworks and the advantages and disadvantages of the methodology 

adopted. Finally the results suggest some interesting policy implications for the planning 

direction of the coastal su-i.p . 

6.2 RESULTS OF THE I TEGRATED EVALUATION 

The results of this research indicate that the co-management arrangement between Gnulli 

ati,·e Title Claimants and CAU\I is the highest ranked management alternative with both 

an em·ironmental and equal weight set. The preferred scena110 depends on the weight set 

used, where all attributes are considered of equal importance tl1e high ,·isitation scenario is 

preferred and where environmental attributes are considered to be of greater importance the 

low ,·isitation scenario is preferred. Sole management by CALM is the second ranked 

altcrnati,·e for both the equal and environmental weighting. The preferred scenarios for the 

sole management CAL~l a!ternati,·e are tl1e same as for the G nulli co-management 

alternative. Very little difference exists between the total final scores for the two 

management regimes and tlus suggests that either management regime could be 

implemented. 

The environmental weight set is consistent with the National Strategy for Ecological 

Sustainability (Ecologically Sustainable Development Steering Committee, 1992), while the 

equal weight set is more in line with the Western Australian draft State Sustainability Strategy 

(Government o f Western Australia, 2002). 

The Gnulli co-management and CALM sole management alternatives also perform well in 

the sensitivity analysis. In total, four different weight sets were used with the rating method 

and two with the priority order method. Two alternative scenarios with different scores were 

also investigated. Of all evaluations, the co-management option between the Gnulli and 

CALM is ranked in the top three for seven out of eight evaluations for the rugh visitation 

scenario, and six out of eight for the low visitation scenario. The sole CALM management 
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option ranked in the top three for four out of eight evaluations for both visitation scenarios. 

The Shires co-management option ranked in the top three for two of eight evaluations (high 

visitation scenario) and once out of eight evaluations for the low visitation scenario. Neither 

pastoral option ranked in the top three alternatives. 

In every evaluation, at least one of the Gnulli co-management scenarios ranked in the top 

three alternatives, while for four evaluations both scenarios rank in the top three alternatives. 

A CALM sole management scenario ranked in the top three alternatives for every evaluation, 

but no evaluations featured both scenarios in the top three alternatives. Although no one 

alternative is consistently preferred for all evaluations, tl1e results of the sensitivity analysis 

indicate that tl1e Gnulli co-management and CALM sole management alternatives generally 

perform well across the range of e,·aluations. 

The implications of alternative weightings of the system components of sustainability is 

explored by using weight sets with em·ironmental, economic and social weight perspectives. 

The results show considerable compatibility between social and etwironmental perspectives; 

the top three alternati,·es are the same for both weight sets, though their order differs. Both 

Gnulli co-management alternatives feature in the top three alternatives, with the low 

visitation scenario being ranked first in the em·ironmental weighting and second in the social. 

The CALtI sole management, low visitation scenario is ranked second and third in the 

em·ironrnental and social weighted e,·aluations respecti,·ely. 

Given the inherent tensions between econo1111c and environmental objectives, it was 

expected tl1at there would be less compatibility between the rankings produced by 

environmental and economic oriented weight sets. In particular, those alternatives that were 

more economically oriented were expected to feature in the top three ranked alternatives 

with an economic weight set. The Shires co-management option (high visitation scenario) is 

the most economically oriented of all alternatives, as it has a high level of visitation, lower 

level of management activities and the maxin1um number of wilderness lodges. The results 

confirm this expectation. The Shires co-management high visitation scenario ranked second, 

following the CALM sole management high visitation scenario. The only alternative to 

feature in the top three ranked alternatives for both environmental and economic oriented 

evaluations is the Gnulli high visitation scenario, suggesting that this may provide a 

compromise solution between the two system components. 
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Similar results were found by van Herwijnen et aL (1993) in a MCA study of sustainable 

development planning for a Greek island. The study compared results from an ecological 

oriented weight set to a socio-economic oriented weight set. As in this research, the highest 

ranked alternative for the environmental evaluation did not feature in the top three ranked 

alternatives of the socio-economic evaluation. However in that study, both of the second 

and third ranked alternatives featured in both evaluations, which suggests more compatibility 

between the economic and environmental objectives than is found in this research. 

The sensitivity of rankings to attribute scores is explored using an optimistic and pessimistic 

scenario. The rankings, given a pessimistic scenario, are of particular interest, since a 

pessimistic scenario allows the meaningful application of the precautionary principle. 

Combining poorer outcomes for both emTironmental and economic attributes provides a 

worst-case scenario, since it is likely that poor environmental outcomes would be associated 

with higher economic outcomes and ,Tice versa, for at least the short-run. Co-management 

between the Gnulli and CALi\I is the highest ranked option, with the low Yisitation scenario 

ranked first and the high visitation scenario second. The third ranked alternative is sole 

management by CALJ\I 0ow visitation scenario). These alternatives also feature in the top 

three altemati,·es of the expected scenario when an equal weighting is used. This suggests 

that either of these management regimes will be appropriate even if environmental and 

economic outcomes are worse than predicted in the expected scenario. 

Van Herwijnen el al. (1993) found considerable sensitivity of rankings to variations 111 

attribute scores, howe,·er they were still able to suggest a compromise solution that generally 

performed well. The greater sensitivity of the rankings might be a result of the more in

depth sensitivity analysis using a Monte Carlo approach, whereas this research used a more 

simple methodology based on extreme scenarios. 

Components and activities that varied between the high and low visitation scenarios centred 

on the level of visitation and the number of wilderness lodge facilities developed. The 

management/ planning authority has control over the development of facilities, but not over 

the level of visitation, though it may be influenced by controls on numbers and marketing 

activities. Low visitation scenarios are generally preferred when an environmentally oriented 

weight set is used, or alternatively if a more pessimistic outcome is expected. High visitation 

scenarios are generally preferred when an equal or economic oriented weight set is used. 
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The MCA results show very little overall differentiation between the total final scores of 

alternatives. In some evaluations, alternatives have final scores that hardly differ in practical 

terms. Overall, final scores differ little because individual attribute scores were often very 

similar across alternatives, particularly for the environmental attributes, which are generally 

weighted highly. This lack of differentiation is a function of the formulation of the 

alternatives. Alternatives were generally poorly defined at a practical level, since planning was 

only at the conceptual stage. Therefore the details of alternatives were based on 

assumptions, and it was difficult to differentiate the level of facilities and management 

activities based on a proposed regime. Studies with greater differentiation between 

alternatives (in particular those that considered vastly different options such as development 

and conservation) obtained much greater differentiation in the final scores (e.g. Moriki el al., 

1996 and Robinson, 2000). 

6.3 RESULTS OF THE INDIVIDUAL .ASSESSJ\IENT 

6.3.1 Environmental Impact Assessment 

The lack of differentiation in the environmental scores of attributes is reflected in the 

adapted Leopold matrices for the environmental impact assessment. There are ,·ery few high 

scores (eitl1er positive or negative) across all alternati,·es. There are no large negative impacts 

and only one element (employment) has a large positi,·e impact. Particularly noticeable is the 

similarity of the Leopold matrices for all non-pastoral alternati,·es. All these alternatives 

in,·oked excision of the coastal strip and ,·esting in tl1e Conse1Yation Commission of 

Western Australia, and subsequent sole or part management by CALM. It was therefore 

assumed that these alternatives would be subject to sinwar regulations, camping facilities, 

visitor numbers and management activities. This assumption resulted in very sinwar impact 

profiles for these alternatives. 

Alternatives with significant negative impacts are unlikely to be implemented, given relevant 

planning policy for the area. In particular the position statement by the EPA (1999) signifies 

the limitations on development and the likelihood of EPA involvement in any development 

proposal for the area. Therefore alternatives considered were only those with relatively low 

environmental impact, and this is reflected in the low scores within the Leopold matrices. 
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6.3.2 Cost Benefit Analysis 

The results of the CBA are sensitive to the assumptions, and the extreme optimistic and 

pessimistic scenarios considered in the sensitivity analysis result in marked changes in the 

economic desirability of some alternatives. However it is important to note that this is also a 

function of the scenarios, since they involve simultaneous changes in a number of variables. 

Although this assumption could be considered unlikely, it represents two extreme scenarios. 

TI1e CBA is only partial, and does not include all use values and non-use values. Pearce and 

Barbier (2000) report on thirteen studies that involved estimates of use and non-use values. 

These studies suggest that when estimated separately (and where non-use values were 

relevant), non-use values dominated the outcome of CBA studies and accounted for between 

50 and 98 percent of total economic value. A recent study of non-use values held by 

Europeans for protection of the Amazonian rainforest (Horton et al, 2002) indicated 

significant willingness to pay for conservation. Although not directly relevant, this research 

pro,,ides some evidence that areas of global conservation significance have non-use value 

internationally. 

The uniqueness and pristine condition of the Ningaloo Reef and its potential for World 

Heritage listing (\'v'estern Australian Labour Gm·ernment, 2001) suggests tl1at the 

international community might hold significant non-use values for the reef and adjacent 

coastline. Inclusion of these values would likely result in positive PV s for all alternatives. 

Although inclusion o f non-use values would change tl1e absolute magnitude of the PVs, it 

is less likely that this would result in significant changes in the relative magnitudes for 

alternatives. Since it is the relative magnitudes that matter for the IvICA, this exclusion is 

unlikely to affect the results. 

6.3.3 Stakeholder Analysis 

The results of the stakeholder analysis indicate that there is a high level of compatibility 

amongst the environmental objectives of stakeholder groups. Almost all groups desire to 

protect and preserve the environment, and there is an overriding desire to retain wilderness 

values, iliough iliere is considerable conflict surrounding what wilderness values are. 

Economic objectives centre on obtaining economic benefits from appropriate ecotourism 

development and retaining and appropriate fee structure. Differences involve social 

objectives; particularly those groups that desire to retain the current uses of ilie coastal strip. 
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6.4 THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

6.4.1 Integrated Assessment Framework 

The integrated methodology used in this research reflects a systems approach to sustainable 

development, where economic, environmental and social systems are considered in 

conjunction with institutional aspects. Such an approach is ideally suited to environmental 

problems that are characterised by a large number of stakeholders and institutional agencies, 

competing and conflicting objectives, interdependent social, economic and environmental 

components, relative uncertainty over impacts, a lack of hard environmental data, and a 

number of potential solutions. 

The role of i ICA in integrated assessment is widely acknowledged (Ledoux et al., 2002; van 

Pelt, 1993a and Nardini, 1997). A major strength of MCA is its ability to explore tradeoffs 

between objectives and system components and the implications of alternative preference 

structures. This makes it an ideal tool for exploring complex environmental problems. 

ardini (1997) and nn Pelt (1993a) advocate the incorporation of indi,,idual assessment 

techniques, such as CB.A and E IA, into ~!CA. 

Although similar to other integra ted assessment frameworks proposed by Nardini (1997) and 

nn Pelt (1993a) and those de,·eloped within the field of integrated assessment, the analytical 

framework developed in this research differs in two key aspects. Firstly, it is more applicable 

to situations where decision making is constrained by a short time frame and resource 

constraints. This means that tl1e development of more detailed models, which characterise 

research from the field of integrated assessment8, is not practicable. Impact assessment is 

constrained to rapid appraisal methodologies, and CB.A tends to be partial rather than a full 

environmental CBA. Rapid integrated assessment provides decision makers with timely 

information, and serves to highlight areas that may deserve further attention. In this manner, 

the advantages are similar to those gained from preliminary impact assessment, however the 

rapid integrated assessment framework goes further because it allows the integration of 

different sustainability aspects. 

Secondly, in direct contrast to ardini (1997) and van Pelt (1993a), this research explicitly 

includes stakeholder analysis as an individual evaluation technique alongside CBA and EIA. 

Some form of analysis of stakeholder objectives is common in most MCA studies as this 

8 Sec for example. CIESIN, 1995; Ledoux et al., 2002 and Jakeman and Letcher, 2001 
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provides information on possible attributes and preferences. The focus is usually on 

participation rather than analysis, and few studies tend to use techniques developed in the 

field of stakeholder analysis. An exception to this is Bien's (2001) research into forest 

management systems in Vietnam, which utilised a simple stakeholder analysis to inves tigate 

the relationship between stakeholders and management regimes. 

The framework used in this research includes stakeholder analysis as a separate technique 

from the MCA, with less focus on participation. The process of stakeholder analysis used in 

this research is based on previous stakeholder analysis frameworks, and thus benefits from 

developments in this field . Explicit inclusion of stakeholder analysis provides the necessary 

information for l\ICA, but also allows further exploration of stakeholder issues that provides 

,·aluable information for decision makers. 

The integrated assessment framework developed in this research provides the greatest 

benefits when conducted early in the planning process. This allows the planning process to 

be focussed on the more relevant and important aspects of the problem, and for further 

research to be conducted in specific areas. As e,·ident in this research, this is likely to mean 

that alternati,·es are at a stage where they are poorly specified. 

6.4.2 Development of Attributes 

The de,·elopment of attributes or criteria is a crncial phase in l\ICA. This research developed 

attributes from the individual assessment techniques. Stakeholders were consulted and their 

recommendations included where appropriate. Although this approach has greater 

stakeholder involvement than those where attributes are developed solely from the literature 

( e.g. Tiwari e/ al, 1999), a stronger set of attributes and greater level of consensus could have 

been developed through the use of community workshops (see Robinson, 2000 and Stewart 

and Joubert, 1998). Unfortunately such an approach was not possible given the short time 

frame, and geographical distance between stakeholders. 

The adequateness of the attribute set in relation to the desirable properties specified by 

Keeney and Raiffa (1993) is discussed below (see chapter four, section 4.2.5.3, p. 88 for 

details of the desirable properties). The properties are: 

Complete As identified in the stakeholder analysis, the concept of wilderness is a 

crucial issue for this coastline. It was initially intended to include a 
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Operational 

Decomposable 

l\'on-red11nda11/ 

,\ linimal 

measure of wilderness in the set of attributes. However the development 

of an operational wilderness attribute proved impossible in the time frame 

necessary (for more details see chapter four, section 4.3.3, p. 101). It was 

therefore excluded from the set, although some aspects of wilderness were 

included in the attribute of recreational opportunities. The attribute set 

was as complete as possible given the constraints involved. 

All attributes were operational, excluding the wilderness attribute which 

was subsequently dropped for this reason. Attributes could all be 

measured in quantitative terms, though many were assessed using scales 

and indices. 

No factors were in opposition in a single criterion 

o aspect entered the attribute set more than once. Particular attention 

was paid to avoid any overlap between tourism expenditure and tl1e costs 

and benefits o f the project. Had a wilderness attribute been included, this 

may ha,·e resulted in some double counting with the range of recreational 

opportunities attribute. 

The set o f attributes was as small as possible. 

It can be concluded that tl1e attribute set is metl1odologically sound, recognising the 

constraints invoh·ed in the research. 

6.4.3 Impact Assessment 

The rapid appraisal nature of impact assessment meant that more detailed and realistic 

models of environmental and economic impacts could not be utilised. In particular the 

Leopold matrix did not allow for the treatment of irreversibility or the profile of the impact 

over time. Although the impact assessment produced results that were adequate for the 

nature of this assessment, more sophisticated rapid appraisal methodologies are available and 

may have provided better impact assessment. 
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6.5 POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

The results of this research suggest a number of policy implications. These are addressed 

below and specific recommendations are developed in the following chapter. 

Those alternatives that ranked highly in the evaluations involved excision of the coastal strip 

and subsequent vesting in the Conservation Commission of Western Australia. Under the 

pastoral options, the coastal strip remained in pastoral lease. This is a weaker vesting for 

conservation purposes than full vestment in the Conservation Commission, though 1t 1s 

possible for covenants to be placed on pastoral leasehold land to ensure conservation. 

The stakeholder analysis suggests that stakeholders desire an em·ironmentally oriented 

strategic direction. This is also consistent with the National Strategy for Ecologically 

Sustainable Development (Council of Australian Governments, 1992). In light of this, the 

research suggests that co-management bet\veen Gnulli atin Title Claimants and CALM is 

the best management arrangement for the area. 

1\doption of an em·ironmentally based strategic direction for the area would suggest that low

visitation scenarios are preferred. This is particularly the case if a precautionary policy is 

adopted and there is some probability of a worse than expected em·ironmental and economic 

outcome. A low-visitation scenario would imply that at most one wilderness lodge 1s 

de\·eloped in the area, and that a conserrnti\·e approach to carrying capacity is adopted. 

, \lternati\·ely, if a more economically oriented strategic direction for the coast is adopted then 

high visitation scenarios would likely be preferred. This suggests that t\vo wilderness lodge 

facilities might be developed and that visitor growth (particularly in the traditional off-season) 

might be encouraged through marketing programmes. 

The results of this research suggest two further feasible alternatives that could have been 

included and deserve further investigation. The first would involve excision of the pastoral 

strip, but co-management between the current pastoral leaseholders (who would hold 

adjoining leases) and CALM. Such an arrangement would provide continuity in the 

management of the area. The second alternative would involve joint management by a 

number of stakeholder groups, and the possibility of this should be more fully explored, 

especially given the congruency between stakeholder objectives. If such a management 
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institution could be devised, the Ningaloo coastal strip has the potential to provide a model 

for community management in a developed country. 

The stakeholder analysis also showed that stakeholders value the traditional wilderness 

aspects of the area (particularly the current long-term users, NROCA and some community 

members). There is an inherent tension between retaining these aspects and developing the 

necessary infrastructure to cope with increasing visitation. O ne possibility to partially resolve 

these tensions would be in relation to camping regulations. Currently regulations for CALM 

m anaged land allow a maximum stay o f 28 days and this is considered inappropriate by 

current long-term users. A departure from this regulation could be considered for the coastal 

strip. Although this would not completely resolve this issue, it might go some way towards 

finding middle ground. Further research into the concepts o f wilderness held by stakeholder 

groups would be invaluable in determining planning policy for the area. 

6.6 CON CLUSION 

T he results o f this research suggest tl1at co-m anagement between the G nulli Nati,,e Title 

Claimants and CAL.l\I is an appropriate management regime fo r tl1e Ningaloo coastal strip, 

and tl1at de,·elopment should be kept to a low le,,el. The research de,·elops a decision model 

for integrated assessment that differs from exis ting frameworks due to its rapid nature and 

tl1e explicit inclusion o f stakeholder analysis. Limitations of this fram ework can be 

considered as a direct result o f tl1e rapid appraisal nature o f the research. 
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7 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

The Ningaloo Coastal Strip is a fragile coastal environment subject to increasing human 

pressures. This research developed a decision model for sustainable management of natural 

resources that incorporates economic, social and environmental factors in an integrated 

assessment framework. In the framework, three individual assessment techniques are 

integrated into a MCA framework. The research examines eight management alternatives 

and the results suggest than an appropriate management regime would involve co

management between local indigenous groups and CALtv'L Specific recommendations centre 

on an em·ironmental policy approach that limits development and in,·olves stakeholder 

groups in management and planning. 

7.2 CONCLUSION 

The planning and management of the ingaloo coastal stnp 1s complicated by the 

interdependencies between the coastal su-ip and the ingaloo r-.Iarine Park. In addition, 

there exist a large number of stakeholders and the general public exhibits considerable 

interest in the issue. A ny attempt to assess alternati,·e management and de,·elopment regimes 

requires an integrated enluation framework that can assess the components of sustainability 

and address the n11ety of stakeholder interests. 

The aim of this research was to develop a decision model for sustainable management that 

integrated economic, social and environmental factors; and that could provide decision 

makers with timely information on alternative land use and management regimes for the 

Ningaloo coastal strip. Specific objectives involved the identification and estimation of 

social, economic and environmental impacts, the analysis of stakeholder objectives and the 

incorporation of these aspects into an MCA framework. 

This research developed an integrated assessment decision model that is particularly suited to 

problems that require rapid appraisal. Three individual assessment techniques were 

integrated into a broader multiple criteria evaluation framework: EIA, CBA and stakeholder 

analysis. Impacts were identified and estimated through the techniques of EIA and CBA. 

Stakeholder objectives were identified and analysed using stakeholder analysis techniques. 
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The research assessed eight alternatives that covered the range of possible options from 

retaining the status quo (management by pastoral lease holders and the ROCA 

organisation) through to excision of the coastal strip and sole management by CALM. Two 

co-management arrangements were considered: between the Gnulli ative Title Claimants 

and CALM and between the two Shires and CALM. Each alternative management 

arrangement had a high and low visitation scenario that reflected different possible visitation 

levels and in some cases a different level of wilderness lodge facilities. The alternatives 

considered covered a spectmm of possible facilities and infrastructure, from limited camping 

facilities and minimal road development through to the full provision of campsites witl1 

facilities and roading adequate for 2WD access. 

Alternatives were assessed against a set of thirteen attributes. These attributes covered four 

modules that reflected a systems perspective of sustainability; environmental, economic, 

social and institutional. Attributes were developed from the indi,·idual assessment techniques 

and stakeholder consultation. Scores for the environmental attributes were derived from the 

adapted Leopold matrices used in the EL·\, whilst scores for the economic attributes were 

deri,·ed from the CBA. Scores for social and institutional attributes were de,·eloped through 

the use of indices and scales. 

Standardisation o f scores and the weighting of criteria were performed us1ng the l\ICA 

software TopDec (Ecoservices Pry Ltd, 1996). This software uses the weighted summation 

technique to aggregate weighted scores. This is the simplest MCA technique, but has 

advantages in being transparent and easy to understand. The TopDec software uses two 

weighting methods to convert preference information into relative weights. This research 

used the simpler of tl1ese two methods, termed the rating method. This method allowed 

attributes to be given equal weighting, which was considered necessary to adequately reflect 

preferences for this issue. The sensitivity of the results to the weighting method was checked 

using the second method (priority order), which is based on the expected value method. The 

sensitivity of results to the weight set used and the scores of alternatives was also explored. 

The weight set used in this research reflected the strong emphasis on environmental 

objectives that came out of the stakeholder analysis. The weight set placed a high weighting 

on environmental attributes and economic, social and institutional attributes were given a 

lesser, equal weighting. Sensitivity of the results to the weight set was explored by using 

equal weights and weight sets that reflected alternative social and economic perspectives. 
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The environmental weight set was also consistent with the national sustainability policy, 

whilst an equal weight set reflected the policy approach to sustainability proposed by the state 

government. 

Overall, the co-management alternative between the Gnulli auve Title Claimants and 

CALM ranked the highest Oow visitation scenario) followed by sole management by CALM 

Oow visitation scenario). This result was fairly stable, with the Gnulli co-management and 

CAL!\I sole management alternatives consistently performing highly in the rankings for all 

evaluations in the sensitivity analysis. 

In general, low ·visitation scenarios were preferred if the weight set was em"ironmentally 

orientated, or if a precautionary policy was adopted given tl1e possibility of a pessimistic 

scenano outcome. High visitation scenarios were preferred if the weight set was equal or 

economic orientated. 

The results of the research suggest a potential direction for tl1e de,,eJopment of planning 

policy for the Ningaloo coastal strip towards a community based management arrangement 

im·oh,ing the traditional Aboriginal inhabitants and a low level of development. Specific 

policy reconm1endations arc presented in section 7.3. 

Limitations of the methodology arise from tl1e rapid appraisal nature of the integrated 

assessment framework. These include a lack of stakeholder participation in some areas of the 

~ICA and a relatively limited impact assessment methodology. These limitations suggest 

areas for further research and refinements to the integrated assessment framework. 

Further research is required on techniques to involve stakeholders in a workshop-based 

environment, where the nature of the research is constrained by time and a wide geographical 

spread of stakeholders. Such techniques were beyond the scope of this research, however 

their inclusion would greatly strengthen the acceptability and policy relevance of the MCA 

results. Further refinements of the assessment framework could relate to the impact 

assessment methodology, in particular a more modem assessment technique than the 

Leopold matrix could be utilised. EIA techniques that include the dimensions of time, and 

cumulative and irreversible impacts would strengthen the impact assessment stage. Formal 

feedback loops between the stages of the MCA could be developed, to ensure that new 

attributes and alternatives that develop at later stages of the process can be formally included. 
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Despite these limitations, the research provides useful results that suggest a possible direction 

for the future of the Ningaloo coastal strip. Subsequent policy development during 

November 2002, has seen the decision to exclude the 2 kilometre coastal strip from pastoral 

leases in 2015. This confirms the findings of this research. A two-year period now exists to 

negotiate the details o f excision and the nature o f management arrangements. This research 

is ideally suited to inform this negotiation and to serve as a basis for further research during 

this period. 

7.3 POLICY RECOMME DATIONS 

1. Policy and planning for the coastal strip should, given the high congmency between 

the em·ironmental objectives of stakeholders, exhibit an overriding concern for the 

envu:onrnent. 

2. ;\ management option for the coastal strip inYoh,ing co-management between the 

Gnulli Native Title Claimants and CALM should be given the highest considera tion. 

3. Development of the ingaloo coastal strip should be restricted. Development 

should be limited to a single wilderness lodge facility and constraints should be 

placed on Yisitor numbers where necessary. 

4. Further research and consultation should be carried out to investigate alternatives 

that in,,olve co-management witl1 a wider range of stakeholders, including N ROCA. 

5. Further research should explore the nature and importance of the wilderness concept 

for stakeholders. 
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9 APPENDICES 

APPENDIX I - VISITATION SCENARIOS 

This appendi.,'i: provides the spreadsheet calculations for the visitation scenarios for all 

alternatives. Table 9 .2 presents the background data and assumptions used to calculate 

visitation. Table 9.3 presents the calculations for the number of monthly campsites for the 

pastoral alternatives (both high and low visitation scenarios). Table 9.4 presents the 

calculations for visitor nights for all alternatives for the wilderness camping and Gnaraloo 3-

mile campground. These figures provide the visitation levels used in the CBA. Finally, table 

9.5 provides the calculations for tourism expenditure that are incorporated into the i\ICA as 

scores for the 'tourist expenditure in regional economy' attribute. Tables 9.2 to 9.4 all use the 

data presented in table 9.2. 

Throughout this appen&"'I:, the alternatives are referred to using the letters A through D for 

management altcrnati·ves and numbers one to two for ,·isitation scenarios. Table 9.1 provides 

a guide to these labels. 

Table 9.1 Guide to Labels l.!sed to D enote the Altcrnati,·es in .-\ppendix One 

i\Ianagement 
Visitation Scenario Label 

Alternative 

Pastoral High Al 

Low A2 

Shires and CALi\-I High B1 

Low B2 

Gnulli and CALM High Cl 

Low C2 

CALM High Dl 

Low D2 
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Table 9.2 Assumptions for Visitation Calculations and Regional Tourism E xpenditure 

Assumptions 

Pastoral options 

Visitation growth rate Visitation growth rate 
Pas toral - Low Pastoral - High 

Yr 1-10 Yr 11 -25 

Peak 0.05 1 0.025 
Off-peak 0.1 0.05 

Peak 
Off-peak 

T I I o ea cu ate VISttatlon ntP- 1ts 
Normal School Holidar s~ 

People/ campsite 1.5 3 
:,...: umber o f weeks .j. 2 
Da\'S/ week 7 
' School holidays occur fo r 2 weeks during :\pril , July and Oc tober 

CALM managed options (Shires & CALM. Gnulli & CALM. CALM) 

Initial Yisira tion -rnooo 

Visitation growth rates 
Low \·isira tion High visitation 

Yr 1-10 Yr 11 -25 I Yr 1-10 Yrll -25 
0.05 0.025 1 0. 1 0.025 

Gnaraloo Campground 

Occupancy 

# .\ lon ths ra tes 

J w1-.-\ug 3 0.9 
.-\p-.\ la,· & Sep-Ocr 4 0.7 
:'(ov-.\ lar 5 0.1 

Visitation ~ rowth rates 

Low visitation 
High ,~sitation 

total campsites 

people/ per campsite 
days / month 

Visitor Expenditure 

Pastoral alternatives 

!N on-pastoral alternatives 

Discount rate 

Yr 1-10 

0.01 
0.025 

50 

2 

30 

Yr 11 -25 

0 

0 

% of non-\'{/A visitors 

Year 1-10 Year 11 -25 

0.4 0.45 
0.54 0.6 

0.08 

Expenditure/ p 
erson/ day 

70 

70 

\'r 1-10 

0.05 
0.2 

Yr 11 -25 

0.025 
0.05 
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Table 9.3 Visitation Calculations for the Pastoral Alternatives 

Pas toral Alternatives i\ Iax imum Campsites 250 
A ssum ed Numb e r o f Camp site s (P as to ral - Low) 

Yea r J F i\ I :\ i\ l I J ,-\ s 0 N D 

1 10 10 30 100 200 250 300 250 150 50 30 10 
2 11 11 33 105 210 263 315 263 165 55 33 11 
3 12 12 36 110 22 1 250 300 250 182 61 36 12 
4 13 13 40 11 6 232 250 275 250 200 67 40 13 

5 15 15 44 122 243 250 250 250 220 73 44 15 
6 16 16 48 128 250 250 250 250 242 81 48 16 
7 18 18 53 134 250 250 250 250 250 89 53 18 
8 19 19 58 141 250 250 250 250 250 97 58 19 
9 21 21 64 148 250 250 250 250 250 107 64 21 

10 24 24 71 155 250 250 250 250 250 11 8 71 24 
11 ?-_::, ?" _ ::, 74 159 250 250 250 250 250 124 74 ?" _::, 

12 26 26 78 163 250 250 25 0 250 250 130 78 26 
13 27 27 82 167 250 250 250 250 250 136 82 27 
14 29 29 86 171 250 25 0 250 250 250 143 86 29 
15 30 30 90 176 250 250 25 0 250 250 150 90 30 
16 '? .) _ 32 95 180 250 250 250 250 250 158 95 32 
17 33 33 100 184 250 250 250 250 250 166 100 33 
18 35 35 105 189 250 250 25 0 250 250 174 105 35 
19 37 37 110 I 94 250 250 250 250 250 183 11 0 37 
20 38 38 115 199 250 250 250 250 250 192 115 38 
21 40 40 121 204 250 250 250 250 250 202 12 1 40 
22 42 42 127 209 250 250 250 250 250 212 127 42 
23 44 -1--1- 133 21-1- 250 250 250 250 250 222 133 -1--1-

24 47 47 140 219 250 250 250 250 250 ?'' _.).) 140 47 
') -_::, 49 49 147 ')') -__ ::, 250 250 25 0 250 250 245 147 49 

Ass u med N umb e r of Campsites (P astora l - Hi~h) 
Year I F .\ I .\ .\ [ I I _-\ s () 1'i D 

l 10 10 30 100 200 250 300 250 150 50 30 10 
2 12 12 36 105 210 263 315 263 180 60 36 12 
3 1-1- 14 43 11 0 22 1 250 300 250 216 72 43 14 
4 17 17 - ') ::, _ 11 6 232 250 275 250 250 86 52 17 
5 2 1 21 62 122 243 250 250 250 250 104 62 21 
6 r _::, r _ ::, 75 128 250 250 250 250 250 124 75 r _::, 

7 30 30 90 134 250 250 250 250 250 149 90 30 
8 36 36 107 141 250 250 250 250 250 179 107 36 
9 43 43 129 148 250 250 250 250 250 215 129 43 

10 52 52 155 155 250 250 250 250 250 250 155 52 
11 54 54 163 159 250 250 250 250 250 250 163 54 
12 57 57 171 163 250 250 250 250 250 250 171 57 
13 60 60 179 167 250 250 250 250 250 250 179 60 
14 63 63 188 171 250 250 250 250 250 250 188 63 
15 66 66 198 176 250 250 250 250 250 250 198 66 
16 69 69 207 180 250 250 250 250 250 250 207 69 
17 73 73 218 184 250 250 250 250 250 250 218 73 
18 76 76 229 189 250 250 250 250 250 250 229 76 

19 80 80 240 194 250 250 250 250 250 250 240 80 
20 84 84 250 199 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 84 
21 88 88 250 204 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 88 
22 93 93 250 209 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 93 
23 97 97 250 214 250 250 25 0 250 250 250 250 97 
24 102 102 250 219 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 102 
25 107 107 250 225 250 250 250 250 250 250 250 107 
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Table 9.4 Visitation Calculations for all Alternatives - \'(lilderness Camping and Gnaraloo 3-mile 
Campground 

Visitor Nights 

Al A2 Bl=Cl=Dl B2=C2=D2 Gnaraloo Gnaraloo 
Year _-\l =B1 = Cl = D1 _-\2 = B2= C2 = D2 

1 67830 67830 40000 40000 18000 18000 
2 71883 73206 42000 44000 18180 18450 
3 72115 75158 44100 48400 18362 18911 
4 72951 77817 46305 532-1-0 185-1-5 19384 
5 73988 79-1-88 48620 5856-1- 18731 19869 
6 76598 83035 51051 64420 18918 20365 
7 78-1-70 86885 5360-1- 70862 19107 20874 
8 80119 91-1--1-6 5628-1- 779-1-9 19298 21396 
9 81913 96856 59098 857-1--1- 19-1-91 21931 

10 8386-1- 102777 62053 9--1-318 19686 22-1-80 
11 8-1-925 103997 63604 96676 19686 22-1-80 
12 8603-1- 105271 65195 99093 19686 22-1-80 
13 87191 106603 6682-1- 101570 19686 22-1-80 
1-1- 88-1-00 107995 68-1-95 10-1-109 19686 22-1-80 
15 89663 109-1-50 70207 106712 19686 22-1-80 
16 90982 110971 71963 109380 19686 22-1-80 
17 92360 112S62 73762 11211-1- 19686 22-1-80 
18 93800 11-1-22-1- 75606 11-1-91 7 19686 22-1-80 
19 9530.S 115963 77-1-96 117790 19686 22-1-80 
20 96878 11 7601 79-1-33 120735 19686 22-1-80 
21 98521 118-1--1-3 81-1-19 123753 19686 22-1-80 
22 100239 119320 83-1-55 1268-1-7 19686 22-1-80 
23 102035 120232 855-1-1 130018 19686 22-1-80 
2-1- 103913 121182 87679 133269 19686 22-1-80 
'),.. 
_:) 105876 1221 71 89871 136600 19686 22-1-80 
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Table 9.5 Calculations for Regional Tourism Expenditure 

Regional Tourism Expendirure 

Tourism Expenditure Discounted Tourism Expenditure 

Year .-\ 1 .-\2 B1=C1=D1 B2=C2=D2 .-\ 1 .-\'.2 B1=C1=D1 B2=C2=D2 

1 2403240 2403240 2192400 2192400 2225222 2225222 2030000 2030000 
2 2521764 2566368 2274804 2360610 2162006 22002-+7 1950278 2023843 
3 2533352 2633938 2361056 2544365 201 1056 2090905 187-+282 2019799 
4 2561906 2721632 2451346 2745188 1883077 2000-+81 1801812 2017795 
5 2596128 2781985 2545872 2964753 1766881 1893373 1732678 2017761 
6 2674442 2895199 2644845 3204901 1685352 182-+-+67 1666701 2019631 
7 2732153 3017279 2748483 3467656 159-+185 1760553 1603713 2023344 
8 2783698 3159591 2857017 37552-+2 15039-+5 1707028 15-+3557 20288-+0 
9 2839325 3326035 2970688 4070108 1-+20369 16638-+5 148608-+ 2036067 

10 2899408 3507192 3089752 4414943 1342987 162-+509 1431153 2044973 
11 3295267 3984007 3498213 5004526 1-+13283 1708672 150032-+ 21-+6356 
12 3330179 4024150 3564998 5106036 1322460 15980-+5 1415710 2027677 
13 3366639 4066104 3633452 5210083 1237906 l-+95098 1336013 1915737 
14 3404721 4109953 3703618 5316732 11591 75 1399279 1260938 1810140 
15 3444499 4155787 3775538 54260-+7 1085850 1310078 1190207 1710516 
16 3486054 4203701 3849255 5538094 101 7546 1227020 11 23561 161651 7 
17 3529469 4253793 3924816 5652943 953906 1149668 1060756 1527815 
18 3574831 4306166 4002266 5770663 89--1-5 98 10776 1-+ 1001563 1--l---1---1-1 03 
19 3622233 4360929 4081652 5891326 839315 1010-+80 9-+5768 1365091 
20 3671771 4412528 4163023 6015006 787772 9-+6700 893169 1290509 
21 3723545 4439059 4246428 6141 778 73970-+ 8818-+5 8-+3577 1220099 
22 3777661 4466671 4331918 6271719 694865 821602 796815 1153623 
23 3834231 4495410 4419545 6404908 653028 765637 752716 109085-+ 
24 3893371 4525328 4509363 6541427 613982 7136-+ 1 711124 103 1579 
25 3955202 4556477 4601426 6681359 577530 665327 671891 975598 

NPV 31586002 35761336 3262-+389 42588268 
E.~-\ 2958938 3350078 3056213 3989617 
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APPENDIX II - COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS CALCULATIONS 

This appendi.x presents the spreadsheet calculations for the CBA. Tables 9.7 to 9.11 provide 

the data and assumptions used. These are broken down into the following categories: 

pastoral operation, wilderness lodge operation and camping and management operation. 

Table 9.7 presents the data for the pastoral operation and table 9.8 the data for the wilderness 

lodge operation. Tables 9.9 to 9.11 relate to the camping and management operation. Table 

9.9 presents data and assumptions for visitor revenues and campsite infrastructure costs. 

Table 9.10 provides data for roading infrastrncture and maintenance costs. Table 9.11 

provides data for management operating costs. 

Table 9.12 prm·ides the calculations for the pastoral and wilderness lodge operations. Table 

9.13 provides the calculations for the camping and management operations and table 9.14 

presents the calculations for the total discounted returns - all operations. 

Throughout this appendi.-..;, the alternatives are referred to using the letters A through O for 

management alternati,·es and one to two for visitation scenarios. Table 9.6 provides a guide 

to these labels. 

Table 9.6 Guide to Labels Cscd to Denote the .-\lternatins in Appendix Two 

i\ fanagemen t 
Visitation Scenario Label 

Alternative 

Pastoral High Al 

Low A2 

Shires and CALJ\I High Bl 

Low B2 

Gnulli and CALM High Cl 

Low C2 

CALM High 01 

Low 02 
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Table 9.7 Data for Pastoral Operation Calculations 

Pastoral Operation 

APPROXIMATE AREAS 

N ingaloo 

CarJabia 

\X/arroora 

Cnaraloo 

T o tal 

Stocking rate (ha/ D SI ·:) 

lncomc/ D SJ-:
2 

Direct C:o,r, / DSI·:~ 

( )vcrheaJ, 

% ,tockeJ 

FERAL GOATS 

ha/ goa t 

Tu rnoff rate 

l'rice / hJ 

I .abour co,t 

Di rect co,t / hJ 

(;oat income 

Coast 

len~th 

65 

33 
45 
58 

201 
0.7 

6 

19.47 

10.6 1 

0.2 

7322.6 

10 

0.3 
20 

600 

5.1 
1-369 

Total kJJJ 

130 

66 
90 

11 6 
402 

Ha 
Statio11 Coastal sl!ip 

I 
s1:;:_e % of 1vho/e 

13000 49731 26.q 

6600 199876 3.30 
9000 !07653 8.36 

11 600 91328 12.70 
40200 

Total I la StockeJ 28140 

OVERHEADSCHEDULEJ 

. \ ccountant 

.\Jmin ./ l'hone 

I ' reight - Ccneral 

\ 'crmin & Shire Rate, 

I .ea,e l'an11ent, 

Store, 

Sub,c riprion, 

Travdling 

\ 'eh icle Rq,~,tration 

l'ud&Oil : 
()verheaJ , 

2549 

2884 

1526 
3044 

3874 

8796 

821 
219 

1500 

11400 
36613 

INFRASTRUCTURE SCHEDULE3 

mi rlewiptio .\ ·o 
Cost/ Sdr,1,ge Life 

I 11fms/J11d111~ Fvplace111mt 
1111it /'{/Ille } ·Mrs 

Shea ring Shed 0.3 75000 0 100 no rl'p laccmcnl 

Shearing (luartcr, 0.3 150000 0 100 no replacement 

l'e ncc, 200 1368 0 20 100 km rcplace<l 111 \"cars 10 an<l 15 

T rap YarJ, ( I padJ ock) 8 1500 0 15 4 rcplacc<l 111 \Tars 12 an<l 15 

Trap YarJ , (2 paJdoc k) 0 2500 0 15 

\'('arcr,; 15 7000 0 30 5 replaced in \"cars 10, 15 an <l 20 

Truck 1 15000 1000 10 1 replaced in years 5 an<l 16 

Ute 1 20000 500 10 1 rep lacc<l in years 1, 11 an<l 21 

Notes 

1. Station ,ize from Payne et al. (1987). 
2. l'rom K. White (2002). 
3. .\daptcJ from K. \Vhitc (2002). 
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Table 9.8 Data for Wilderness Lodge Operation Calculations 

Wilderness Lodge Investment Costs 

quantity rate total 

CENTRAL PLANT & EQUIPMENT 

Power generation 1000000 

Water supply 

Bore 120000 
Rainwater tanks 50000 

Sewage disposal 500000 
1670000 

ACCOMMODATION FACILITIES 

.-\ccomodation units 40 21000 840000 
Shared ablu tion & sernce centres 4 79200 316800 

1156800 

MANAGER'S RESIDENCE 

Residence 1 135000 135000 

Garages 1 10000 10000 

145000 

CENTRAL FACILITIES 

Guests & :\dmin facilities 875000 
Beachside facilities 37500 

Central plant enclosures 350000 

1262500 
SITE WORKS & SITE SERVICES 

Roads, car parking & pa\·ed areas 215250 

\X"alkways 75000 

Landscaping & enhancements 205000 

495250 

FURNITURE, FITTINGS & EQUIPMENT 

prirnte lodge accom. 40 8000 320000 

ablution & serYice centres 4 2000 8000 

managers residence 1 20000 20000 
Central faci lities building 500000 
beachside facilities 10000 

maintenance & workshop 20000 

878000 
OTHER 

External lighting 50000 

\'\1ater reticulation 125000 
Power reticulation 125000 

Security services 50000 
Communication services 10000 

360000 
Consultant fees (10%) 596755 

Contingency sum 500000 

Total 7890248 

inflation since 1999 0.11691776 
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Wilderness Lodge Operations 

OCCUPANCY & RATE INFO. 

Days/ year 

# room, 

Occupancy rare 

c.louble occupancy factor 

365 

40 

0.5 

0.7 
Rack rare Bus. level 

~lar-Sep 

Oct-Feb 
Imlustry c.liscount factor 

.-\v. Room rate 

150 
120 

FOOD & BEVERAGE 

Revenues 

Fooc.l income (per person 

Bev. Income (per person) 

Fooc.l re\· 

Bev re\· 

Cosls 

Cost of sales (Food) 
Cost of sales (Be\') 

Salan· & wages 

( )ther e:s.-pen,;es 

0.75 
0.25 
0.2 

193.8 

60 

15 
7-J.+600 

186 150 

0.35 
0.34 

349962 

55656 

STAFF 

Hours 

Supenisor 28 

Receptionist Fr 
Receptionist PT 76 

Cleaner 3042 
BI..:: (PT) 20 
:'-1/.,'!Tit couple 

Other pauoll costs 

OVERHEADS 

~lanagement couple 
Bcx)kkeeper 

Od1er payroll costs 

Od1er expenses 

l\ larketing 

Heat, light & power 

Repairs & ~laintenance 

\'(eeks 

- ? 
::i_ 

-? :,_ 

·- ? :,_ 

"? :,_ 

90000 
45000 

43531 
112382 
148429 
173168 
168220 
780730 

OTHER OPERATING DEPARTMENTS 

Reve1111es 

Souveneirs (Inc per person) 10 

Activities (% of room rev.) 0.6 

Other income (% of room rev.) 0.02 
SoU\·eneir Revenue 124100 
.-\ctivity Revenue 848844 
Other income (net) 28295 

Cos/s 

Cost of sales (souv) 0.6 
Cost of activities 0.4 
Souveneirs 74460 

.-\ctivities 339538 

ACCOMMODATION 
R£1,e1111es 

Room revenue 1414740 

Cosl.r 

Other expenses (room,) 141 620 
Supenisor 40768 

Reception Ff 0 

Reception Casual 79040 
Cleaner 54750 

llourh-
\, ·age 

\, ·age 

28 40768 

16 0 

20 79040 

18 54750 
45000 
90000 

43531 
353089 
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Table 9.9 Data for Visitor Revenue Calculations and Campsite Infrastructure 

Visitor Revenues 

FEE STRUCTURE 

Co-ma11a,~et11wl & CALM op1io11s Pas/oral op!io11s 

% pa1· weekly 0.6 

\ ' isiror type Yr 1-10 Yr 11 -25 % pay daih- 0.4 

1-2 persons 10 15 Yr 1-10 Yr 11-25 

school child. 2 4 weekly charge ?" _:, 30 

Visitor type Proportion rughtlr charge 5 10 

# couples 0.8 

# singles 0.05 G11ara/oo Can1f)ero1111rf (all oplio11s) 

# school 0. 15 Yr 1-10 Yrl l -25 

Yrl -10 Yr 11 -25 fee per person 12 15 

\ ' isiror passes (annual income) 100000 200000 

cosrs (0 o of revenue) 0. 5 

Camping Infrastructure Costs 

LARGE CAMPSITES MEDIUM CAMPSITES 

camping bays 20 camping ba1·s 10 

s12e per ba I" (m2) 30 size per ba1· (1112) 30 

loop (m) 400 loop (m) 250 

( OJJI/JOllelll cos! 1111ils Iola/ (0171/Xillel// cos/ 1111ils Iola/ 

Parking/ campsires 12 2200 26400 Parking/ campsites 12 1300 15600 

Bollards 12 300 3600 Bollards 12 n 2100 

Signage 1500 Signage 1500 

Toilers 4000 3 12000 Toilers 4000 2 8000 

Picnic tables 400 4 1600 Picnic rabies 400 2 800 

Rubbish bins 68 4 272 Rubbish bins 68 2 136 

\';'alktrail 4 500 2000 \ '\ 'al krrail 4 500 2000 

:\ liscellaneous 4737 :\ liscellaneous 30 14 

Total 52109 Total 30136 
SMALL CAMPSITES 

camping bm·s 4 J\'11mberof Pas/oral l\ -011-paslora/ 

size per bay (m2) 30 campsiles (high &/0111 (high &/0111 

loop (m) 40 Large 4 4 

t ledium 8 8 

COl7!/JOlleJ/t cos/ 1111ils total Small 0 10 

Parking/ campsites 12 280 3360 Dayuse 0 2 

Bollards 12 40 480 

Signage 500 Day use sites 60000 
Toilets 4000 1 4000 

Picnic tables 400 0 0 
Rubbish bins 68 1 68 Fencing cosr/ km km km 

Walktrail 4 300 1200 2000 100 250 

tliscellaneous 961 

Total 9608 
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Table 9. 10 Data for Roading Infrastructure and Maintenance Costs 

Roading Infrastructure and Maintenance Costs 

BEFORE UPGRADE 

J>asroral 11 igh & I .o\\· Shirc/ Gnulli I ligh & I.ow C.\ l.i\ ! I ligh & 1.o"· 

°lo 111ai11/. 
cost/ k111 

k111 klll klll 
111ai111.d 111ai111.d 111ai111.d 

al//l/!all)I roads roads roads 

G radc & Roll (2pa) 1 1200 130 130 130 130 130 130 

Grade & Roll ( lpa) 1 600 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Grade onh- (Ina) 0.6 200 100 60 100 60 100 60 

Tota l maintenance co:-t:- 168000 168000 168000 

AFTER UPGRADE 
J>asroral I ligl, & I .o\\· Shirc/ Gnulli I liv;h & I .o\\· C.\ l. i\ l I liv;h & l.m,· 

0 1
0 maint. co,r/ km k111 k111 k111 

llltlilll.d 111ai111.d 111ai111.d 
annuall v roads roads roads 

(; radc & Roll (2pa) 1 1200 130 130 130 130 100 100 

Grade & Roll ( lpa) 0.8 600 50 -10 70 56 160 128 

Grade on h- ( lpa) 0.6 200 65 39 60 36 0 0 

Tomi maintL1rnncc co:-1:- 187800 196800 196800 

PASTORAL OPTIONS (HIGH & LOW) 

!11/ms/111d111e 
Exisli11g E 11d Cost Total 

Upgrade 
roads infmsl. k111 cos/ 

Scaled 
L'n,calcd (; radc I 2-1000 

L'n,calc d Cradc 2 130 130 12000 0 

L'n,calcd Cradc 3 100 15 115 3000 45000 

CO-MANAGEMENT OPTIONS (HIGH & LOW) 

!11fms/111c/111e 
E:,:isti11g 

Upgrade 
E11d C.os/ Total 

roads infmsl. k111 COS/ 

Scaled 

Llm calc d (;radc I 2-1000 

L'n,<.:alc d Cradc 2 130 70 200 12000 840000 
LI n,calcd c; radc 3 100 30 60 3000 90000 

CALM OPTIONS (HIGH & LOW) 
Exisli11g E11d Cost Total 

/11/mslmc/111~ 
roads 

Upgrade 
i11fmsl. k111 cos/ 

Scakd 
Un,calcd Grade 1 100 100 24000 2400000 
Un,ealcd Grade 2 130 130 160 12000 1560000 
Un,ealcd Grade 3 100 0 0 3000 0 
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Table 9.1 1 Data and Assumptions for Management Costs 

Management Costs 

STAFF 

Pastoral options Non-Pastoral options 

cost/ unit units cost/ unit units 

Ranger 34500 0 34500 3 

Maintenance workers 42000 0.5 42000 1 
Caretakers 600 8 1400 15 
Station staff 25000 8 0 
Support staff 40000 

OTHER COSTS 
Pastoral options Non-Pastoral options 

cost/ 1111it cost p/ a cost/ unit costp/a 

Facility maintenance 40000 90000 

Toilet replacement 4000 4000 

Rubbish disposa l 3600 3600 
Administration costs 20000 20000 

? 

All options 

cost/ 1111it 1111its cost p/ a 

Vehicle costs 18000 2 36000 

PEST CONTROL 

Pastoral options Non-Pastoral options 

cost/ unit #p/a # units # p/a # 1111ilJ' 

fox baiting 

Aerial (km2
) 7.92 2 200 4 400 

Ground (km) 8000 1 20 1 25 

Discount Rate 0.08 
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Table 9.12 Calculations for Pas toral and Wilderness Lodge Operations 

PASTORAL OPERATIONS WILDERNESS LODGE OPERATIONS 
Disc. 

Investment Net Revenue 
Re turns I m·estment Costs Net Revenue Discounted Returns 

Year }\.l =_-\2 _-\ 1 = .-\2 .-\1=:\ 2 B1=C2=D1 B2=D2 Bl =C2=D 1 B2=D2 B1=C2=D1 B2=D2 
1 20000 51600 29259 0 0 
2 51600 44239 7890248 15780495 -67646 16 -13529231 
3 51600 40962 1235651 247 1302 980899 1961799 
4 51600 37928 1235651 2471302 908240 1816480 
5 15000 51600 24909 1235651 2471302 840963 1681926 
6 51600 32517 1235651 247 1302 778670 1557339 
7 51600 30108 1235651 2471302 720990 1441981 
8 51600 27878 1235651 247 1302 667584 1335167 
9 51600 25813 1235651 2471302 618133 1236266 

10 171300 51600 -55444 1235651 2471302 572345 11 44691 
11 20000 51600 13553 1235651 2471302 529949 1059899 
12 6000 51600 18108 1235651 2471302 490694 981388 
13 51600 18973 1235651 2471302 454346 908692 
14 51600 17568 1235651 2471302 420691 841382 
15 176800 51600 -39468 1235651 247 1302 389529 779057 
16 15000 51600 10683 1235651 2471302 360675 721349 
17 51600 13946 1235651 247 1302 333958 667916 
18 51600 12913 1235651 2471302 309220 618441 
19 51600 11 956 1235651 2471302 286315 572630 
20 34500 51600 3669 1235651 2471302 265 107 530213 
21 20000 51600 6278 1235651 2471302 245469 490938 
22 51600 9491 1235651 2471302 227286 454572 
23 51600 8788 1235651 2471302 210450 420900 
24 51600 8137 1235651 2471302 194861 389723 

25 51600 7535 1235651 2471302 180427 360854 
NPV 360300 4222188 8444375 
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Table 9.13 CBA Calculations for Camping and Management Operations 

CAMPING MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS 
Infrastructure Costs Operating Costs Camping Revenues 

Year A1=A2 B=C D1=D2 A1=r\2 B=C=D £\ 1 r\2 B1=C1=D1 B2=C2=D2 
1 160000 820000 1600000 --1-32328 477972 389010 389010 400000 400000 

2 166718 669218 2184218 500068 539922 --1-06881 --1-13982 410680 421900 
3 195153 217653 952653 620968 661172 408933 424836 421851 445788 
4 172653 172653 172653 652768 688172 413499 438689 433537 471856 
5 48040 48040 676368 765572 -1-18907 448519 445762 500319 
6 48040 48040 676368 765572 --1-308--1-2 466193 458555 531410 
7 60000 60000 676368 765572 439732 485201 471943 565387 
8 60000 60000 676368 765572 4--1-771--1- 507227 485954 602532 
9 676368 765572 --1-56303 532847 500620 643157 

10 676368 765572 46555--1- 560669 515973 687603 
11 676368 765572 705728 852005 815140 1079164 
12 24000 24000 24000 676368 765572 713011 860379 826828 1096928 
13 24000 44000 44000 676368 765572 720618 869131 838807 1115137 
14 32000 44000 44000 676368 765572 728562 878279 851086 1133800 
15 32000 20000 20000 676368 765572 736861 887841 863672 1152930 
16 20000 20000 676368 765572 7--1-5530 897836 876573 1172538 
17 8000 8000 676368 765572 754587 908286 889796 1192637 
18 8000 8000 676368 765572 764050 919212 903349 1213238 
19 676368 765572 773939 930637 917242 1234354 
20 676368 765572 78--1- 273 941401 931482 1255998 
21 676368 765572 795074 946936 946078 1278183 
22 24000 24000 24000 676368 765572 806364 952696 961039 1300923 
23 24000 44000 44000 676368 765572 818165 958692 976373 1324231 
24 32000 44000 44000 676368 765572 830503 964933 992091 1348122 
25 32000 20000 20000 676368 765572 843--1-02 971431 1008203 1372610 
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CAMPING MANAGEMENT OPERATIONS 
Discounted Returns 

Year Al A2 Bl B2 Cl C2 01 D2 

1 -188257 -188257 -831456 -831456 -831456 -83 1456 -1553678 -1553678 
2 -222827 -216739 -684551 -674932 -684551 -67-+932 -1983419 -1973800 
3 -323239 -310615 -362761 -343759 -362761 -343759 -946228 -927226 
4 -302775 -284259 -314070 -285904 -314070 -285904 -314070 -285904 
5 -175224 -155070 -250352 -213222 -250352 -213222 -250352 -213222 
6 -154723 -132446 -223746 -177835 -223746 -177835 -223746 -177835 
7 -138075 -111544 -206339 -151816 -206339 -151816 -206339 -151816 
8 -123535 -91382 -183485 -120502 -183485 -120502 -183485 -120502 
9 -110088 -71796 -132542 -61238 -132542 -61238 -132542 -61238 

10 -97648 -53591 -115613 -36115 -115613 -36115 -115613 -36115 
11 12592 75327 21259 134494 21259 134494 21259 134494 
12 5021 63543 14795 122055 14795 122055 14795 122055 
13 7446 62054 10750 112355 10750 112355 10750 112355 
14 6875 57848 14134 110387 14134 110387 14134 110387 
15 8982 56577 24620 115807 24620 115807 24620 115807 
16 20188 64645 26562 112952 26562 112952 26562 112952 
17 21140 62680 31412 113260 31412 113260 31412 113260 
18 21942 60772 32477 110026 32477 110026 32477 110026 
19 22608 58917 35144 108622 35144 108622 35144 108622 
20 23151 56862 35596 105220 35596 105220 35596 105220 
21 23582 53750 35859 101833 35859 101833 35859 101833 
22 19497 46413 31540 94058 31540 94058 31540 94058 
23 20063 43997 28409 87654 28409 87654 28409 87654 
24 19261 40460 28783 84929 28783 8--1-929 28783 84929 
25 19717 38412 32508 85718 32508 85718 32508 85718 

NPV -1584326 -773443 -2901069 -1297406 -2901069 -1297406 -5505626 -3901963 
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Table 9.14 CBA Calculations for all Operations -Total Discounted Returns 

TOTAL -ALL OPERATIONS 
Discounted Returns 

Year .-\ 1 .-\2 B1 B2 Cl C2 DI 02 

1 -158998 -158998 -831456 -83 1456 -83 1456 -831-1-56 -1553678 -1553678 
2 -178588 -172500 -7449167 -14204 163 -68-1-5 51 -7-1-395-1-7 -87-1-8035 -15503031 
3 -282277 -269653 618138 16180-1-0 -362761 6371-1-0 3-1-672 103-1-573 
4 -264847 -246332 5941 70 1530577 -3 1-1-070 622336 59-1- 170 1530577 
5 -150314 -130161 590611 1468704 -250352 627741 590611 1468704 
6 -122206 -99929 554924 1379504 -223746 60083-1- 554924 1379504 
7 -107967 -81436 514651 1290165 -206339 5691 75 514651 1290165 
8 -95657 -63504 484099 1214666 -183485 547082 -1-84099 1214666 
9 -84275 -45983 485591 1175028 -132542 556895 485591 1175028 

10 -153092 -109035 456733 11 08576 -11 5613 53623 1 -1-56733 1108576 
11 26145 88880 551208 11 94393 21259 66-1--1--1--1- 55 1208 1194393 
12 23129 81651 505489 11 034-1-3 14795 6127-1-9 505489 1103443 
13 26419 81027 465096 10210-1-8 10750 566702 -1-65096 1021048 
14 24443 75416 434825 951769 1413-1- 531078 434825 951769 
15 -30486 17109 414149 894864 24620 505335 -1-14149 894864 
16 30871 75328 387237 83-1-301 26562 -1-73627 387237 834301 
17 35086 76626 365370 7811 76 31-1-1 2 -1--1-7218 365370 7811 76 
18 34855 73684 341697 728467 32477 -1-1 92-1-6 341697 728467 
19 34565 70874 321459 681253 3514-1- 39-1-938 32 1-1-59 681253 
20 26820 60531 300702 635-1-33 35596 370327 300702 635-1-33 
21 29859 60027 281328 592771 35859 3-1-7302 281328 592771 
22 28988 55905 258826 548631 31540 32134-1- 258826 548631 
23 28851 52785 238859 508555 28-1-09 29810-1- 238859 508555 
24 27398 48597 223645 474652 28783 279790 223645 474652 
25 27252 45947 212935 446572 32508 2661-1-5 212935 446572 

NPV -1224026 -413143 132111 9 7146969 -2901069 292-1-782 -1283439 4542412 
EA.A -114665 -38703 123761 669519 -271769 273990 -120231 425528 
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